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Assisted by a Musical Program
\

Community Hall, Spruce Head
Wednesday Evening at 7.30

•••

•••

EXCELLENT SUPPER
PROCEEDS FOR ROAD IMPROVEMENT

OAKLAND PARK
TONIGHT
ORCHESTRA

••• ■

Charles
R.
Flint,
known as
Father of the Trusts,” sailed re
cently with his wife on a deferred
wedding trip.
Their plans for get
ting away earlier were upset oy the
Illness of Mrs. Flint’s father, Ed
ward E. Reeves, shortly after the
marriage July 30.
They departed on
the Cunard liner Scythia.
During their tour abroad the
couple will visit Van Westervelt.
Holland, whence Mrs. Flint's an
cestors migrated to America in 1662
in a ship of their own building,
reaching the Dutch colony that is
now New York.
The Celtic of the White Star Line,
carried an American I-eglon party of
600, bound for the convention ln
Parts.

It sometimes happens that the
man who dubs his house his castle
has the moat In his eye.

Admission 50 Cents

What Lady Has the Prettiest
? ANKLES ?

*

SALE AND SUPPER

$50.00 IN PRIZES
WATCH FOR THE BIG TIME

Conducted by

LADIES’ AUXILIARY
WINSLOW HOLBROOK POST
No. 1

American Legion Hall

AT FRIENDSHIP

WEDNESDAY, AUG. 24

EVERY WEDNESDAY NIGHT

MOVIES AND DANCE
MARSTON’S SIX-PIECE ORCHESTRA

Aproni, Fancy Articles, Braided
and Hooked Rugs
Doughnuts and Homemade Candy
Grab Bag and Ice Cream Cones
for the Youngsters
Choice Cut Flowers

Supper 5.00 to 7.00

THE OLD AND NEW DANCES

: : MENU :

Popular Prices

MOVIE AUGUST 24

THOMAS MEIGHAN in “TIN GODS”

Baked Beane
Cabbage Salad
Cold Meats
Rolls
Doughnuts
Assorted Cake
Whipped Cream Pie
Coffee

35 Cents
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f
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-Chance never helps those who do •••
not help themselves.—Sophocles.

Charles R. Flint and Bride To Visit
Dutch Port From Which Family
Came.

From 5 to 7 the Ladies' Circle will serve an

SUMMER

.».

Industry Division.

ON DEFERRED HONEYMOON

. Admission 50 Cents

MARSTON’S

.«.
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•••
•••

~
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About the most embarrassing place of abode
is just beyond our income

Such a condition may be avoided if we devote
a little time to careful consideration and look
before we leap.

THE DIFFERENCE
Between 52 weeks spending ALL we earn—
and 52 weeks of depositing part of it results
in creating for us a safety zone.
PRACTICE THRIFT \

,

Security Trust Co?
Resources Over $4,000,000

DIE

AT THE SAMOSET

IN

ELECTRIC

CHAIR

Knox County Affected By Putting Parties, Bridge and
. ** . •
n
n
.
Mah Jongg Among the So- Sacco’ Vanzetti and Made"^ PaY Penalty of Crirn.
Order of Chief of Animal

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

In a reading of Maine Coast Poems

>

cattle quarantine

Volume 82................... Number 101.

THREE CENTS A COPY

Rockland, Maine, Tuesday, August 23, 1927.

cial Diversions.

Counsel Visited Rockland On Way To See Judge Stone
At Isle Au Haut.

TALK OF THE TOWN
The special election wnlch will
decide the fate of the primary law
will be held Oct. 18, in accordance
with Gov. Brewster's proclamation.

A well known Maine Central yard
IT. S. 6. Florida anchored in Rock
Order was Issued 'Saturday by
master who’s not as steam’s he looks
land
Harbor
Tuesday
evening
and
30
Chief Herbert M. Tucker of the di
Is being reminded by some of his
vision of animal industry, State De naval officers attended the Samoset
Celestino Madeiros was execu of their telephone message from friends, that Dresden is not quite
dance.
Mrs.
W.
H.
Stark
gave
a
partment of Agriculture and the
such a famous beach resort as Old
the counties of Knox. Lincoln and lucky number dance which Mr. and ted shortly after midnight for the Portland that John O. Sevens Orchard.
Wednes murder of a hank treasurer in of the Burpee Furniture Co. was
Sagadahoc to be under quarantine Mrs. A. N. Waring won.
for u test of all the cattle therein, day evening about 20 Samoset guests Wrentham in 1924. He entered in waiting with his large cabin
An observant citizen saw an auto
the quarantine to become effective attended the dinner dance on board the death chamber at 12.02.37 and cruiser, ready to take the attor mobile the other day which had for
the U. IS. S. Florida.
They were:
next Monday.
\
neys to Isle au Haut at a mo its number plate the well known
Waldo county Is now under similar Misses Grace and Marjorie Douglas, was pronounced dead at 12.09.35.
Nicolla Sacco followed Celes- ment’s notice, if they desired to I chemical formula H-2p. Literally
quarantine and It Is expected that Miss Margaret Wilber, Mrs. Lutcher
the work of testing the cattle there Stark, Mr. and Mrs. Brennan and tmo Madeiros to the death eham- go at once.
; water wagon..
•
will be completed In about a month. Miss Anne Brennan, Miss Betty Lark, her at 12.11.12 and life was pro-1
It may be that money has been j
----Tests were recently oompieted 4n Miss Marjorie Lawbaugh, ‘Mrs. Park
nounced extinct at 12.18.02.
spent lavishly by the defense in The community 1,. y well f-pmiM
Washington and Franklin counties er and Miss Parker, Mrs. Roland
Bartolomeo Vanzetti followed , the Sacco-Vanzetti case, but the 1 of the Kn°xTrotting Association and
Ad
which have been added to the list of Greene, Mrs. M. F. Longhurst.
the successful meets held at The
counties quarantined, tested and de miral Robertson and Captain Jack- Sacco to the death chamber and .lawyers from Boston were un- Knox Trotting Park, and every lover
son. Commander Bonvlllin and Doc a few moments after the latter willing to make the throw which
clared Modified Accredited Areas.
of the trotting sport should plan to
The order for the quarantine of tor Rodman of the IT. S. S. Arkansas, was pronounced dead he was j this trip would have cost them attend the races on Labor Day. Tho
anchored
at
Belfast,
played
golf
and
Knox, Lincoln and Sagadahoc coun
strappeH into the chair where the Being landsmen they 'had little program stands out as one of the
lunched at the Sainoset Thursday.
ties is as follows:
strongest.
•
•
«
«
"Whereas, tho Bureau of Animal
other two had paid with their appreciation of the hazard which
Industry of the United States De
confronts a motorboat voyage to
The putting tournament given by lives for murder. >
Owing to the length of the cele
portment of Agriculture and the the management ended Aug. 6. The
Isle au Haut in the dead of night. brated motion picture film, ‘■What
Shortly
before
time
for
the
Division of Animal Industry of the victors for the day were: Women—
Price Glory" there will be but one
Maine Department of Agriculture Winner, Mrs. Borton; runner-up, death march to begin the inside Perhaps, too, the expense fund evening performance, except on Sat
are co-operating for the eradication Miss Maty Miller; low-qualifying, of the prison was absolutely in the case had begun to run low. urday night when there will be per
of Bovine Tubercuioslsdn Maine, and Miss Mary Miller; men—winner, Mr. (juiet.
Be that .as it may the attorneys, formances at 6.15 and 8.30. On the
It is the rule at the
whereas,
Piscataquis,
Penobscot, Yenawine; runner-up. Mr. Buck; low
already half asleep, chose to do other nights (Wednesday, Thursday
Charlestown
Prison
that
other
Franklin, Hancock and Washington qualifying. Jack Neison.
The final
... .prisoners remain quiet and in a few hours’ snoozing in the and Friday) the performances will
Counties have been quarantined, winners were:
Women—first, Miss ’,
n
,
quarters of the begin at 7.45. Seats are reserved.
tested and declared Modified Accred Degerberg; second. Mrs. L. Stark; their Cells away from the door comfortable
ited Areas, and the work In Knox men'—first. Mr. Yenawine; second, J. during executions, on pain of sol- Thorndike Hotel, and at 5 o’clock
Three Maine Coast League games
Lincoln and Sagadahoc counties has L. Porter.
boarded the steamer James T. will be played in Rockland this week
itary confinement.
been carried to that point where it
Morse for Stonington.
From and there must be a very generous
seems feasible and desirable to make
attendance if the club is to finish the
Mrs.
Wilcox
gave
a
putting
party
The
final
act
of
the
grer.t
that
point
they
went
by
motor
these counties also disease free
season.
Belfast, which won a twin
and
Mrs.
iBenckenstein
and
Messrs.
areas:
drama which has had such an ab boat to Isle au Haut.
bill from Rockland In Belfast, Is here
Buck
and
Baggott
were
winners.
“Now: Therefore, I. Herbert M.
sorbing interest for the whole
Mr. Hill, senior counsel for this afternoon, and it is quite prob
Tucker, Chief of thy Division of Ani
Sacco
and Vanzetti, had little to able that Charlie Small will he sent
At
the
putting
party
given
by
Mrs.
wor
!,
d
*'
as
,
not
enacted,
however
mal Industry, Maine Department of
to stem Rockland's batting at
Throckmorton
and
Mrs.
McIlroy
|
until
Rockland,
btoillllgton
anti
say
concerning
the case after his in
Agriculture, acting under authority
tack.
Camden plays here at 4.45
conferred upon me by Chapter 24, of prizes were won by Mrs. L. Stark, Isle au Haut had stepped unex arrival in Rockland.
Thursday afternoon, Saturday after
the Public Laws of 1925, do hereby Mrs. Lafrentz, Mrs. MeNiel and Mrs. pectedly into the picture.
“When Justice Holmes ren noon at 1 o’clock.
declare
the
said
Counties
of Schneck.
In their desperate efforts to dered his decision against us,” he
• ♦ ♦ ♦
Lincoln and Sagadahoc Counties to
save Sacco and Vanzetti the told The ■Courier-Gazette report Lewis Rosenbloom left yesterday
be under quarantine for the purpose
The guests at Mrs. Hill's party
for Cleveland, Ohiu, where he is to
of a complete examination and test were: Mah Jongg, Mrs. Thorley, Mrs. counsel for the prisoners had ap er, “it was with the understand have permanent employment in tlie
of all cattle thei^in, such quarantine LaFrentz, Mr. Stark and Miss Wil pealed to Justice Holmes of the ing that it did not prejudice us commission brokerage business. Mr.
to be effective on and after August bur, Mrs. Baggott, Mrs. Cook, Mrs. United States Supreme Court,
against application to another Rosenbloom was a popular citizen,
22 .1927.
Yenawine. Mrs. Caldwell, Mrs. Wenin everything that made
only
to
find
rejection
of
their
justice. And that’s why we are interested
"On and after said date no cattle man, Mrs. Ballard, Mr. Lafrentz.
for Rockland's material and civic
plea.
This
was
followed
by
a
going to Isle au Haut to see Jus welfare, and his departure is uni
of any kind, except beef animals and Oiga Lafrentz; Bridge, Mrs. Belmont,
veals for immediate slaughter, shall Mrs. May, Mr. Hallowell, Mr. Severn, visit to Justice Brandeis at Chat tice Stone.”
versally regretted—nowhere more so
be brought into said Counties of Mrs. Bogan, Mrs. Morehead, Mr. ham, who also rejected their ap
"What will be your next step than hy that select circle known as
Knox,
Lincoln
and Sagadahoc Buck, Mi*. Belmont, Mrs. Hunter,
Donohue’s “Night Court" at
if you fail there?” Mr. Hill was John
unless they have passed a tuber M rs. Bennett, Mr. Eisenlohr, Mr. E. peal.
the Thorndike Hotel.
It
was
then
learned
that
anoth

asked.
culin test applied by a veterinary C. Miller, Mrs. Hallowell, Mrs. Det
approved by the Division of Animal wiler, Mr. Bogan, Mr. Minuse, Mrs. er Supreme Court Justice, Harlan
“I never tell my next step. If Edward Gonla has transferred his
Industry of the Maine Department of Minuse, Mrs. Wilcox, Mr. Caldwell, P. Stone, was at his summer I said anything at this time it affections from the Cushing shores
Agriculture within one year, or are Mr. Detwiler, Miss Degerberg, Miss
home in Isle au Haut, and to this would be in the nature of inven to Crescent Beach, having height
held in strict quarantine until such Dallas, Mr. Wenman, Mrs. Borton,
from Frank Aus.in of Waterville,
test is made at the expense of the Mrs. Pierce, Mrs. Bamber, Judge distant point off the Maine coast, tion.”
the well known Dr. Buxton cottage.
owner, unless such cattel come from Manning, Mr. Buckner, Mrs. Guerin, apart from telephone connection
Mr. Hill showed Iplainily jthe This structure was built 16 years ago
Modified Accredited Area.”
Mrs. Crawford. Mrs .Olds, Mrs. Jor- began a race which offered only effects of his strenuous campaign, and occupies one of the most desir
dart, Mrs. Miller, Mrs. Longhurst, Mr. feeblest hope of saving two hu
locations on Hie beach as well
and the disappointment which able
Miller, Dr. Beardwood, Mrs. Buck.
as being one of the best summer
CLUE TO FUGITIVES
man
beings
from
the
electric
the
adverse
decision
at
Chatham
Mrs. Cochran. Mr. Baggott, Mr. Yen
homes in the crescent.
The deal
awine, Mrs. Buckner, Judge Ominen, chair.
had caused him.
was made through R. U. Collins' real
Warden Buker of the State Prison
Hr. Gonia has
The men who made that race
That he fully realized the trip estate agency.
was notified by the Bangor chief of Dr. Kathan, Mrs. McAbee, Mrs. KaMr, Bennett, Mr. Pierce. were Arthur I). Hill, Richard C. TfrWe au Haut would likewise be leased his cottage in Cushing for tlie
police yesterday that James Maroon
escaped convict, had been seen a few Mrs. Benckenstein, Mrs. L. Stark, Evarts, Harry Shulman and Ar a vain one could easily be read time being and plans to dispose of it.
miles from Brunswick, and recog Mrs. Beardwood, Mr. Benckenstein, thur Barnhart, counsel for Sac
between the lines.
Mrs. Schenck, Mrs. Throckmorton,
About once in every so often some
nized by a party of Bangor people
The conference with Justice body starts an argument as to when
who were motoring home from Bos Mr. McIlroy, Mr. McAbee, Mrs. Mc co and Vanzetti. They left Bos
Ilroy, Mrs. Davis, Mr. Throckmor ton at 3 p. m. Sunday and on Stone was held at his summer the gas house was blown up. Tlie
ton. The occupants of the car know
ton, Mr. Schenck, Miss Knubei, Miss
was renewed with much
Maroon, personally, and waved to
reaching Portland telephoned to home in Isle au Haut, lasting discussion
intensity, recently, and with proper
him, as the car passed. They re Miller, Miss Belmont, Mr. Mitchell, the residence of F. A. Winslow, from 9 a. m. to 10.15 a- m. The
respect for his excellent memory
Mrs. House, Mrs. Middleton, Mrs.
ported the incident to the Bangor
Arnold, Mrs. MeAlpine, Mrs. Smith, who was asked to provide means following
nymoraildlim
was
I
n,ost
of the debaters were convinced
chief of police. Warden Bilker in
that Capt. Luke Spear was right
Mrs. Stark. Mrs. Cieene, Mr. Cook, by which they could reach Isle au given to press representatives:
turn notified, the Brunswick chief
when he said 51 years ago.
John L.
Mrs. Wieihenmayer, 'Mrs. Fowler, Haut that night.
and State Highway Police. Maroon
“Application considered and Donohue is also a “reminiscent
.
, Miss A. Cook, Mr. Collins, Mrs. Coi
ls one of the four men who escaped; ..
,,
,
,, ,
“
Watchful
waiting
”
are
the
denied
without
prejudice
to
ap

hound," and he averred that Capt.
, ,, .
,
. ltns, Mrs. MdBurney. Mr. Fowler,
from the Union prison camp a week Mrs. Manning. Mr. Hill.
two words which best describe plication to any other justice. I Luke had overstepped the mark by
ago.
the tedious efforts of the little concur in the view expressed by about four years. John H. Mc
The Bridge and Mah Jungg party j group which had begun watching Justice Holmes as to the merits Grath hunted among some old copies
Radio headphones attached atlglven by the manflgPment Aug. 1
of The Courier-Guzette and settled
at 6.30 p. m. and which did not of the application and action of the matter once and for all when lie
each Jabte in a \ lenna restaurant
was held In the ball room.
The
are said to be building meal-time guests made up their own tables lay eyes on the quartet of Bos counsel in presenting it.”
found by a 25 years ago item that
business for the owner of the place. The winners were:
Mrs. Thor- ton attorneys until 1 a. in. yes
Back to Stonington went the the disaster occurred April 7, 1881.
| ley, Mrs. Cook, Mr. Lafrentz, Mrs. terday morning.
disappointed attorneys and from
Judge Frank B. Miller was on the
Belmont, Mjrs. Bogan, 'Mr. Miller,
The
counsel
for
Sacco
and
that point, hy telephone, was bench yesterday after a week's rest
I Mrs. Hallowell, Mrs. Minuse, Mrs.
A Deposit of Honor
Bar ler, Mrs. Bamber,, Mrs. Craw Vanzetti had barely caught the given out the news which the ful vacation at Columbia Falls,
This Company Hat Loaned
where he taught school in his
ford, George Miller, Mrs. Buck, Mrs. last ferry and with 50 miles of world so anxiously awaited.
Thousands of Dollars
younger days, and where, on the
: Smith.
strange
road
ahead
of
them
were
The Courier-Gazette, which occasion of this visit, he met not a
On Character Privately
obliged to proceed cautiously to also served a number of the met few of his old pupils. Judge Miller
And the Borrower finds it Easy
Some people can make us positive
to pay through our weekly or
ropolitan dailies and other news spent as mucl; time as possible In the
ly happy if they will leave us alone Rockland.
monthly plan.
Here they found, as the result organizations, is indebted to Dr. open and the result of It is reflected
and keep out of sight.
Lawful Rate of Interest under
his good humored countenance.
L. G. Tewksbury of Stonington. In
He also indulged his well known
Supervision of State Banking
Mr.
Baxter,
a
newspaper
man
penchant for digging Into historical
Department
who is stopping there; and Wil lore, and promises this paper an inConfidential Loan Co.
-on)" ill,-, ihiui In.-. '
bur Frohock for prompt service. teiesling
431 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
findings.
Emouie tu . jum >1 i .. .
Two
Offices Twe
he attended the annual convention of
“ON MY SET”
Office Hours: 9 a. m. to 5.30 p. m.
the Maine Association of Municipal
MORTGAGES OF ALL KINDS
Judges in Bangor, and was re-elected
Radio interest last night cen
TEL. 190
as one of the vice-presidents.
tered on the bulletins concern
ing the Sacco-Vanzetti case, and
Stephen H. Cables, who went to Chi
well it did, for there were only a
cago to bring home an automobile
few stations performing. I list
belonging to one of tlie officials of
ed WJZ, WBZ, WCSH and one
ALSO 20 OTHER PRIZES
Ihe Lawrence Portland Cement Com
of the lower wave stations which
pany, returned Saturday. While in
To enter contest simply mail us
I did not identify.
the "Windy City" Mr. Cables saw the
your best recipe using our won
••• •• •••
largest cement plant in the world in
derful FLAVORENE VANILLA
95-tf
Practically
“
fool-proof
”
in
the
operation, turning out an incredible
FLAVOR.
Hundreds of bottles
elaborate precautions taken to
number of barrels each day. He also
have already been sold, and scores
prevent
interruption
of
broad

saw Col. Lindbergli at close range, and
of Maine housewives will accept
casting
and
provide
for
almost
what interested him equally was a
nothing else. It has a delicious,
any emergency Is the new fiftyROCKLAND RADIO SHOP
ball game between the Chicago Cubs
mellow flavor. Buy a large four
kilowatt
transmitter
of
station
and Cincinnati Reds.
The former
ounce bottle at your nearest gro
WEAF at Bellmore, L. I., soon to
team is pointing tile way in tlie Na
cer. If he hasn't it in stock yet,
replace
the
National
Broadcast

tional League.
“Chicago is wild
mail us 35c (3 for $1.00), direct to
ing Company's present apparatus
about baseball," says Steve, "and all
FREEDMAN CHEMICAL CO.,
at 463 West Street, Manhattan.
I could hear was World Series talk"
Stonington, Maine.
99-104
While ‘exact details of the new
Mr. Cables also had ant opportunity
Bellmore station, now testing
to see how generally cement is com
under the experimental call let
ing into use as a road building fac
ters 2XZ, are still withheld by
tor in the Middle West.
He saw a
the company, it is understood
marvelous stretch of it between Chi
that WEAF’s new laboratory is
cago and Detroit.
: : IN : :
unique even among the newest
Are now arriving for the 1927-28 season.
superpower
stations
recently
Rockland or Suburbs
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
erected by WJZ and WGY. Of
Do you wish to buy? ..........
its
thirty-three water-cooled
See our window display and watch our ads. in the near
If I had to live my life again I would
power tubes, four are emergency
Oo you wish to soli? ............
have made a rule to read some poetry and
units ready to be pressed into
future
Do you wish to Rtnt? ..........
.isten to some music at least once a week.
service at a moment’s notice.
The loss of these tastes is a loss of happi
Town preferred? ...................
The same unusual care has been
ness.—Charles Darwin.
Agents
for
Westinghouse
"A
”
Storage
Batteries
and
How many in family? ..........
exercised in providing spare fila
A RAINY DAY
ment machines and extra gener
How many bedrooms? ..........
Power Units
ators for the plate supply; all , This is my dream; to have you on a day
Pries limit? ............. ..............
Of beating rahi and sullen clouds of gloom,
wired to the main switching ■I Here
with me, in the old familiar room,
Rent limit? ..............................
Eveready "B" Batteries
L
panels so t hat almost any emer l Watching the logs beneath tne Iouneo ».uft
play
gency
can
be
met
and
service
be
Do you wish a new home? ....
into strange conceits of bud and
resumed in from six to fifteen 1 Burstbloom.
“B” Eliminators
List your property with us for
seconds.
quick, sale or rent.
The things we know about us, here and
there
Cunningham and Radiotron Tubes, including the
HIS WRITINGS PAID
Tel. No............................................

Rockland Business College

WANT TO WIN $5.7

Ope ns

September 14

RADIO RECEIVERS

“WHERE TO LIVE”

RADIO ACCESSORIES ARD PARTS

,

ROCKLAND, MAINE
CAMDEN

VINALHAVEN

UNION

Name .............................................

__________

Power Types

Address .........................................

Clip and mail to tho

TV

Tuesday
Issue

Eastern Real Estate Co.
Builders of New Model Homes”
32 UNION ST. ROCKLAND, ME.
Telephone 818
99-tf

' -n- ii

ROCKLAND RADIO SHOP
Exclusive Radio Dealers
Tel. Rockland I 56-W. Tel. Camden 33-3
14 Limerock Street
Rockland, Me.

The will of Janies Oliver Curwood,
author and conservationist makes
bequests totalling more than $400,000. The widow and three children,
James Oliver Curwood, of Owosso,
Mrs. Charlotta Curwood Jirus, of
Detroit, and Miss Viola Curwood, of
New York, divide $300,000 almost
equally, and numerous bequests of
from $750 to $10,000 each to other
relatives, to churches and civic in
stitutions are provided.

I1"

The books we love, half-read, on floor and
knee;
The stein the Dutchman brought from over
sea,
Standing invitingly beside your chair;
The while we quote and talk and—disa
gree.

I Rebuild the castles that we reared In Spain
Re-read the poet that our childhood knew.
, With
eyes that meet when some quaint

thought rings true—
0 friend, for some such day of cheer and
ram Books. Mid the dear companionship of

you I

—Author unknown.

i
Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, August 21, 1927.
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I
Personally appeared Prank 8. Lyddie, who 1
on oalh declares that he is Pressman in the
office of The Courlcr-Oazetle, and that of tne
Issue of this paper of Aug. 20. 192? there
was printed a total of 6.160 copies.
Before me,
FRANK B MILI.ER.

DING - DONG

Notary Public.

In the face of an imposing world
wide clamor, originated in the ranks
of anarchism and carried forward by
propaganda which laid its hold upon
many well-meaning but uninformed
people, the courts and the laws
of Massachusetts stand vindicated.
When the fog and smoke of the
historic Sacco-Vanzetti case have
cleared away, the country will with
increasing gratitude appreciate the
fact that there sat in the Governor’s
chair of the old Bay State a man
who refused to be intimidated hy
the clamor or the bomba of anarchy.

This annual feature of a get-to
gether of old people gives Maine
a publicity both widespread and
unique. From all over the country,
newspaper correspondents and cam
eramen will visit Portland to get
the story of the meeting on August
31 of the Three-Quarter Century
Club. The committee has arranged
a program full of interest, the de
tails including a special reunion of
Maine couples who have celebrated
their fiftieth wedding anniversary.
Other features of the day include a
knitting contest—open only to Maine
women who have passed the age of
seventy-five—the annuql horseshoe
pitching contest for the Gardiner
trophy, a gold plated horseshoe. In
which county players will compete
for the state championship; a check
er contest of county champions; an
old-fashioned basket picnic to which
all who attend will bring their lunch
to be supplemented by luncheon ac
cessories to he provided by the Port
land committee; dancing of the oldtime dances on tlie green in the
beautiful 1 leering Oaks; singing of
old-time songs—here is matter for
enjoyment which should make a
stirring appeal, as we have no doubt
it does. We hope the large member
ship in Knox County has adequate
representation, and that in each
town there Is effort made to help
club members get to the scene of
jollification. The Maine Automobile.
Association has a committee in each
county to arrange for automobile
conveyance for those members not
otherwise provided. William D. Tal
bot of Rockland represents this com
mittee in Knox County. He should
be communicated with at once.

TONIGHT

i'Bll
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ano d

Dance To the Music of the

SPANISH SERENADERS

annvunct

Mrrr
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89-tf

THEIR

BOAT CAPSIZED

One Convict Is Presumably Drowned—The Other Two
Have Very Narrow Escape.
■Lewis Gauthier, one of the convicts
who has been employed on the high
way job between West Rockport and
nlon, is supposed to have been
drowned in the pond near the prison
camp at 8 o'clock Sunday night when
boat containing three convicts
capsized
The accident was due to the fa
miliar cause—changing positions in
the boat.
The other two occupants were
Henry Hule and Edward Southard
Hule could not swim, and when lie
found himself in the water he
grasped Southard around the neck
with* a frantic grip.
Southard
struck him in the throat so forcibly

that Hule was compelled to relax his
hold, and Southard then managed to
get his helpless companion ashore.
Gauthier meantime had disap
peared, presumably beneath the
waves.
Dragging operations were
in progress all day yesterday, hut
without avail, in spite of the fact
that the water at that point is quite
shallow.
Warden Buker had a drag
especially made for the occasion.
The stories of the two survivors
agreed, otherwise there might have
lingered a suspicion that it was a
clever getaway on Gauthier’s part.
The missing man belonged in Lew
iston.
He was 43 and was serving a
short term.

TWAS A GREAT SHOW

COUNTRY CLUB GOLF

SEPTEMBER SALE

And League Again Ha* Stomach Ache f AH Knotted Up)
—Mr. Williams Enters the Picture.
This Week's Games
i with Rockland and he celebrated It
Tuesday—Belfast at Rockland.
by accepting all of his nine chances
Wednesday—Camden at Belfast.
and making two singles and a sac
Thursday—Rockland at Camden at rifice hit
“Merry” has played sterl
1. p. m. and Camden at Rockland at ing baseball for Rockland, and was
4.45 p. m.
also one of the League’s most popu
Friday—Rockland at Belfast.
lar men.
That he cannot he with
■Saturday—Camden at Rockland at the team for the season’s climax is
I p. m. and Belfast at Camden at innch regretted.
‘^Scotty” Marr,
4.30 p. m.
who played third base for Camden
♦ ♦ ♦ ♦
last season and was regarded as one
Rockland has lost three straight of that team's* best hitters, will re
games since the standing was last place him at second.
published in this i«ipcr, and has de
Johnny Baker made a wonderful
scended considerably from its lofty1 crttch in right field, robbing Joe
perch. In fact the situation again French of a three-bagger on top of
allows all three teams tie<U «vilh his home run.
The score:
these percentages:
Belfast
The League Standing
ab r bh tb po a e
Won
Lost
P. C. t’ogan. ss ....... .. 5 1
1
Rockland ............ 15
15
.50" Chamard. c ....... 3 2
Camden ............ 15
15
.500 Daker, rf ........... 4 1
2 2 1
.500 i’aiement, 3b .... 4 0
Belfast ............... 1«
16
' •
C. Small, cf ..... 4 0
Belfast 8. Rrckland 5
.1. McGowan, lb 4 0
0 12
In the opening game at Belfast E. Small. 2b .... 4 1
4 2
Saturday the race was neck and neck F. McGowan,if
3 0
until the sixth inning when the up Davidson, p ..... 4 0
river team staged a vicibus attack
upon Strecker and forged into the
35 5 12 16 27 11 0
lead.
Tills attack was continued In
Rocklanc
the seventh and eighth innings, and
ab T bh tb po a e
the brilliant hatting rally made by
Merewether ?b.. 3 1 2 n 4 5 0
Rockland proved all in vain. Except
P. French, cf C. 5 1 o 3 3 0 0
In two innings—the fourth and .the
l.eavltt, rf .. .... 3 0 1 1 2 0 0
eighth—Charlie Small was complete
Rvrae. c ..... .... 8 o o o | o o
master of the situation, hut the con
Loftus. If .....
0 3 3 2 0 0
fidence of the home fans was given
Walsh, 3b .. .... 3 1 1 1 0 3 0
a terrible jolt in the eighth when
Cole, ss ....... .... 3 0 o o o 1 1
Rockland collected five singles off
Wotton. lb .. .... 4 0 1 1 9 1 0
him.
J. French, p .... 3 1 1 4 1 1 0
Kenyon, called in me hy the death
of his brother, was succeeded be
hind the hat by Chamard. who played
a fine game there, and whose double
in the eighth clinched the victory
for Belfast. Death has twice visited
Kenyon’s family within a few days,
and he has the deep sympathy of all
the fans. The scoie:
Belfast
p.b r bh tb PO
1
4
Cogan. ss ...
6
4
Chamard. c .
0
•
Daker, rf ......
(l
3
Paiement. 3b
0
3
E. Small. 2h .
0
13
I. McGowan, lb a z 2
0
1 2 1
Gray, If ..............
0
Small, p .......
1, 1 0
(I
3 3 1
F. McGowan, cf

40 8 15 IS
19
Rockland
ab r bh tb po a
0 0 0 1 3
Merewether. 2b
1 2 2 3 0
P. French, cf ...
*> 1
Leavitt, rf ......
6
Byrne, c ..........
0
Loftus, if ........
1
Walsh. 3b ......
o
Cole, ss .............
9
Wotton. lb .....
0s
strecker, p .....

for Dessert

CHISHOLM BROS.

This month and this month only we can offer
you a most attractive saving on two of our finest
Glenwood products.

You can buy a Glenwood Pipeless Furnace all
installed in your home ready to fire for $149.
This is a considerable saving and is for the month
of September only.

You can also buy a guaranteed Glenwood N
Range complete with shelf delivered and set up
for $79. This is a full size Glenwood with square
oven 18x20 inches.

Our easy pay
ment plan al
lows a whole
year to pay. No
interest.

32 4 11 15 24 11 1
Belfast ............ *'0 0 0 2 0 0 1 x—5
Rockland ......... 0 2 1 0 0 0 1 0 0—4
Two-base hits, Daker. F. McGow
an. P. French.
Three-base hit, K.
Small.
Home run, .1. French.
Rases on balls, off Davidson 6. off .I.
French 3. Struck cut, by Davidson 2.
hy J. French 1.
Sacrifice hits. Da
ker. Merewether, Walsh, Cole. Stolen
bases. P. French. Merewether. Double
i play. Merewether. Cole and Wtotton.
' empires. McDonough and Kennedy.
Scorer, Winslow.
. . . .
I

0

e |
2
0
0

An even twenty contestants gave
36 5 10 10 24 10 4
Success Crowns First Play .interest to the usual Saturday tourna0 0 2 0 0 2 2 2 x-jr8
^Jinent at the Country Club. A. C. Jones Belfast
ground Field Day—TTiO' was the winner with a net 65, B. M. Buckland
jckl’““l .....
o00020003
o o z t)i u u 3 0-‘-5 (.
Two-base hits, Chamard. Daker 2,
Virgin, second, 67, L. E. Wardwell.
Cup and Prizes.
Gray Bases on. halls, off Strecker 4.
third. 68.
The Stores:
President Albee of the Keith thea
A
Jones ....
93—28—«5 Struck out, by C. Small 6, by Streck
er 5.
Sacrifice hits. Cogan. Cham
*10-97
The first annual field day of Rock f> M Virgin .
tres has requested the vaudeville ac
7ft— R-bS ard. C. Small.
Umpires, Kennedy
land Children’s Playground was held ’ L E. Wardwell
99- -30—69 ind McDonough.
tors playing his circuit to omit in very successfully at Community , E. C Pails ....
Scorer, IWinslow.
87 —18-69
Standish Perry
the future all jokes from the stage Park yesterday. Smiling skies fa- W C. Bird ..
• • • ••
98.—28—79
L E. McRae . .
98 —28—79
about electric railway lines, stating ored the youngsters in their first K.
Belfast 5, Rockland 4
L Toner .
98
The second contest in Belfast
97 -36—71
that he did not regard derogatory organized exhibition and the event 1 A. W. Foss
was so thoroughly enjoyed by those k li’.’veawe
88 -17—71 Saturday
was much closer, hut
comments about local street car ser oldsters present that no doubt re- | w. <> FuWer
1W2 —39—72 Rockland’s jinx wis still on the job,
s
Mer
ill
..
190
—
28
72
.
I
<
’
vice as betng either funny or enter mains on the continuance of the«
H I’ Mann ....
197 —34—73 and French's men saw their comfort
H A Ruffian .
taining, but that he did regard it scheme another year.
97 —’21—76 able lead dwindle almost to the
91 -15—76
A picture was taken at 2 o’clock F. I. Dyer ........
as being injurious to both transpor
W S K'Hiinht .
196 -39—76 vanishing point.
and the group made a colorful sight.
Batting honors were nearer a par
193—29 8.;
tation lines and the theatres. "With Some 75 hoys and girls were entered E K IxiglitoTi
4. F Carver ...
card in this contest which stood 4 to 4
out the street cars," he said, “I can in the several events and each had B F Mathews
No card when Belfast tvent to bat in the
No card
huge number properly attached. | * * MrboutpU
not conceive how our patrons could
eighth.
E. Small led off with a
triple and scored on F. McGowan’s
reach our theatres. All of them Director Pauline McLoon Rogers
WORKING FOR HOOVER
was in general Vharge. assisted by
double.
don’t own automobiles." Mr. Albee Linwood
Rogers, John
McLoon.
In the first half of the ninth Rock
gave as ills reason, that he does not George Van Wert and Ralph Fowler i Along with the word that Herheit land drew three bases ou balls, and
Misses
|
C.
Hoover.
Secretary
of
Commerce
and
in
the
girls
’
events
by
consider the theatres to be places of
Merewether made a sacrifice hit.
nil; toon return to Washington from
the run that would have tied
criticism, but for entertainment, and Alice Snow and Dorothy Blaisdell. the West, political gossip is to the i yet
,
The youngsters displayed a lively
gamp waa not forthcoming. With
that he hopes the time will come interest throughout and competition ; effect that greet activity in behalf of
the bases full, and two down. Loftus
I <he Hoover Presidential candidacy is
■when actors will refrain from using for the several prizes was keen.
He had just made
already on. While the announcement came to bat.
cheap jokes, not only In reference to
The large silver eup for highest
of President Coolidge that he doce three successive singles, and the
street railways, but to any other In total number of points fell to Ber not choose to run has aroused actbJ-h°Pes 01 I!ockland ” fallo«ers ran
nard McIntire with a total of 14 vity for various aspirants, it is tip- I h,ch’
The eount i’too<1 thl'ee balls
dustry or officials of nation, state or
points. He was closely pressed for understanding
that
there
is and
strikes ard then he hil "
city. It will be a refreshing thing the honor hy several of his com pc*grounder
to McGowtn who retired
more work being dune for Hoover
to audiences. It was the Keith cir titors however.
than for any other candidate men the side, and left the Belfast fans
Tlie events worked out thus:
cuit that Issued the edict against its
tioned with the exception of former deliriously happy.
The feature of this game, aside
Will II. Hays,
Girls' 50-yard dash—1st. Ruth Ver- ' Governor Lowden.
actors cracking their Jokes upon the
from its dramatic finish, was
former
national
chairman,
who
left
rill,
wrist
watch;
2nd,
Dorothy
subject of prohibition. Mr. Albee is
Goodwin. 10 theatre tickets; 3d Shir- i the Cabinet to becotn0 head of the French’s home run with one on. The
a man of broad vision and sound ley McIntire.
motion pictuie industry, is credited hall went far over the cedar hedge
in right field, and “smiling Joe”
views. Would that there were more
Boys 50 yard dash—1st, Bernard with being active for Hoover.
looked real content as hq trotted
McIntire-, pearl handled knife; 2nd. ;
vaudeville managers of his calibre
around the bases.
bat
Frank Harding, theatre tickets.
It was Merewether’s last game
e\
Girls'
Basketball goal shoot—| abroad never reaches home.
One of the advantages enjoyed by Margaret Taylor, smaller silver cup;
this immediate region in summer 2nd. Sylvia Shafter, candy.
Boys' basketball goal shoot—Burn
time Is the coming into residence
ham Young, smaller sliver cup; 2nd.
here of men and women of nation
Bernard McIntire, candy.
al prominence, who on occasion gra
Potato race—1st. Ruth Verrlll,
clously respond to invitation to de doll; 2nd. Shirley McIntire, perfume.
High jump—1st. Raymond Ste
liver public addresses. In particu
vens. scout knife; 2nd Herbert Mc
lar are the various service clubs Intire. randy.
the beneflclarlds of this fact, as
Sack race—Maurice Cohen, har
was illustrated yesterday by the monica.
Baseball throw—Bernard McIntire,
Rotary Club, which had as it
harmonica; 2nd. John LaCrosse.
speaker President Gray of the Union
Girls' basketball throw—Shirley
Pacific Railway, the first of the great McIntire. 10 theatre tickets.
J
Mole Race—-Dora Freeman, stock
transcontinental lines binding to
ings; Billy Taylor, harmonica; Lil
gether the two parts of our common
lian Pendleton, color book.
country and making of us all a single
Girls’ obstacle race—Hattie Moon.
people. No man of ids generation Eversharp pencil.
Boys’ relay—Stanley Cates, Fran
occupies greater prominence in the
I
cis Havener, Herbert Mcntire. Frank j
galaxy of industrial captains tha Harding.
President Gray. In making of the
Girls’ tether ball—Dorothy Good
town of Cushing each year his place win. sneakers.
Boys’ tether ball. Burnham Younp?
of summer residence there is con
golf stockings.
ferred upon our community a dis
The meet served Its chief purposes j
tinction of which our people arc not admirably in giving the Playground j
family a solid precedent for a public !
without appreciation.
exhibition eacli August and in inak- I
ing friends for the institution. The '
The tragedy of this latest flight to youngsters
conducted
themselves i
Hawaii, wherein seven daring avia like the good sportsmen they have
tors. one of them a woman, have lost bt-en taught to he. win or lose. Chief j
Webster extended the courtesies of !
their lives, emphasizes anew tlie tlie police department and Mayor •
difficulties which surround these Carver, inveterate lovt-r of children,
brave attempts to conquer tlie air.. was on hand and threatened to par
Take home a Pint Brick of Mrs. Thurticipate in the high jump. A spe- ,
That some day man will triumph in
cial word is due that jovial young
low's Ices for Dessert; easy to get on
this region as ho has in others no track athlete George Van Wert who
one will venture to doubt, hut the thought nothing of an fight mile
your way home. Three flavors, 35c pint.
loll in human life attendant upon the hike to be of assistance. The meet
was really made possible by a score
Stop at—
achievement is a thing said to think of Rockland business men who vol
upon.
untarily put up the fine prizes to
further the interests of the move
We dare say our friends in Flori ment.
CONFECTIONERS
da noticed that our friends in Cali
When the yellow streak begins to i
ROCKLAND
OPP. WAITING ROOM
fornia havo been visited this week work out of some people they have
hy another earthquake,
a Ut of the blues.

ICE CREAM

BURPEE

DROPS THREE
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Camden 5, Rockland 4
A slim stranger by the name of
Williams took possession of the Cantden box last night and converted
Rockland's mighty swatters into that
breed of quadrupeds often referred
to in the Darwinian theory.
He
nl_______
I
assuccaaaHBnaaanaDaaaaanoaooooaoaaaoooapaaQaoanogJaDno
stood them on their heads, twisted
’em into crullers and when that didn't
satisfy him he churned ’em—an exhi
bition which tickled the Camden fans »
mightily.
The only time that the Rockland witii robber hands and in Dong-Dong
players came out of this seance was against pirates. After the armisin the seventh inning, when five of. U(.p he (ook part in Poland's fight for
them socked the pill to all corners ln<jeppni,ence
of the lot, Pat French furnishing the;
As the resuit of a shell explosion
OF
climax with a double which of&et during the World War, Lieut. \ an
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
ir. considerable measure his two pre- den
wounded in the left
LEWISTON, MAINE
,toa8 strikeouts.
Except for this
gpurt j( was a ,ad somber and si;ent leg so frightfully that 23 operations
FALL OPENING, SEPT. 7, 1927
were necessary. Being told he would
COURSES
situation as “Murderers’ Row” filed never be able to walk again, he
Business Adin., Certified Pub.. Accountancy. See. Science. Gen
from the bench to the plate, and then, laughed at the dire predictions and
eral Secretarial, Bookkeeping, Shorthand. Typewriting. Banking,
in emulation of a well known his now runs without the slightest sug
Auditing and General Business.
torical event, marched back again.
gestion ol' a limp.
Positions furnished all graduates.
The tally sheet shows that Wil
Ronald Solman. Neil Hamilton and
Free Catalogue and bulletin, mail coupon.
liams had 11 strikeouts to his credit, Ralph Forbes appear as the hero
and it would not be surprising if; brothers of “Beau Geste.” who enlist
Please Send Me Free Catalogue
by this time he has not been pre-, In the French Foreign Legion. Four
sented with all of the real estate other featured players. Noah Beery,
Name ..................
from Camden’s new public library to William I’owell, Victor NIcLaglan
St. or R. F. D.
the Fish Hatchery, including Mt. and Norman Trevor are also shown
State
as legionnaires.
Featured players
Battie.
.....................
Loftus also had one bad inning, include Alice Joyce and Mary Brian
The picture was filmed under the
Address; Bliss College, Lewiston, Maine
and it was due in part to an .infield
error, made where Rockland’s errors direction of Herbert Brenon at the
are seldom made, that Camden scored Paramount studio in Hollywood and
four runs off him in that session. All on the Great American Desert in
Arizona where a company of 2000
in all he pitched a fine game.
There were some other features, men spent three months.—adv.
the Safin of ==_
but nuff sed.
North National Bank;
A
few
good
misses
in
the
chorus
The score:
are apt to aid the epera In making
Camden
hit.
ab r bh tb po a
ft
Wooles, 3b ........ 4 01111
McMahon, 2b
1 2
4
Jones, rf ............ 4 111 1
Macklay, cf ..... 5 112 o
H
c .........
4 111 11
Ogier. If ............ 3 0 11 2
Is dependent upon modern inventions
A. Lee, ss ......... 3 10 0 2
in order to keep pace with modern
Martin, lb .......... 4 0 2 2 6
requirements. A checking account is
Williams, p ..... 3 0 11 0
a modern invention No business cf

□I

BLISS COLLEGE

Ji

North
National
Bank

MODERN BUSINESS

5

35 6 10 11 27 5
Rockland
ab r bh tb po a
Walsh, 3b .......... 4
110 5
P French, cf
4
1 2 3
l^avitt, rf ........ 4
0 0 1
Byrne, c ............ 3
0 0 2
Loftus, p ............ 4
1 1 1
J. French. If .... 4
1 1 3
Cole, ss ..........
4
0 0 4
Wotton. lb ........ 4
2 2 7
McGowan, 2b .... 4
1 1 2

importance can be properly conduct
ed without its time-saving assistance.
Do you pay your bills by check?
If so you save time, lose cf men y
and automatically receive a receipt
for every transaction.

73 YEARS OF SERVICE

Ay

ordering your

North National Bank

0

33 4 7 8*23 10
• Wooles hit by batted ball.
Camden ...... .
0 0 1 0 4 0 0 0 x—3
Rockland ......... 00000040 0—4
Two-base hits. Macklay. P. French
Bases on balls, off Williams 1, oft
Loftus 2. Struck out. by Williams
11. hy Loftus 1. Sacrifice hits. Jones
2. A Lee. Stolen base. J. French
Double play, McMahon and Martin
I'-mpires. Kennedy and McDonough
Scorer, Winslow.

Heats

“ Urau Geste" is made right. In tidi dltlon to pouring a fortune into tills
famous thrilling mystery story of tlie
French Foreign Legion which comes
[to Paik Theatre next week Monday,
Tuesday and Wednesday the techni
cal accuracy of the picture was in
sured.
The insurance was Lieut.
Ixiuis Van den Ecker, who served
eight year in the Foreign Legion and
later, in the World War. with the
Ninety-Seventh Alpine Infantry, lie
| actually fought in the very scenes
duplicated on the screen and watched
t every detail during "Beau Geste’s" I
making.
Lieut. Van den Ecker lias
received five major citations, being
a recipient of the Legion of Honor,
Croix de Guerre, the Colonial Medal.
Moroccan Medal and Polish War
Cross.
He joined the Legion when
but 18 and took part In the Algeria.
Sahara and Morocco campaigns.
Yen den Ecker fought In Indo-Chiins

Rockland, Main©

Replaces 2
or 3 etoree

Requires ne
basement

Seres Time,
Work,
Money

“BEAU GESTE” COMING

Famous Mystery Story of
French Legation Will Be
At the Park.

5 to 7

during'

Universally
Accepted

Sunbeam
Saving

^eatson
•August lst./o 31st.
Here is an unusual oppor
tunity to obtain th© finest
Cabinet Heater built at
thelowestpriceeveroffered.
Make a down payment of
only $5.00. Start paying
the - balance later when
your Sunbeam is installed.
See us, today.
•

V. F. STUDLEY, INC.
ROCKLAND

r

i

Wherever the traveelr may
go throughout the civilized
world, he will find the Trav
elers’ Checks, issued by us
received at their face value.
There is no better method of
carrying money than by Trav
elers' Checks.

4% INTEREST PAID ON SAVINGS ACCOUNTS

MEMBER FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM

The Rockland
National Bank
MFrfBcr*
fRAlRLSERI
.SYSTEM .

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, August 23, 1927.
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Never Before and Never Again—A Sale to Equal This
Sale Ends
September 1
Don’t Delay

COTTON GOODS
ARE

**

Plaza, 36 in....................... *...........09
Sunrise, 40 in........................... 12'/j
Nelson, 40 in................................. 13
Lockwood B, 36 in...................... 13
Lockwood A, 40 in.........................14

BLEACHED COTTONS

C.otton Bloom, 36 in......................11
Hope, 36 in.....................................16
Hill, 36 in.....................-................. 17
Fruit of th. Loom, 36 in.............. 19
Hill, 40 in........................................ 25
Cloth of Gold, 36 in......................19
Berkley 60, 36 in..........................21
Berkley 100, 36 in............ „...........27
Cabot Tubing, 40 in................. .25
Cabot Tubing, 42 in................. .29
A. C. A.......... . ................................29
BLANKETS

Baby Blankets .............. 39 to 1.49
No. 153 Golden Fleece Blank
et 66x80. Special .............. 3.50

and RUNNING PANTS

18 in.............. ,................................. 89
20
in...............................................99
22
in.......................................... 1.09
24
in.......................................... 1.19
27
in............................
1.30

Marion Sheet, 72x90 .....................69
Standwear, 81x99 .......................98 i^
Varsity, 63x90 .............................. 98
Varsity, 81x99 ......................... 1.25
Dublin Pillow Casa ..................... 17
Marion Pillow Case ......................17
White as Snow Pillow Case........ 26

54x90 Sheet ..................................99
54x99 Sheet .............................. 1.10
63x90 Sheet ............................. 1.10
PEQUOT SHEETING
63x99 Sheet .............................. 1.25
63x108 Sheet ............................. 1.40
Bleached
Brown
MATTRESS COVERS
72x90 Sheet ............................. 1.29 42 in........................29......................27
72x99 Sheet ............................. 1.40 46 in..............
.31........................2) No. 2000 full size .................... 1.00
72x108 Sheet ........................... 1.45 54 in....................... 40................. .35 Pepperell, full size ........
1.98
81x90 Sheet ............................. 1.43 63 in................. .45....................... 40 2000, twin size ......................... 1.00
81x99 Sheet ............................. 1.49 72 in....................... 50................. .45 Pepperell, twin size .............. 1.69
81x108 Sheet ............................. 1.55 81 in....................... 52......................48 Ironing Board Cover, very
90x108 Sheet ............................. 1.75 90 in....................... 57...................... 53
heavy felt .................................. 89 ,
81x99 Sheet hemstitched ....... 2.00
Mattress Pads, all sizes at
PEQUOT TUBING
42x36 Cases ................................. 35
.............................. Special Prices
42x38' 2
Cases .............................37 36 in..................................................30
GINGHAM AND PERCALE
'5
45x38'/a
Cases .............................42 40 in............................................. 32
FOR SCHOOL DRESSES
42x38(4Cases, hemstitched..........49 42 in..................................................34
45 in..................................................40 Gingham, 32 in. still at 10c yard
LINEN CRASH
Percales, 36 in, .12(/2, .15 and .25
DRESS LINEN
Stevens A, 16 in.............................. 17
Big assortment of light or dark
Stevens
P, 18 in..........................19 36 in. special at ..............
.69
patterns

SILK HOSE
19c pair
MEN’S SHIRTS
87c each

WORK SHIRTS

FAMILY REUNIONS

Aug. 23—Robbins family at home of Mr.
and Mrs. W. .1. Bryant, Union.
Aug. 24—Payson-Fogler families at Pe
nobscot View Orange hall
•
Aug. 24—Norwood-Carroll families at Sher
man’s Point, Camden.
Aug. 23—Tost-Ames families at Oak Grove
Cabins.
Aug. 25—'Robinson family at South War
ren Orange Hall.
lug. 25—Hoffses family at North Waldo
boro.
Aug. 26—<Lassell and Sweet land families
at home of Haydon Fuller, Appleton.
Aug. 27—Knight family at Boothbay Har
bor.
Aug. 31—*Kal loch family at Oakland
Pa k.
Aug. 31—Wentworth family at Be t Whit
ney’s Appleton Ridge.
Sept. 5—Whitmore family at Mrs. Hannah
Whitmore’s cottage, Harvey Post Grove, Seven
Tree Pond.
Sept.. 7—Simmons family at chapel, West
Meadow. Rockland.
Sept. 8—'Leadbetter family at Crockett’s
ball, North Haven.

Weathor This Week
Weather outlook for the week in
North Atlantic States: Occasional
showers first half and another period
during latter half.
Temperatures
near or below normal.
Rohert Prescott of West Palm
Reach, Florida, has entered the em
ploy of the Rockland and Rockport
Lime Corporation.

Rockland Old Timers and Vinalha
ven Old Timers at Community Park
at 1 o’clock this afternoon.
No ad
mission will he charged and It is per
missible for the audience to laff. -

DANCE

HEINZ SAMPLING
All this week there will be a Heinz Representative at

A large bouquet of unbelievably
handsome pansies graces the desk
of the posy editor this morning. The
pansies were raised by Otis Robin
son of Cushing from seed sent by C.
F. Strandholm of Copenhagen, Den
mark, and the variety Is known as
Strandhoim's Champion Giant.

our store ready to tell you all about the entire—

In the obituary notice of tho late
Mrs. Asenath Wood printed In the
Saturday issue, mention was made
of a sister. Mrs. John Severy, and a
brother Jesse as among the surviving
relative®. There should have been
added the names of another sister,
Mrs. Eugene Smalley o'f St. George1,
and another brother, Charles Wood
of Rockland.

And sample any article that you may be interested in.

Charles A. Shields has beer, ever
from Vinalhaven making a little visit
with his Rocklanri relatives and tak
ing a whirl among old-time friends
who are always glad to hear his
hearty hail and get a shake of the
hand from him. “But I tell you." he
said with a note of regret in his
voice, "the circle of ’em grows nar
rower every time I make a visit here.
I miss a lot of the old boys I used
to know.”

VITAL-ARCH
SHOES

57c each

$25.00 values

Men’s $5.50

$9.90

OXFORDS
$3.85 pair

87c each
'Men’s Scout

WORK SHOES
$1.85

MEN’S CAPS
Choice of the House

$1.00 each
Men’s

WORK SOX
5c pair

With two pairs of pants
Just in time for school.

$3.95

47c each

$5.95

Men’s

HANDKERCHIEFS
3c each

$7.95

Open Every Evening During The Sale For Your Convenience

Ton. the Mohawk Indian chief who
is called the “Caruso’ of his Race:"
Dr. Alfred Adler cf Vienna, famous
psychologist and neurologist; Leon
Dabo. well-known American painter;
Dr. Albert W. Mead, vice president of
Brown.
Among tlie activities that
go on in the club house I note such
organizations as the Vassar College
Club. R. I. Hospital Trust Co., Indus
trial Trust Co., Press Club. Wives of
the Episcopal Clergy. Gaspee Chapter,
of D. A. R., Y. VV. C. A.. Garibaldi
Club, English High School, Un
derwood Typewriter Co., It. I. Pur
chasing Agents. Monday Mofnlng
Musical Club, providence Rotary
Club, Girl Scouts, Chaminade Club,
Postal Clerks, The Lions Club, etc.
• « * .

Their new club house which will
open on Nov. 1st, will he the most
complete in New England.
Built of
red brick with stone trimmings, it
is colonial in design, in keeping with
the traditions of Rhode Island and
Providence Plantations.
Some of
the features which it will offer are
swimming pool. Turkish bath, exer
cise,
hairdressers',
lunch,
cafe
dining and reception rooms, and
many ofllers.

The club aims to promote ac
quaintance among the women of the
city and State, without regard to po
litical, religious or social affiliations,
and to maintain a club house to pro
mote the physical and mental health
and the highest interests of women.
The dues are $15 a year, or 30 cents
a week: initialJon fee is $10. Common
stock (the only issue) is selling at
$25 a share.
.
BORN
Littlefield—Vinalhaven. Aug. 17. to
and Mrs. Scott Littlefield, a son.
Drink water—Ash Point. Aug. 21. to Mr.
and Mrs. Herman Drinkwater. a .son—Be riell
Oliver.
8nuilley— Rockland, Aug. 22. to. Mr.
Mis. Anthony Smalley, a son.
,
Weed—Rockiand, at Knox Hospital, .
23, to Mr. and Mrs. William If. Weed, a
Drinkwater Ash Point, Aug. 21, to
and Mrs. Herman Drinkwater, a soil—Be
Oliver.
Bogee—'Waldoboro, Aug. 16, to Mr.
“
-Morse.
Mrs.i. Fred Boggs,
a daughter Janet

BURKETTVILLE
Work has w-gun on the schoolh >:isc and ?!1 hope for an early com
pletion.
A dance was held at Grange Hall
Wednesday evening with a large at
tendance. Tlie prize waltz, winners
were Mr. Morey and Mrs. Grir.nell
of Liberty, first prize, and Mr. and
Mrs. Alan Ripley, South Liberty, sec
ond.
Nelson Calderwood and family and
Minnie Light attended Knox l’oitona
Grange Field Day meeting.
Miss Helen Smith has returned
from Gorham summer school.
George Phelps has returned to his
home in Rockland.
Edw. Millay and family were in
Rockland SaturdaA'.
Mrs. Lottie Liptlit and daughter
Mrs. Ethel Cheney were Sunday
callers on Minnie Hight.
Mrs. Ella Liriscott has returned
from Washington.

EAST APPLETON
Mark Ames, who has a pastorate at
Ash Point, was a visitor In town re
cently.
Mrs. Lila Burrlll of New York City
was a recent guest at the G. A. Ames
home.
Other guests were Mr. and
Mrs. Alvah Ames and son Gerald,
Florence Gushee, Rose Gushee and
•Susan Answare of Berkley, Calif.,
a student of Newton Theological In
stitute.
Mrs. Adella Gushee had as guests
recently Misses Rosa and Florence
and Mrs. George Ames.
•Several from tills place attended
the dance at East Washington Fri
day night.
•Callers at Squirrel's Nest Camp:
Mrs. Fred Demuth, Mrs. Estelle
Snow, Ralph Gushee, Dr. and Mrs.
R. II. Kellar. "Tip" Feelian, Mark
Ames. Mr. and Mrs. Alvah Ames and
son Gerald and Mrs. I^esllo Hall.

consequently there have been many
changes.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph H. Carver and
son Raltyli Jr., are here on a vaca
tion. It seems good to see our boys
and girls hack In their home town.
It Is nearly four years since the Car
vers settled in Pljiintleld, N. J., and
It is Mrs. Carver's first visit home
since.

OLD LANDMARKS

-8—

An Interesting paragraph Is going
the rounds of the newspapers re
garding an old house between Lin
colnville and Belfat. wfilch has al
ways stood in tho same place and
yet has been in two different states
and three different counties. Paris
cun go one better than that, says
the Oxford Democrat.
Near the
northeast coiner of the town there
is a house which has been in two
different states, three counties and
two towns since it was built. And
NORTH HAVEN
one man the late Ziba Thayer, who
CLARK ISLAND
Rev. W. A. Atchley of Perth Am- was born there, lived in the house
! boy, N. J., spent a few days In town under all the different jurisdictions.
Mr. and Mrs. Victor Blomberg have recently calling on old friends and
returned to their home after a trip i making new ones. It had been sevConfidence is seldom lost, hut it
of four days at the Skowhegan fair. ! eral years since he was here, and is often sadly misplaced.
Mrs. Anna Morris End family have
been guests of her mother, Mrs. Rob
ert Hockins for a week.
Mr. and Mrs. *Frank Fuller and
children of Attleboro spent Sunday
with her mother, Mrs. Robert Hock
ins.
Mrs. Willi lm Morris accom
panied them as far as Hall Quarry.
Mr. and Mrs. Rodney Wfaitefield
have moved from Dick Richards’
house to the James Felt house.
The mailman William J. Caven has
a new Nash touring car.
Mrs. Amelia Dickey has been guest
of her sister, Mrs. William 'Caven for
a few days.
Mr. and Mrs. Forest Chaples and
son from Barre, Vt„ are guests of
u/.'MI
Mr. and Mrs. Owen Chaples.

DINING SUITES
EXTRAORDINARY

CARO OF THANKS

fll.l’l-

We wish Io thank (he bond Cheer Sewing
Circle of the Eastern Stir for the gold piece
which we received on the n s-sslon of our 50lh
wedding anniversary an I for which wc are
very grateful anti we ah;u wish to express our
appreciation of eifts t -on teh-r frin,,ds
• Mr Mid Mrs. Benjamin F. Collamore.

aintll'f

<*• Lw —

McLain Shoe Store

ST. PETER’S CHURCH FAIR
THURSDAY
AUGUST 25
Fancy Table, Flowers, Candy, Afternoon Tea

Perry’s Foodland

$1.50 value

Boys’Wool Suits

Black and Tan

5Z VARIETIES
THE ENTIRE LINE OF
HEINZ PURE FOOD
Will Be Offered At
SPECIAL PRICES
During the Entire Week

SWEAT SHIRTS

Men’s Top Coats

95c value

All colors and sizes

Aug. 23—Rockland Old Timera v® Vinalhaven Old Timer* at Community Park.
Aug. 23-27—Bangor Pair.
Aug. 24—Sale and supper at American
Legion ball.
Aug. 24—Community Hall. Spruce Head, at
7.30, reading of Maine Coast poems by Prof.
Wilbert Snow. •
Aug. 2»—«t. Peter’s Church Fair.
Aug. 27 —Annual muster of Maine State
Hand Engine League in Bangor.
Aug. 30-8ept. 1—Ellsworth Fair.
Aug. 30-Sept. 2—Waterville Fair.
Aug. 31—Annual meeting of Maine ThreeQuarter Century Club In Portland.
Sept. 2—Public meeting in Camden Opera
Hou.se to award prizes for best gardens and
lawns.
Sept. 1-9—Summer Conference at First
Baptist Church.
Sept. 5—‘Labor Day.
Sept. 5—Labor Day—Horse racing at Knox
Trotting Park.
Sept. 5-7—JUuehlll Fair.
Sept. 5-8—Lewiston State Fair.
Sept. 12—City schools open.
Sept. 13-15—Monroe Fair.
Sept. 14—Annual reunion Fourth Maine
Infantry, Second Mattie Battery and Naval
Veterans, Rockland.
Sept. 21—First day of autumn.
Sept. 27-29—North Knox Fair, Union.
Oct. 18—Special election on primary law.

Men’s

Men’s Chambray

SENTER CRANE COMPANY

NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS

37c eitch

$12.95 $16.50
$24.50

Collar Attached
$1.50 value

BOYS’ WASH SUITS

City Marshal Webster was notified
If our fickle summer weather per
THAT CLUB HOUSE
yesterday that a motor car stolen mits it the Vinalhaven Old Timers
from John Greenrose of Rockville and Rockland Old Timers will disport
themselves in their annual ball game I Miss Adams Tells Rockland
had been recovered at Ogunquit.
at 1 o’clock this afternoon at Com- i
Women What Providence
Marriage intentions filed: Robert niunity Park. The veterans will then
L. Prescott of Rockland and Ellen A. watch the game between Rockland
Has Just Done.
Young of Thomaston; Thomas E. apd Belfast in the Maine Coast j
Middleton and Chnrtena White, both League winding up their renewal of 1
In an interesting letter Miss Lorca
youth with a banquet at Crescent
of Rockland.
S. Adams, formerly of Rockland, now
Beach Inn.
located in Providence, writes:
A seteond successful odds .and ends
“After reading so much about your
sale by the Universalist women at
The blowing of the curfew at 8.45 proposed new club house in Rock
Mrs. E. F. Crockett’s store last Fri has been discontinued. Should help
land, which I think is a perfectly
day will bring the total receipts to ,Uie jewelers as the residents in sur splendid idea. I thought you might be
more than $150. with still a third rounding towns will no longer he interested in the enrlosed literature
sale in prospect. /
able to set their erring cjocks by about our Providence Plantations
the nightly call of the diaphone. Club.
iVe have about 150 mem
Wiibert Snow is to give a reading John McLoon brought in the long bers, including ladies from some of
on his Maine Coast poems assisted by distance diaphone record last week the finest and wealthiest families, as
a musical program at Commuri*.’ when he heard the alarm clearly well as the professional and business
hall. Spruce Head, tomorrow night. while raspberrying on
Hewett’s women. There is an unusually dem
A fine supper will he served from 5 Island and inquired as to the loca ocratic spirit and nr you will see by
to 7 by the ladles of the Community tion of the fire upon arrival in this the folders, all Kinds of entertain
Circle.
The entire proceeds of th< city.
ments to suit all tastes.
Possibly
affair will be devoted to better
some of the club spirit is due to our
roads.
The semi-annual meeting of the president. Mrs. Allinson.
She is
Forty Club was held last night at the one of the most unusual women 1
Mrs. Ellen R. Hall, 2 Pine street, Country Club and proved a lively af have ever known, and everyone just
has the model of a brig called the fair.
Sharp yet mirthful contests worships her.
She was formerly
Essex, which was made in France. developed on all offices with this fi dean of the Woman's College here,
The hull is of wood, hut the rigging, nal result: President, Earl C. Mcln- then married Prof. Allinson of
masts, yards, ropes, etc., are mede I tosh; vice presidents, Dr. Neil A. Brown. Tm glad to say she is front
of spun glass. One can look into the Fogg and H. W. Look; secretary, F. Maine, daughter of the late Judge
cabin and see the tiny table and W. Powers; treasurer, D. C. Leach; Emery of Ellsworth.
chairs. It is really quite a curiosity directors, Fred <7. Black, Lloyd N.
"W-e hope that cut new house will
and one wonders how it was made. Lawrence, Basil Stinson and Fiank open early in November.
If 'you or
The vessel is enclose 1 In a class case. A. Tirrell.
George W. Snow gave any of your friends were passing
It i «’ars a small pennant with the an enjoyable talk on “Aviation” and through Providence, I Should be glud
name “Irvin” on it. The. vessel was , cigars were smoked with the compli to give you guest tickets so that you
shipped from France a long time ago. ments of Warren Hill, Joseph W. might enjoy the club rather that* a
as a present to Mis. Haifa brother. ’ Robinson and Retiring President hotel.
We have always rented
Irvin Sleeper, by their father. Capt. • Fred C. Black.
rooms to other clubs for their social
Nathan Sleeper, who sailed to many
activities—dances,
bridge
parties,
foreign posts.
Cap; Sleeper and
Fourteen million drachmas are to lectures, banquets, etc.
No creed,
another son, WlnJle’d, were lost dur be made available for the construc color or nationality is barred, pro
ing a storm, many years ago, in Lit tion of school buildings in Greece, viding they are tine people, and we
according to an announcement made have rented for Jewish and colored
tle Glass Bay, Newfoundland.
by the Ministry of Public Instruc weddings. I have heard that we had
tion. Of tiiese, 6,000.000 are to be al so many applications in advance for
lotted to Macedonia, 2,500,000 to next fall that the entertainment
Athens, 3,500,000 to Epirus and committee had to get busy in order
Corfu, and 2,000,000 to Thrace. This to make reservations for our own
R. V. F.A.
money is available under a donation activities."
made by the Greek philanthropist
• • • •
SPEAR HALL
Zappas. in whose honor the new
One of the folders deals with
WEDNESDAY EVG., AUG. 24
schools arc* to be called "Zappe- their last January activities. Among
CLARK’S 6-PIECE ORCHESTRA
ions."—Edwin A. Plltt, American the attractions were Os-Ke-NonPOPULAR PRICES
-It
consul at Athc-ns.

95c value

I
These Suits must be seen to be appre
ciated. A wonderful combination of style
and quality at unheard of low prices.
Some with two pairs of pants.

Novelty Rayon
SHEETS, ETC.

UNION SUITS

Men’s Suits

37c each

RED STAR DIAPER
All with Label

Boys’ Broadcloth

New Arrivals In—

ATHLETIC SHIRTS

ALL THESE PRICES WILL ADVANCE IN THE NEAR FUTURE

TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING

PEQUOT SHEETS
Pequot is the standard of com
parison
We sell Pequots low

These Mean
Big Savings

The Home of High Quality and Low Price
421 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.

The Most Sensational Values in Men’s and Boys’ Clothing and Furnishings Rockland Has Ever Witnessed.
The Greatest Shock To Retail Prices That Was Ever Felt in This Part of the Country. Every Article in the
Store is Included in This $ale. Buy Now and Save.

Take advantage of these
low prices THIS WEEK.
These are the lowest
prices since 1914 and it
will pay you to stock up
for winter.
UNBLEACHED COTTONS

BERMAN’S

Stock Moving Sale

GOING UP

:i

Values Like

Esther Brock Bird with cut Silhouettes afternoon
No. 4500—Women’s Welt
Patent Cutout Button Ox
ford.

$5.00

v

A

and Evening

Supper Served

Entertainment

• • •• •

McLAIN Shoe Store
WALKOVER 8IGN
ROCKLAND, MAINE

ADELAIDE CROSS
Soloist

We have just received a shipment of fine Nine Piece
Walnut Dining Suites as handsome as anything we

ever had on our floors at

EXTRAORDINARY PRICES
The finest values in Quality Furniture we have seen

in several years

Stonington Furniture Co,
L. MARCUS, Proprietor
313-319 MAIN STREET
..
a'??.4/;

ROCKLAND
I

■

TEL.
v

Every-OtKcr-Day ’
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DON’T BE A VICTIM TO
“HAY FEVER” THIS SEASON

PRETTIEST ANKLE CONTEST

SOUTH THOMASTON

To BOSTON

Earl Anderson from Worcester,
Mass., is the guest of ills grandpar
By Steamer
Mr. and Mi’s. Frank Wade.
Stonington Contest Was Won By a Grandmother With 60 ents.
Miss Helen I.es’er and her brother
Special
Reduced Fares
Albert from Portland spent the
Years and Eight Grandchildren.
Leave Rockland daily at 8 P. M.
weekend here with Mrs. James
Eastern Standard Time; due Boston
Mitchell.
7 A. M. Daylight Time.
Mrs. Belle lewis from Buckland
The town of Stonington had no ; onies in the Penobscot Bay region was the guest of her cousin, Mrs.
Dr. M. Hermance’s Asthma & Hay ing the Nervous System to a normal
To BANGOR
sea serpent for a summer attraction and °f native* Maine girls from Ston Lottie Crowley last week.
Fever Medicine should be started condition.
Via Camden, Northport, Belfast,
This medicine is fine for children, this season, and none of its residents ington, Ocean ville, Isle au Haut.
four to six weeks before Hay Fever
A few but earnest parents met in
Sedgwick. Castine, and as far East the primary school building Thursday Shippers Can Speed Up Freight Deliveries Bucksport and Winterport.
as there are no habit forming drug*.
period to get best results.
Leave Rockland 5 A. M. Eastern
Hospital size bottle, full month’s has interviewed president Coolidge as Ellsworth and Bar Harbor,
Dr. M. 1 lernutnce’s Asthma & Hay
night and held a meeting of the Par
Standard Time; due Bangor 10 A. M.
11° see if lie really meant what he
The candidates were lined up on ent-Teacher Association.
Fever Medicine is the Remedy for treatment, price $5.t>0.
At
that
Sold bv Charles W Sheldon Drug-bald about the Presidency, but not • the stage of the Town Hall behind a
Railroad efficiency can be definitely measured, and Eastern Standard Time.
Hay Fever and overcomes the disease
j‘t__ ajy
•
•
•
t0 be outdone by ambitious rivals in ' dropped curtain. Then all the lights time it was voted to put a new ceil
by purifying the blood, building up
ing in the grammar school building by the accepted standards. Maine Central operating
To BAR HARBOR
tin- Penobscot Bay region It lias just of the hall were extinguished except
the general constitution and restor
and fix the floor us it should be In
held a “prettiest ankle contest.” the footlights on the stage. At a
figures
prove
its
right
to
the
slogan
Blue Hill
the primary school building, ail as
And this is how It is described for given signal from Dr. J. (1. TewksLeave 5 A. M. Daily, Eastern Stand
far as our funds will permit. It was
the benefit of the Boston Globe by bury the curtain was lifted about 15
In Step With Modern Transportation Methods
ard Time, calling at way landings.
also voted to hold a supper next Fri
a newspaper man who happened to inches from the floor, revealing a
Due Bar Harbor and Blue Hill at 11
day
night
as
the
Grange
has
been
long vista of gazelle-like ankles and
be there:
........................
For the first quarter of 1927, substantial increases A. M. Eastern Standard Time.
most
generous.
Everyone
in
the
Deer Isle, Me., Aug. 18—A "pret shapely limbs. The dance audience
tiest ankle contest" conducted here. surged forward and Constable Frank village will be asked to contribute occurred in total tonnage hauled; ear miles per hour; Connections at Boston with steamer
with more than 25 women from the Dowd had a hard Job checking the cooked food asd if there are any who gross tons per train; number of ears jx-r train; net tons to New. York.
Reduced fares on automobiles.
age of 15 and up competing, was won crowd of summer visitors. se*i cap are not approached personally please
by a grandmother, whose grace is tains, lobster fishermen and other have some sweet food ready for -the per train, and other items indicating efficiency.
M
7
2
5
b
8
collector
Friday
afternoon.
These
1
residents.
the talk of the* town.
The increase in net tons per train was not quite as
The judges were George Beck. 60- iwo improvements would mean a
She is Mrs. Harry Wood, a New
good bit added to our taxes if not large as in the other items because of lighter loading of
(1 r
York
woman
who
resides
at
St.
An

year-old
terpsichoroin
of
this
town,
✓
IO
Il
STEAMSHIP LINES
drews Hotel and is known among and Fred Williams of New York, done by these means.
Allard Pierce, Ethel Holbrook, Ma cars than in the year previous.
her friends as a devotee of dancing nimble dance enthusiast of middle
ii
Vinalhaven & Rockland
)M
lb
15
and swimming. While she has tiff- age, .both of whom, despite their rion Watts and Mary Sleeper visited
Our patrons, who desire to co-operate with us, can
pulchritude and figure* of a young years, gave ample evidence of cer every house in the village WiednesSteamboat Co.
lay
in
the
intereat
of
the
Parentaid in increasing efficiency of Maine Central operation
woman of 30, she is said by those tain fixed ideas as to what contrib
J
SUMMER ARRANGHMENT
20
17
18
Teacher Association and found the
rash enough to guess at a woman’s utes ankle grace.
IN EFFBCT AUG. 15. 1927
by heavier loading of ears, which will make possible the
The contest narrowed down to Mrs people most generous. Following ar$
age to be close to the 60 mark.
She
VINALHAVEN LINE
goods in fewer Steamer leaves
lias several grandchildren.
Wood and Mrs. Hazel Dorety. When ihose who contributed and thus he transportation of the same amount of _
41
n
2H
Vinalhaven dally, except
me members of the association:
The contest was conducted by Phil the winner was finally picked the
cars.
This
will
mean
quicker
delivery
and
will
release
HoJi?I
B
d
A
s
«
22«'i».A)L
Buxton, orchestra man. in the Town curtain was raised, disclosing her M . and Mrs. Orrin Pierce, 50c; Sid
Returning, leaves Rockland at 9.30 A. M.
n
2b
26
Z5
Hall. Arrayed against the ultimate face and identity. Williams found ney Pierce, 25c; Mr. and Mrs. Ar more ears for shippers’ use,
direct for Vinalhaven, arriving at 10.50 A. M.
winner were the pick of feminine to his amazement that he had picked thur Pierce. |1.00; Mr. and Mrs. John Efficient Freight Transportation Is Just One Part of the Superior Service Leaves Rockland (Tillson Wharf) at *3.15
I’. M. for North Haven and Vinalhaven.
Pierce. 75c; Mrs. L. B. Smith. 25c;
beauty
of
the
various
Summer
colhis
own
niece
for
second
prize.
5o~
•Saturdays' only, leaves Tillson Wharf 3.00
the Maine Central Is Giving the People of Maine
Mrs. Joseph Norton, 50c; Mrs. JoM. : Maine Central Wharf 3.15 I*. M.
■ph Dolan. 60c; Mrs. Oscar Bassick,
STONINGTON AND SWAN’S ISLAND LINE
soloist: Carl Webster, ’cellist; Mrs. 50c; Mrs. Florence Rogers, 25c; Mr.
SHIP
AND
TRAVEL
PLEASANT
POINT
Steamer
leaves Swan’s Island dally except
MAINE
31
aine
Laura Littlefield, soloist; Mira. B.
Sundays at 5.30 A. M., Stonington at 6 30,
BY THE
entral
entral
Mr. and Mrs. G. A. Sherman with George Payne*, reader; Mrs. H. Well- and Mrs. Albert Sleeper, 50c; Susie
North Haven at 7.30; due at Rockland about
ieeper, 25c; Dr. Sherman, 25c; Mrs.
Railroad
Railroad
3.50 A. M.
a party of friends from Rockland ington Smith, pianist. All should
CENTRAL
55“ 34
37
40
Return—Leaves Rockland at 1.30 P. M.,
passed Sunday at F. A. Flinton’s.
avail
themselves
of
the
op- I,. G. Coombs, 25c; Mr. and Mrs. C.
North Haven at 2.30, Stonington at 3.40; due
Watts, 50c; Charles Davis. 25c;
Mrs. O. W. Creamer and son Ger- portunity and be on hand Friday
0 arrive at Swan’s Island about 5.00 P. M.
Mrs. I-ewellyn Elwell, 25c; Mr. and
H. H. STINSON, (ieneral Agent.
aid of Thomaston visited her par- •evening. The proceeds are to be
Ml
MM
M3
Mrs. Joseph Baum. 50c; Mrs. Bertha
GALA
DAY
AT
MEDOMAK
ents. Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Stone used on the Pleasant Point road.
MAINE
CENTRAL
RAILROAD
Hanley. 25c; Mrs. Carl Snow, 25c;
last week.
k
--------------------Eastern Standard T ime
m6
Mrs. Emma Knowlton, 25c; Mrs.
Mb
M5
T
rains Leave Rockland for
Miss Annie Fillmore of Presque
EAST SEARSMONT
Fannie Watle, 26c; Mrs. Lizzie WigAugusta, |9.40 a. n>., tl.lOp. ni., 15.40 p. m.
Isle is passing her vacation with her
,,
.
,,
..
...
.
idn. 25c; Mrs. I. J. Putnam. 25c; Mrs. Where Healthy Lads Enjoy the Great Outdoors—Looking Bangor, |9 40a. m., jl.lOp. m., J5.40 p. ni.
A
W
Mr.
and Mrs- Messalin
Boston, tO.50 a. u»., |9.40 a. in., f 1.10 p. m.,
sister Mrs. A. \\. Orne.
•
- .. of Lincoln,
51
HI 50
11
villi* were guests of Mr. and Mrs. Amos Norton, 25c; Mrs. Frank Ful
15 40 p. ni.
Ahead To the Trophies.
Miss Marion Lane of Salem. Mass.. Oscar lhander leventlv.
lerton. 25c; Mrs. Ethel Harrington,
Brunswick, fO.50 a. m., 9.40 a. m., fl-lOp. m.,
|5 40 p. ni.
I? spending two weeks with Miss An- | Mr and Mrs Harry Emmons and ic: Mr. Wardwell, 25c; Mrs. Law5M
Lewiston, fC.5O a. m., fl.10 p. m.
ha be I Williams at her cottage.
little daughter of Northpor.t were ence Brown, 25c; Mrs. Albert
New York, f 1.10 p. m., t*5.40p.ui.
raves, 25c; Mrs. Harvey Hooper,1
This year Philadelphia, C*5.40p. ni.
James Dunn. Jr., and Fred Wil- recent visitors of Clarence Gelo and
The following Interesting article go to a church nearby.
Portland, fO.50 a. m., f9.40 a. m., 11.10 p. m..
jTMl INTCRNATIONAL SVNOICATC.
5c: Mrs. L. A. Stevens, 25c; Mrs. concerning one of the best known this gala day was August 18.
on of Pepperell, Mass., were week his mother.
to 40 p. m.
.Mrs. Harriet Marriner was in Bel Mary Young. 25c; Mrs. Mary McKay,
Hikes and trips are often taken, Washington, C*5.40p. m.
end
guests
at
D.
L.
Maloney
’
s.
I HORIZONTAL (ConL)
VERTICAL (Cont)
HORIZONTAL
5c; Mrs. LeRoy Wlggin, 25c; Miss boys' camps in Maine was prepared of course, in the immediate vicinity. Waterville, t9-40a.ni., tl.lOp. rn., J5.40 p. m.
Mr. and Mrs. Marshall Comstock fast last week.
t0.50 a. m., |9.40 a. in., H lOp. m..
41-To prepare for war 14-Plaything
1-To disparage
Mabe! Buzzell has Improved vqry Hazel Stamp. 25c: Miss Alice Rowell, by one of the members—a boy of 1G At George’s I^ake, esj^cially Me Woolwich,
and three children of Medford. Mass
|5.40 p.m.
16-To ravel out
6-Long, narrow open 42-A country house
aie spending two weeks with Mrs fast from her recent Illness and is Oc; Jesse Sleeper. 25c; Mrs. Re
and outlines the story most credi domak has a fine camp under an ex t Daily,except Sunday. J Daily, except Saturday.
i 18-Mechanical plan
ing
44-To fall behind
laiura Littlefield and her father Mr able to ride out.
perienced Maine guide.
Here the • Carries no coaches. Pullman passengers only,
becca Thorndyke, 50c; Alma Harlow, tably.
except coach between Rockland and Portland.
2O-Slender, leafless
9-Dwelling
45- Pereonal pronoun
Miss Theresa Ingersoll of Rock 5c; Mrs. Helen Rackliff. 25c; Mr.
tents go two at a time, to learn C Daily, except Sat. to July 4, inc .and Aug. 23 to
Comstock at their summer home
•
*
*
•
organ of a plant
10-lntegrity
46- Sheltered
Sept. 25, inc., Tues , Thurs. and Sun , July 71«
port is the guest of Christana Marhere.
woodcraft
and
to
become
acquainted
nd Mrs. Harold Harlow, 50c; and
August 21, inc. Will not run Sun. July 3.
22-To seep
12- Exist
48-Additlon to letter
Medomak Camp is situated in with the most virgin of New England
The supper served in the Grange riner.
several others pledged themselves to
24-Craze
13- A flower
(abbr.)
Everard Bakeman and son Robert work on suppers, etc. There were Washington, Maine, on the east side forests.
hall Saturday evening to raise money
15-From
49- Frled quickly with 26-Superlative suffix
to paint the hall was a big success, of Belfast were recent callers on some who were not at home that day of the lake known as Medomak.
The camp motto is “Remember the
28-Top
17-Aged
little grease
the receipts being 139. To all those Clarence Geto.
Sjiortsmanship and
ind their contributions will be most There are two tent circles, of 11 Other Fellow.”
31- Raw cabbage with
19- Ter pest
51-Blemlth
Fred
Little
was
at
Oscar
lhander
’
s
wno so kindly donated food for the
gladly received at any time. $13.75 tents each, and the camp contains thoughtfulness for others are taught;
dressing
20- A sador
53- Foreteller of events
supper. Acorn Grange extends its recently. .
tolerance of others and manliness
as collected. There is some money 170 boys of ages from 7 to 18.
21- Gre-dy
32- Tiny openings In the
54- Moved swiftly
J. Hall is the guest of his brother on hand and with the proceeds from
thanks.
Our motto includes all tlie"
In possession of a large tract of result.
23- Visual o'gan
I
skin
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Gray, Jr., of Thomas Hall.
the supper and half from the dance land—an
area including
typical religious value that the Golden Rule
VERTICAL
33A
little
boy
(colloq.)
Alvah
Donnell,
daughter
Myrtle
24- Table-iand
Chicago, are at Friendship Cottage,
next Friday night we should have Maine forest, pasture-land. hill, .and can claim.
: 34—Games
1- Adverb of degree
25- Raised
guests of Mr. Gray’s parents, Mr. and and son George of Beverley. Mass., nearly enough to carry on the work
So when after two months of clean,
lake-front—the boys are turned from
2-To haul along
27-Meager
are at Dalton Heald's.
j 35-Conform
Mrs. C. R. Gray.
t
planned.
However, everyone should city life into the midst of a country hard camp life—Medomak holds her
3- Employs
5 36—Limbs
j
Rodney Thomas had tho misfor help in this most worthy cause and
29- Motor fuel
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Pingree of
We have spared no ex
which can truly >»© recognized as banquet night and awards the con
4- Hlred
39—Unit
Fitchburg, Mass, and Mrs. C. E tune to break his wrist while crank onsider it a privilege.
30- Also
crete evidence of success to the hoys
pence in providing a reliable,
God’s own.
6-Englith counties
31- Small epar for
42- A tiny particle
Robinson of Quincy. Mass., are ing his car.
Some public spirited citizens are
The bugle blows reveille at 7 a. m. —some 20 trophies, the boys go
comfortable ambulance for
6- Rlch soil
spending'their vacation at Gull Rock
43- To garner
stretching a tail
They leave a Camp always
making a marked improvement in and from the deep and healthy sleep home.
the service of our communi
7- Country hotel
cottage.
46-Clue
to
he
associated
in
their
minds
with
(Pl.)
PORT CLYDE
our sidewalks.
S. O. Hurd and of youth and strength jump 170
Miss Grace Beattie who has been
8- Toward
j 47-Wither
34-Winding
the most pleasant of summers, the
ty. Our invalid car repre
Ralph Averill of Richmond Is Mrs. Lizzie Babb have recently had boys.
A
brief
setup
exercise
or
a
passing the summer at Friendship
9- An ax handle
; 50-However
87-To lend
guest of his mother, Mrs. Lucy Av the old sidewalk taken up and a dip in the lake recalls to life relaxed broadest of worth while fducations.
sents the very latest advanc
■cottage, leaves this week for her
11- A cut of meat
' 52-Wheat-growing
33-A short leap
fine piece of crushed walk laid in minds and limbs.
erill.
Breakfast fol ihe greatest two months oT character
es in the construction of this
home
in
Colorado
Springs,
Colo.
I
development,
the
mostgolden
of
12
—
Wild
animal
,
State
(abbr.)
40-Assistant
Charlie Brown of South Portland front of their residences.
George lows at 7.30 and then the morning
Miss Corinne Maloney who has
kind of vehicles.
memories
that
will
ever
bless
and
ill join his wife and daugluers at Jreen has used plank from the old assembly where brief religious serv
been spending three weeks with her
brighten their later years.
her parent's, Mr. and Mrs. Ulysses walks which have been taken up and ices are held, the day’s
program
parents, has returned to Thomaston
Responsible drivers an
Solution to Previous Puzzle
How great it is to he an /American
Davis, Water street.
repaired many bad places on Elm outlined: the daily posture contest
where she has employment.
boy—employed pleasantly and to ad
swer all calls, and the same
Mr. and Mrs. William Gale and street.
takes
place,
and
with
a
camp
song
Dr. and Mrs. E. George Payne are
UNION
daughter and sister, Mrs. Myra MasMrs. Amos Norton was the guest of the boys disperse.
careful, courteous service ie
Tent duties in vantage, under ideal leadership at
entertaining the following guests at
see of Palmer, Mass., are guests of relatives in Hope und Appleton Fri preparation for inspection follow as Medomak Camp!
given to everybody without
summer
home,
Mr. and Mrs Clarence Ixw.nnrd their 1 beautiful
These
hoys
come
from
as
far
away
Mr. and Mrs. Franklin Trussell.
day and Saturday.
sembly—an
inspection
rigid
yet
have returned from a trip to Boston. Georgeunna by the Sea: Miss Helene
the
slightest
distinction.
as St. Louis, Chicago, Baltimore, but
Miss Ghee of Boston is spending
The
following
additional
names
pleasant
—
which
rewards
the
neat
tent
Miss Laura Robbins am^Misa Ann Lulyen of Chicago, Miss Anne Fluda her vacation with Miss Nellie Bart for the Three-Quarter Century Club with monograms each half season. the greater number from New Eng
Just give us a ring—we'll do
of Connecticut and Miss Elizabeth
Fickel of Detroit, Mich., are guests
lett and Mrs. Brennan.
have been received making a total of Flag-raising and calisthenics follow. land.
the rest.
Breckenridge of Kentucky.
of Mr. and Mrs. H. L. Robbins.
Byron C. Wilson of Thomaston is 38 in our town: George Green.
Then the morning’s program—a
Charles Weden. Ramond Weden
CAMP
MEDOMAK
Miss Ida Hughes recently spent a and Miss Marietta Weden of West visiting relatives and enjoying the Benjamin Fates, Mrs. Caroline Rob swimming class flor lierfection of
A. D. DAVIS & SON
few days in Warren, guest of Mrs. Roxbury, Mass., are at the Johnson scenes of his boyhood days. He is inson and Mrs. Louise Burton. If form or for instruction in life sav
[For The Courier Gazette]
smart (young) man of 83 years.
there are still others the chairman ing, a ball game on the hill, tlie
Gertrude Rowe.
cottage.
On the shore of I^ake Medomak,
A remnant of the .Wilson & Teel would be glad to know It. One fault wood shop, the metal shop, radio, a [
THOMASTON, ME.
Whe.e Ihe hillside’s gentle curve
William I. Rivers of Quincy. Mass,
Mrs. George Fossett is visiting
sandy beach and inlet
accompanied by Mr. and Mrs. George eunion was entertained at the New ily is quite remarkable as it furnishes dramatic rehearsil, truck work, a • Touches
friends in Woburn, Mass.
Phone
—
192 Office, and 143 House
As Its waters sweep and swerve,
Ocean House Thursday afternoon. four members for Hie club, Mrs. Em tennis tournament, archery practice, i
Stand the tents of Camp Medomak,
Raymond I’inkham lias a new Pon Clark and two daughters, also of Refreshments were served by the
ily Rackliff 87; John Foster 82; rowing or sailing; all these are hut :
Circled on a Held of green.
Quincy, spent the weekend at the
86-tf
tiac car.
Facing toward the w«stern mnset
Rivers camp, where Mrs. Rivers and hostess, and the company though Frank Foster, 80; William Foster, 81. a few of the possibilities for a busy,
And the water’s silvery sheen.
Mrs. Edith Goodwin who has been little daughter are for the summer. small enjoyed a very pleasant time. All hale and hearty and very active. profitable morning.
A compulsory
Mrs. Calvin Simmons gave a birth
passing a few days with her aunt. This was the Clarks first trip to this
The numerous friends of Mrs. W. swim at 11.30 precedes dinner at
Nature ne’er made fairer picture.
• tm| MIWHIATIMM eVMIOAfl.
day
party
to
her
little
granddaugh
Miss Angie Simmons, lias retuined section and they are anxious to buy
When she "ave the magic touch
B. Sherman will be glad to learn that 12.30 and a siesta or rest of about
ter
Virginia
Condon,
age
6
years.
To this sheet of silvery water
to her home in Cambridge. Mass.
she is making splendid recovery front an hour.
a place here.
,
Painted by her artist b usli;
Saturday
at
2
o'clock.
Refreshments
Miss Helena O’Hara who has been
a recent operation for appendicitis at
Then the afternoon’s program
WILL CONGRESS ACT?
Mrs. Lillian Prjouly is visiting
Matchless spot of silvan beauty,
» DON’T ASK US
Matchless lake of waters blue
spending her vacation at the- Fllnch- were served, and the little* guests Knox Hospital.
comes—offering as many opportuni
friends in Stillwater.
thought it the best time ever.
Reflecting hack from Heaven
Sarah Sanders, Cherokee Indian
Master Gordon Crowley underwent ties for employment as the forenoon.
Frank Watts of Thomaston Is vis baugh cottage left Monday for her
Scenes of beauty ever new.
a tonsil operation at Knox Hospital
Optional swim follows at 4—supper
ASK ANYONE!
wishes that terms in the hooaegow iting bis sister. Mrs. Emma Alden, home in Newton Upper Falls. Mass
EAST UNION
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Moody and
Broad of vision was the founder
Candy-line and mail line are
Monday and returned home Tuesday. at 6.
be imposed on old ladies who go on for a few days.
When he formed !.n mind the plan
three children of Waldoboro were at
Mr. and Mrs. Seth Gifford have teA great many people were In town always attractions to many aj’ter
For a camp like Camp Medomak
Mrs. Edward Alden and son Mait D. L. Maloney's Sunday.
the streets with bobbed hair and
turned to their home in Providence, Saturday to atten) the Kent's Hill that and then comes the evening
And straightway the work began;A
dieses up to their knees. She has land and mother Mrs. Walker of New
Master Lewis Thompson of Port R. I, after a visit with Mr. and Mrs. reunion in the Weasaweskeag Grange program.
Onward It Has gone and upward.
Monday and Tuesday
written from a hotel in St. Louis to York City are guests of Mrs. Fred land, is spending the summer with Benjamin Boynton of thiie place.
As the oaks from acorns grow,
nights there are discussion groups.
h^l.
Doughnuts Are Best
Bringing hoys fo- recreation
Representative A. D. Sanders, ask Alden.
his grandmother Mrs. Josephine
Mr. and Mrs. Hollis Watts re
Since Tuesday Mrs. A. F .Sleeper Those not attending these play
While the summers come and go.
ing him to get Congress to do some
Mrs. George Thorndike of Taun Shuman.
turned this week from a motor trip lo has had as guests Messrs. James and tennis, archery, quoits or baseball.
thing about it.
Walter Young. Jr., passed the Prince Edward Island where they vis Treat Boots from Riverside, Calif Other Hpecial programs such as
Camp Medomak, may you ever
ton, Mass., is visiting Miss Bessie
By our Dike Medomak stand,
weekend with friends in Thomaston. ited Mrs. Watts' people for several They are nephews of the late Na story-telling or war games are ar
Thorndike.
■Monument to man’s endeavor.
TRAINER’S
Mis. Laura Littlefield gave
weeks.
Helping boys to make the man ;
Thursday night
than Stanton and when they go to ranged if needed.
Harry Thorndike has returned to
o'clock tea at her cottage Tuesday
May
these
hoys
when
looking
backward
Miss Helen McGinnis of Provl Niagara, N. Y.. next week they will is show night—very popular in Me
Foot of Spring St.
Rockland
Flint. Mich.
Clierish deep within the breast
of last week in honor of the three
Some admirable work has
Love for dear old Camp Medomak,
80-tf
Mrs. J. C. Creighton who has been oldest ladies of Pleasant Point, who deuce is the guest of Miss Ella Liv have completed a two years' tour of domak.
ingston during the month of August the Untied States which has in been done in this department by the
God and man who did their best.
visiting her sister at South Wind are Mrs. Huldah Stone, Mrs. Sarah
Mrs. Clara S. Overlock.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Joseph and cluded the principal places In every hoys.
Friday
night
the
tribe
meet

ham, lias returned home.
Washington. Aug. 2(1.
Seavey. and Mrs. Fannie Morse. Mrs. Mis. Earl Kimball of Portland were
The camp is divided
State in the Union. They have some ings are held.
The new cement wa.k has been Littlefield Is a most charming hos recent visitors with Vlr. and Mrs. most interesting things to relate.
into three tribes in order to empha
SHERIFF’S SALE
H. M. de ROCHEMONT
extended from the bridge to Mary tess and the ladies spent an after W. II. Esancy.
size nature work, and woodcraft; the County of Knox, ss.
August 5, 1927.
noon never to be forgotten.
Burtons home.
Mr. and Mrs. William Hotta of Me
Seized on an execution dated July 8. 1927.
virtues of the Indian are taught. This
James Barnes of Michigan is chanicsburg. Pa., were recent guests
EAST WASHINGTON
‘on a judgment rendered by the Judge
.Miss Amanda Messer spent Satur
PLUMBING, HEATING
also reorganizes the camp to coun issued
• 4 tin* Police Court for the City of Rockland,
working for George Cazallis.
day w*1th Mrs. Doris Robbins.
of Mr. and Mrs. \V. E. Dornan.
Mr. and Mrs. G. B. Finley of To teract tent feeling, to develop leader in the County of Knox, holden at said Rock106 Pleatant Street,
Rockland
Dr.
Mary
P.
Hitner
of
Philadel

Miss Ida Hugh's has been substi
Mrs. Clara Snow is whh her gus and Mrs. Clara Overlook at ship among the I oys, to put com and, on the first Tuesday of July. A. D..
Talaphona 244tuting for Miss Bessie Thorndike the phia. Pa., is at Christmas Lodge, daughter Mrs. I.ura Whalen at Ash tended the new Belfast fair.
petition on a less selfish basis than 1927. in favor of Rodney 1 Thompson of
said Ro- kland, against Howell P. Smith of
past week at the telephone office, c with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. K Point for a few days.
W. M. Prescott is working for An the individual.
said Rockland, for the sum of forty-five dol
Several from here attended the A. Patton.
Mrs. H. M. Watts and family en drew Rokes of North Burkettville for
ars ($45) debt or damage, and nine dollars
Saturday
afternoon
a
ball
game
is
Mis.
Grace Maloney and Miss
Dr. Lloyd M. Richardson
Belfast fair this week.
joyed a days recently with her i few days cutting tay.
held between councilors.
In the ami seventy cents ($9.79) costs of suit, and
Enid
Maloney
motored
to
Portland
wiii
be sold at public auction at the office
Miss Evelyn Matthews is in Port
mother. Mrs. Mary Saunders at West
Mr. and Mrs. Alford Nash of Mas evening around the campfire on the -if the She 11T of said Knox County, in the
Dentist
Thursday with Mr. and Mrs. H
land where she has employment.
sachusetts who have been visiting crest of our Dill we gather to watch County Ccurt House, it said Rockland, to the 400 Main Street
Rockland
Wellington Smith, where they spent Rockport.
highest
bidder,
on
Saturday
the
tenth
dav
of
Miss Grace Howes of Washington
Mrs.
Minnie
Harper
of
Westerly
the
sun
fall
over
'lie
western
moun

Mrs. Nash's parents, Mr. and Mrs.
a most delightful day. Mrs. Maloney
Opp. Thorndike Hotel. Tel. 339-M
September. A I)., 1927. at eleven o'clock in
is the guest of Mrs. Ada Lucas.
R.
I.,
is
tlie
guest
of
her
niece,
Mrs,
tains
while
the
“
Camper,
”
our
week

Manley
Pierpont, have returnel
the forenoon, the following described reql
called on Miss Grace Stetson, for
CISce Hours; 9 to 12—1 to I
Harold Fossett Is having his an merly Of Warren. Miss Stetson Is a A. W, Payson.
ly magazine. >is read.
A special ■state being an undivided half part thereof,
home.
....
Evenlnxs by Appointment
nual vacation trim the J. C. Crelgh-, shut-in and resides at 112 Winter
program of stories and music fills i uatc in Cushing in said County of Knox,
John Sukeforth who suffered
and all the right, title and interest which the
Mrs. Lizzie M. Miller
ton Co.
(Sunday after a said Howell P. Smith has and had in and
shock some two months ago remains out the evening.
street, where she is always glad to
Harriet Stewart who has been
Mrs. Lizzie M.. 87. widow of Dud about the same.
scrub the hoys gather, when weather to the same on the fifth day of August, A. I).,
t
DR. E. L. SCARLOTT
, ,
,
,
<■
i see friends,
1927, at 3 o’clock bi the afternoon the time
teaching In Massachusetts for some
A( (hti rneetIng of the Pleasant ley Miller died at her home in East
Mrs. Inez Leigher of Liberty vis permits, under the “Maples” in a when
(Successor to Dr. T. L. McBeath)
the same was seized as aforesaid, to
lime is spending a few weeks wR>ijPolnt improvement Society Friday Union. Aug. 13. Mrs. Miller had been ited at tlie home of her brother Carl little outdoor chapel built by them wit:
Osteopathic Physician
selves—whence the eye can overlook
her mother, Mrs. Rose Stewart.
Evening the plav entitled "Two of a i i feeble health for a number
Being an undivided half-part thereof, to
Sukeforth Sunday.
x-zc we wit: beginning at the town road leading from
Raymond Thurston of Rockland
Here
wag presented by Mrs. Susie years, although able to go about
E. Burnell Overlook went to the entire camp and like.
By Appointment Only Tai. 13S
—and saves me hours #
I the lower meeting-Ironse in Cushing to East
Rockland
was in town Saturday.
I Davis, Mrs. Fannie Davis, Mrs. Alice among her friends until a few weeks Friendship where lie played baseball worship together. A vesper
x lee | Friendship by land formerly of Levi Seavey 35 Limerock Street
of work on washday
..r.
, ;|t Mtake a,Hj stones; thence running west
Mr. and Mrs. M. C. Stephenson geaVey, Walter and Forest Young ago when there was a general break with the Jefferson boys against the fills out the evening; in the after
Graduata of American School of
north-west .to Friendship river; thence south
noon quiet recreation is sought.
did their part in a most pleas- ing down of her whole system and Friendship team.
\
Osteopathy
VERY washday I used to scrub the attended the fair at Skowhegan last
by' the river being six rods in width
This year we have a great treas westerly
1 ing manner, and the play was great- she rapidly failed until the end. H<
Several auto parties from Massa
at right angles with side lines; thence east
clothes almost threadbare to gel Thursday.
long term of useful service is ftnishe
Miss Adeline Seiders of Portland jv enjoyed by the large audience
chusetts were enterained last week ure hunt underway. A weekly mes south-east 93 rods to the town road aforesaid ; E. W. HODGKINS, M. D.
them clean. How I hated it!
sage is issued in code indicating a thence north-easterly by said road to the
was the weekend guest of Mrs. H. L. j Miss Belle Orne has returned from ar.d like wheat fully ripened for the at Prescott farm.
mentioned hounds, containing 3^ acres,
Then I tried Rinso. It’s wonderful Robbins.
place where a penny is hid.
The first
harvest, she has fallen asleep. Bine
Portland.
more or less.
Office Hours: 1 to S and 7 to • P. If.
in our water-makes such rich, creamy
date on this penny Is sought.
A
Mr. and Mrs. Guy bonmond of j R. B. Fillmore Is at the home of his the death of her husband she lia
A iso an undivided one-ha If of the fol
Residence until 9 A. M., and by
situate---------in said
CLARK ISLAND
suds I just put the clothes in these Thomaston are guests of his parents, daughter Mrs. A. W. Orne for an lived witli her son, Walter Spring a
ptiz® of $30 awaits tlie winners.
~lowing described lot of land ------nr
,1 in,IP I c.nil.l
input inn !* II"I|I,I‘J: Bi'giiiiiing a: siak<- anti stones by
6uds’__ and let them soak overnight. Mr. and 'Mrs. Charles Lermond.
[indefinite stay
the ofd home, from which she will be
Mrs. August Putansu. and daugh
Ot, special note 1 could mention I ..ln(|
I,vn,an Smith (now deceased): thence
Appointment. Telephone 184
Mrs. Ella Storer has received the | Sam Olsen with his crew of men greatly missed.
It is composed j running south 38 deg. west thirty two (34)
She was tenderly ter Elsie and son Albert have been our camp orchestra
The next morning my wash had been
is
led
by
Koi■
r
'
hls
1,1
a,Ml
stones
by
land
of
Philip
THOMASTON. ME.
of
some
70
pieces
and
_
____________
sad
news
of
the
death
otf
her
mother
have
started
building
the
now
pied
cared
for
during
her
last
illness
by
at their farm in Waldoboro for a
soaked snowy white! Even the most
•
, ci,ner /----•» . a------ ----T.mlev -i Poston syniiihnnv
1W€St
,nowg(,ore
(le<--------'<'ase<l
» :
wes' n-mh
her daughter Mrs. Lida Parks and few days returning Sunday with land
land tapiey.
a I o. ton .Symphony
ynipnony 1v
..,| , dle
of Cun Creek, so called;
soiled parts became spotless with just at Waldoboro. Funeral services will of road leading to Pleasant Point,
be held Tuesday.
i Mrs. Carl Webster of Somerville granddaughter Miss Eva Dunn of her husband and two s ons who are man.
In Medomak. also, the wood ( thence nortliwesterly by die shore of said Dr. Mary Elizabeth Reuter
a tiny rub or two.
and metal shops though with tlie Creek to Prlendnhip hirer: thence hy the
Mr. and Mrs. John J. Paul and W. Mass., who with her family is spend Bath.
Mrs. Miller united with th< working for John Meehan & Sons.
No more washboards for me—no S. Counce and family of Camden Ing the summer at their cottage ere, Baptist Church of Rockville when
^u.V^
Barge No. 704 is loading paving hes, of equipment leach hoy s how lo
Osteopathic Physician
more hours of exhausting work-I called on Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Bry- received a parcel post Package last quite young and had lived in that from John Meehan & Sons for New create the beautiful from the most to rim mentioned bounds, containing seven
Graduate of American School of
always use Rinso now. And my hands ant Sunday.
j Thursday which was mailed to her Christian faith in Him “who doeth all York.
oidinary of material.
There is a | acres, more or less
Osteopathy
are grateful, too. With Rinso they
' C “ R DepuD’"sh?riff.
Mrs. Charles Cornwell is gaining fine up to date dark room harboring 1 9-,.T.101
Franz Burkett and Bernice Payson by her sister in Somerv e, •
things well."
Besides her son and
By Appointment Only Tel. 323
never get a bit red or washworn.
fast
and
able
to
be
out
of
doors
and
at least 20 hoys where developing '
of Portland were weekend guests of lust 8'x >’oirs “g0- 1 cer ® 11 ■
daughter, two grandchildren sur
38 Summer Street
Aockiend
.
.
,,
her many friends are glad to see and printing is daily done.
Ask your grocer today for
their
parents,
Mr.
and, Mrs. v.
F. E..in.t
ni,‘ conte
come in a flying machine or it
, vive. Mrs. Annie Thurston of Rock
Burkett.
'
j would have reached here in much ville and Miss Annie Dunn, whose her around again.
Track meets, ar.d tournaments,
Mr. and Mrs. John Caven and Mr. contests of all kinds attract hoys of
C. S. ROBERTS
Miles Jones has gone to Vermont,'ess time„i„._ v,v the name is mentioned above.
Funeral
The annual concert given bj tne services were held from her late and Mrs. William Pierson have gone j all interests.
I regatta Day de
where he has employment.
Attorney
summer visitors at Pleasant Point
serves special mofition.
A fine all ;
home Tuesday afternoon, Rev. O. W. to Canada for a week’s vacation.
will take place, Friday evening (rain
Announces opening of office In Oda
-------------------I day program is prepared, a play, mu- j
Stuart of Rockland officiating. There
'or shine) In Acorn Grange hall were many beautiful floral tokens of Sometimes a bank cashier saves sic, water sports, and a midway of
Fellows Block, Opp. Poetoffice.
’South Gushing, at 8 o'clock (stand
The granulated eoap that *oaki
PARK STREET. ROCKLAND
love and esteem.
Interment was in up enough to pay Ids running ex- booths, all bring people from miles
Tel. 470
Room 5-6-7
aid
time),
with
the
following
artists,
..................
..
clothes whiter—no aerubbmg
penses,
away to Medomak.
The proceeds’
_____- ...
M.tt
Herbert Wellington Smith, baritone the family lot at Rockville.
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FRIENDSHIP

THE TROTTING HORSE I

ROCKPORT

Mr. and Mrs. Russell Armstrong
Mr. and Mrs. George Simpson reMr. and Mrs. Russell .fohnRon of
of Winchester, Mass., were in town turned recently to California after Orland were guests of his aunt, Mrs.
over the weekend to attend the Arm- spending several weeks with Mis. Arthur Berry Saturday.
strong-Rinehart wedding.
Simpson’s parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Carlo.on I). Stedman of Brockton,
Mr. and Mrs. A. M. Creighton of Edw. McDonald. They were wee m- Mass is a guest at the Carleton
Lynn, Mass., visited Mr. and Mrs. panied on their return by Raymond homestead.
Robert Armstrong over the weekend. McDonald, Mrs. Simpson's brother.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Dunbar of
Mrs. H. W. Davis and children,
Pauline Wilson of Jonesport is Rockland were guests of his mother
Bud and Tiny, returned to their home visiting friends in town for two and sister Mrs. K. M. Dunbar and
in Newtonville, Mass., after spending weeks.
Miss Helene Dunbar Sunday.
the summer with Mrs. Davis' parents,'
Orrin Swears arrived home Friday
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Coates who
Mr. and Mrs. A. Hartel, Jr.
after spending several weeks in New have been guests of iris parents, Mr.
Mrs. Ray Sawyer and daughter York and Jersey City.
and Mrs. Herbert Coates for several
Bernice of Dorchester, Mass., re
Mrs. Herman Young returned home weeks have returned to their home
turned home Monday after visiting
,
„ r, Saturday after a week's visit with in Washington, D. C.
the past two weeks with Mrs., C. E.
,
. ,, ,
relatives at Northwest Harbor.
Mrs. Fritz Sjogren of Norwell,
Dartt at Davis Point.
Rev. Horace Hoffmann of Philadel Mass., arrived Friday to visit her
iA quiet wedding took place in1 phia preached at Union Church Sun
town Saturday night, when Miss Lida day. Mias Lida Greenlaw was solo parents, Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Smith
for a few days. She was accom
Poland and Basil Burns were united ist in the morning and Louie Pen
panied by Miss Helen Crockett who
in marriage. Mr. and Mrs. Burns dleton of New York sang at the
has been a guest at her home in
will live with Mr. and Mrs. Orris I evening service.
Norwell.
Cook.
..
, „
Virgil Smith who has been at the
Frank E. Seavey of Portland was 1
Mr. and Mrs. Carroll C. Gleason home of h,g parentg the pagt few
of Dover, Mass., have returned home W1.ekg ,tft gaturday for hig return ,a caller at Mrs. Genie Simmons' re
nt ly.
after spending a month at their camp
Orono
Ellroute he motored t0
Mr. and Mrs. Elliot Merrifield and
at Martin s Point.
I East Boothbay to call on Waldron son Paul of Springvale are guests
Dexter Hill of Boston spent *he pernald who was his guest here re of Mrs. Merrifield’s parents, Mr. and
weekend with his family here.
| eently
Mrs. B. H. Paul for two weeks.
Mrs. Norman Southworth returned, Bruce Grlndle. Andy Gilchrist,
Miss Dorothy Andrews left Sun
Sunday from a four weeks' Euro- ni(,k Mnlg Sam Cohen and El.ed day
__ for
_ Germantown,
.. ....... _____.............
Pa., where she
pean trip. She reported a wonderful Gbi]iey spent the Past week at the. has a position as teacher
time. Among other incidents of the Igloo.
| Mr. and Mrs. Edward Piper qf
trip was a flight across the English
The Red Lion was occupied the Portland and Fred Piper of Hart
Channel in a plane.
past week by Kilton Smith, Neil Cal- ford, Conn., jipent Sunday with their
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer C. Davis of dfIW(,()d Calvin Vinal, Elwood Sa]ls parents, Mr. and Mrs. Edward H.
Rockland were in town to attend tlie and Frank Thomas.
Piper.
Armstrong-Rinehart wedding.
Mrs. Everett Pitts and daughter
At Kilton Smith’s log cabin the
Mr. and Mrs. Joshua N. Southard pAst Week were Flavilla Arey, Marv Josephine have returned from a visit
of Rockland visited in town recently. I starr Catherine Calderwood and with friends in West Paris.
Mr. and Mrs. Oliver Copeland of
Miss Dorothy Armstrong of W In-1 Borolby Thomas, chaperoned by Mrs.
Chester, Mass., has been spending ,<aac Calderwood.
Whitinsville, Mass., weie recent
her vacation here with her mother at
Mr and Mrg David NeIson Brown guests of Mrs. Gertrude Havener and
Hill Crest.
I and gon fjavid of Cnlcago and Cran- Mrs. Ethel York.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Paul and son
Daniel Coogan of Boston was guest Cord x j u(.,e RUeKts Wednesdav
Robert Thomas of Rockland passed
of Miss Elizabeth Hartel over the ( Ml. and Mrg j. A Smalley
weekend.
| \lr. and xirs. Sam Kneeland and Sunday with his parents, Mr. and
Charles Wallace spent Sunday with daughter Beulah of Lincoln and Mrs. William A. Paul.
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Griffin of
his family here. He is engaged in Ge irge Edwards ar. l son George were
fishing out of Portland this sutpmer. gpegtg of relatives in town the past Haverhill and Mr. and Mrs. Sidney
Huntington of Danville, N. H„ spent
Capt. and Mrs. I. E. Archibald of Week
Thomaston spent Sunday afternoon! A gon waE borR Aug 17 ,Q Mr and the weekend at the Griffin cottage.
Mr. and Mrs. Weston Wall and
renewing old acquaintances in town.!jjr;. gcott lnt.tdd
Miss Helen Kilmer of Brookline hasj K M Wh?e ,*nd ?on Max and Doa. family and Mrs. S. Josephine Wall
been passing her vacation with her ajd Patterson have returned from were at Temple Heights Sunday.
Mrs. Marshall E. Reed, son John
sister, Mrs. Sherman T. Jameson.
I Barton.
Frederick and daughter Dorothy of
Mrs. Edgar Bosworth (Ruth Logan)
Mrs. Clyde M Intosh entertained Roxbury are guests of Mrs. Reed's
of Holyoke, Mass., was called home the. Dreadnaugh's Thursday at Union
mother, Mrs. Sherman Weed. Mr.
about ten days ago by the sudden ill Church Circle supper
The party Reed, Mr. and Mrs. V. A. Blnfleld
ness of her husband. An attack o.f was in honor of Miss Lucinda Young
and daughter Sarah of Roxbury were
ateute appendicitis necessitated an1 wh - returned Monday to Knox II >■>also in town to spend Sunday.
Immediate operation from which Mr. 1 tai where sh. is training. She nas
Mr. and Mrs. Edward H. Piper
Bosworth is now convalescing.
been at the horn” cf her parents, Mr. are guests of their son Edward
Miss Daisy M. DeVona of Portland, at;.’ Mrs. J is >ii Young.
Piper in Portland.
a graduate of the State Street HosMr. and Mrs. Charles Abbott of A1
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Anderson
pltal. Is caring for James Logan who, bion and Mr and Mrg E ovd Abbott of Rockland visited her mother, Mrs.
is in poor health.
'
—
of Florida were weekend guests of, Charles W. Roharts Sunday.
The annual show of Camp Wapello Mr. and iMrs. E. C. McIntosh. The! Mrs. Minnie Crozier was the guest
was held in Bossa's hall Thursday above party with Mrs. Margaret!of friends at Spruce Head Island
evening. About 300 attended ' the Libby and the family of C. S. Libby Saturday at 6 o'clock dinner.
show which caused the usual com were at the Merrie Macs, Shore
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Adams and
mendation and amusement. Much Acres, Sunday.
Miss Amy Parsons of Belfast were
credit is due Mr. Stokes and A. Grove
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Robbins and visiting Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Waltz
Day, as well as the camp boys for all son Thad who were in Rockland last in Warren Sunday.
their efforts.
Miss Amy Parsons of Belfast is
week with friends have returned for
A very interesting hall game took,a little longel, 8tay
t()Wn before visiting Mr. and Mrs. Albert Adams
place Saturday between Jefferson and j returnlng (0 Pratt
for two weeks.
Theodore LaFolley is having a two
Friendship, in which the home boys, Guests at the Ames Farm recently
tarried off the honors.
were Mr. and Mrs. Adolph Jacobson weeks’ vacation from the office of
Robert A. Pratt of Greenfield, I of Gloucester, guP8ts ot Mr and Ml.g Ihe Camden Yacht Building and
Mass., spent the weekend with his Orrin Ames; a,)d Mr an(, Mrg Nqj._ Railway Co.
parents, Dr. and Mrs. Arthur Pratt man Renne of New Bedford, Mass.,
at their summer home here.
WALDOBORO
at Silver Birch Camp for two weeks.
Ray Mayo of Rochester. N. Y.. is Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Brown and fam
Mrs. Charles Rowe. Virginia Rowe
•spending his vacation with his par ily and Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Arey and Charles Rowe, Jr., were in Port
ents at Martin.
and family spent the weekend at the land last week.
Mrs. Ina Poland. Frank Poland and farm.
The Susannah Wesley Society met
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Brown
Mrs. Moses Wallace and children of were guests Wednesday of Mr. and with Mrs. C. H. Curtis Monday even
Boston are spending the month of Mrg Ames
ing.
August here.
Dr. T. C. Ashworth and family
E. M,»nt Perry of Rockland has
John Eaton of West Roxbury, ' been a guest of his niece, Mrs. Min- have been spending a week at a cot
Mass., arrived in town recently to , nie Smith, the past few days.
tage in Bremen.
spend his vacation with his parents.
Mrs. Emma Marshall of Ports
Mr. and Mrs. R. M. Arey, guests the
Hie has just returned from a six past week of his mother. Mrs. Eiiza mouth, N. H., is visiting her aunt,
weeks' trip abroad.
| Arey, left Saturday to visit relatives Mrs. Levi W. Parsons.
Arch Mandel of Dayton, Ohio, has I in Massachusetts before returning
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Hastings and
returned home iSt'ter spending his va to New York. They are soon to make Miss Gladys Hastings who have been
cation at Forest Lake.
their home in Rochester where Mr. visiting Miss Elizabeth Genthner for
« • • •
Arey has a fine position in an orches two weeks have rtturned to Somer
Rinehart-Armstrong
ville. Mass.
tra.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Boggs are re-'
A very pretty home wedding took
B. K. Smith is assisting Leo Lane
reiving congratulations on the oirth
place here Saturday when Miss at the L. R. Smith store.
Elizabeth Armstrong, the youngest
Claude Ainsley of Philadelphia is of a daughter, Aug. 16—Janet Morse.
Herbert McFawn and family, who
daughter of Mrs. Marilla Armstrong a recent arrival at Bridgeside.
of Winchester, Mass., and Friend
Mr. apd Mrs. Walker Fitield of have been visiting Mrs. Raymond
ship, became the bride of Clement Rockland, and Mr. and Mrs. E. R. Bagley, have returned to Thompson
Rinehart of New York City. Tlie Wilkins of Miami, Fla., were week ville, Conn.
Mrs. O. V. Hassner has been the
wedding was at the summer home of end guests of Mr. and Mrs. H. W.
guest of her son, Allan F. Hassner in
the bride, which had been decorated Fitield at Craventhirst.
very effectively with evergreen, cal
Mrs. Charles Davis has returned Bangor this week.
Mrs. Norris Barrett of Philadel
endulas and cut flowers. The bride from a visit with her sister, Mrs. O.
was given in marriage by her F. Summers in • Braintree. Mass., phia is guest of Mrs. John R. Deaver
mother and the service was conduct which also Included autping through at Medomak Lodge.
The Waldoboro Band is Indebted to
ed by her brother-in-law. Dr. Arthur out the State.
Pratt of Greenfield. Mass,, who re
Miss Muriel Chllles is visiting Mrs. J. J. Cooney for a donation of
ceived a special license from the friends' in Orono and w.ll lie a guest $100. The act is a typical one, as
Governor of this State to perform of Mrs. Richard Coombs in Bangor many worthy causes in Waldoboro
have benefited by the generoslity of
the ceremony. The bride was becom before returning.
Mrs. Cooney and her family.
ingly gowned in white silk crepe.
Fred A. Jackson lias returned from
The popularity of the couple was evi
GLENMERE
Portland and Is again on his Job as
denced by the many wedding gifts
Mrs. N. A. Hobbs of Medfield, traffic officer.
of silver, linen, glass, money and
Miss Helen Whitman of Whitman,
other things, as well as by the 250 Mass., was a guest of Mr. and Mrs.
Charles H. Wiley last week.
Mass., is the guest of Mrs. Harold
guests who gathered to witness the
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Ward with Glidden.
ceremony. The reception was held
guests are here for a few days.
A large audience was attracted to
at the summer home of Mrs. Rine
Mr. Kelty and family have closed the Star Theatre last evening hy the
harts brother. Mr. V. D. Armstrong,
thrilling picturizatlon of P. C. Wh-en's
which was festively decorated for the their summer home and returned to
Milton, Mass.
new novel "Beau Geste."
The pic
oecasion. Lobster and chicken salad,
Mr. and Mrs. R. R. Wiley who ture will be shown again tonight and
rolls, coffee, blueberry pie, cake and
Is well worth seeing.
The Sahara
ice cream were served. Kirkpatricks are summering at their cottage at
Martin’s Point were guests of Mr. desert was chosen as location for
orchestra of Thomaston furnishd mu
and Mrs. Frank A. Wiley last week. this splendid film story and the cast
sic during the. reception.
Guests
Mrs. Eugene Smith who has been is made up of such stars as Ronald
were present from New York, Win
Colman, Neil Hamilton. Alice Joyce,
quite ill is Improving somewhat.
chester, Mass.. Lynn, Rockland and
Miss Irene Bond has returned to Norman Trevor, William Powell,
the South, as well as many summer
her home in Milton. Mas.4., after Noah Beery and Victor McLaglen.
residents here and local people. Mrs.
spending her vacation of two weeks
Rinehart Is a graduate of Mt. Hol
PAYSON-FOGLER FAMILIES
here with her grandmother, Mrs.
yoke College and has been a summer j;”e Bo“''
resident here all of her life. Mr.1
The annual reunion of the PaysonMrs. Charles Wiley and Mrs. Elsie
Rinehart is a lawyer In New York I Giles attended the funeral of their Fogler families will take place Wed
City where the couple will reside
i cousin, Mrs. A. J. Rawley, at Ten nesday, Aug. 24 at the Glencove
after their honeymoon.
Grange hall. Effort is being made to
ant's Harbor last week.
IMrs. L. F. Smith of New York make this a banner reunion, as many
called on the Wileys and Sniiths 'members of the two families who are
ST. GEORGE
seldom able to attend will h« pre«ent.
Mrs. Lydia Caddy had as guests Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. George Whitehouse Among these will he Hon. Ashley St.
last week Miss Harriet Levensaler of
Thomaston. Miss Clark of New York, of Portland were visitors of Mr. and Clair and his daughter, Miss Eda
Following the
Mrs. Charles Wolf of Auburn and Mrs. Winfield Hooper quite recently. St. Clair, of Calais.
dinner at noon, a program will be
her daughter Mrs. H. W. Kinney.
Miss Edith Harris has employment
i given under the direction of Mrs.
The Gilchrest family held their as bookkeeper in her brother's garage
Gladys S. Morgan, and Mrs. Frank
thirty-seventh annual reunion Thurs at Tenant’s Harbor.
Payson of Warren.
day in the Grange hall. About 80
Mrs. Phoebe Brennan and son of
friends and relatives sat down to a Boston, Mass., are guests of her par
HOFFSES FAM.ILY—CHANGE
bountiful dinner, after which a busi ents, Mr. and Mrs. Mell Back.
IN LOCATION
ness meeting and social time was
Dr. and Mrs. E. George Payne and
The 45th annual reunion of this
held.
Speeches by Henry Kailoch guests of Pleasant Point were call family will be held at
Mank's
Rev. P. E. Miller of Tenant’s Har ers at Charles Wiley’s recently.
Grove, East Waldoboro, Thursday,
bor, Mrs. W. C. Morton of Shirley,
Aug. 25 instead ot being held as
Mass., and readings by "Mac” Qiloriginally arranged.
All relatives
chrest were much enjoyed.
and friends Invited as usual.
Mrs. J. C. Robinson is visiting her
96-101
Edith M. Carroll. Sec.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. IL iW. Kinney
at Auburn.
POST-AMES FAMILIES
Mrs. Estelle H. Prown of Melrose,
Tho Post-Ames families will meet
Mass., is visiting her old friends here
at Dak Grove Cabins, Aug. 25. Ev
and the guest of Mrs. J. A. Gilchrest.
eryone come.
Mary K. Post,
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Cady who
99-101
Secretary.
have been visiting her brother, E. T.
Hall, have returned to their home in Nearly every form of headache will
Medfield.
speedily yield to this old-time home
Os raal Mists. First
Master Arnold ar,d Miss Erdlne remedy. It keeps the bowels regular,
sstaaS msrtsasM.
Hocking entertained their great
HARRY
BERMAN.
daily. “L.F.” At wood’s Medicine. Econ
grandmother Mrs. Barter one day
omy bottles 50c and l.r>c everywhere.
I» Mala Bt„ Rhs I. Rstklaad. Tst. SSI.
last week.

Such a

Headache

LOANS ?

Women and opportunity like to
make calls when you are out.

Page Fiva^l
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Made udGuareBtMd by
L,F. MEDICINE CO., PortUad, Maias

ai-tf

PAPEC
ENSILAGE CUTTERS
“The Cutter That Does Not Clog”

Recognized generally—

BECAUSE—
It takes little power to elevate—
It threws as well as blows—

It has powerful self-feed, and no
clogging—
It has a one-piece absolutely rigid
semi-steel frame, no wood—

It has sheet steel drums, instead
of cast iron—
It is easy to set up and operate,
and convenient to move—
It has six fans—adjustable knives.
WE CARRY A COMPLETE LINE
OF REPAIR PARTS
WE ARE STATE AGENTS

Kendall & Whitney
69 Years a Seed Store
PORTLAND, MAINE
99-lt

NO “STALKING HORSE”
Senator Charles Curtis, Republican
floor leader in the United States Sen
ate, expressed the wish that h.is
friends "iin Kansas or in the nation
take no action, particularly at this
time,” which would place him in tne
position of being a candidate for
President. “Under no circumstances
will I be a stalking horse to help or
Injure any candidate,” he declared
“Nor will I be drawn Into a discus
sion of probable candidates unlit
President Coolidge’s attitude is more
clearly defined.”

Farm electrification in this coun
try increased 88.6 percent during
1926 in spite of the fact that the
year was not a "bumper” one for
farmers in most regions.

THE FAIR STIPENDS

First Public Race For a Stake Commissioner
Washburn
Dates Back To 1818.
Explains Terms Under
Which They’re Granted.
We may justly claim the trotting
horse as an American product for
Commissioner
of
Agriculture
it is only in this country that the
Washburn, has sent a communica
trotting gait has been brought to
tion to the officers of all the agricul
perfection. In May 1788 the gray
tural fair associations, for their
horse Messenger dashed down the
guidance and assistance, explaining
gangway of a ship from England,
the distribution of the state stipends
lying at the foot of Market street in
for fairs.
Philadelphia and the history of the
“At two and one-half percent per
American trotting horse* began.
Messenger was a thoroughbred inhabitant of the State, the stipend
English horse and was imported for is $27,8X0,” says Com.russloner WhshThis
the improvement of thoroughbreds burn in his communication.
in this country. The first two sea- amount, less $2,000 specially as
pons after Ids arrival he was kept signed to the Maine Pomologicai So
in Hacks County, Penn., then Henry ciety. is to be divided among ihe
Astor purchased him and took him va ions legally inco: porated agricul
to Long Island, New York. Hisjife tural societies according to the amount
was spent in various parts of New j of premiums actually paid in full and
Yoik State with the excepton of one in cash or valuable equivalent by
year in New Jersey.
He died at the societies upon livestock ami ag
Oyster Bay in 1808 and at his fu ricultural and domestic products.
“No premiums may be considered
neral military honors were paid an<l
a volley of musketry was fired over as a basis upon which this distribu
tion shall be made except those ot
his grave.
IL* immediate descendants were tered ami paid upon livestock, poul
trained for the running turf and wee try. vegetables, grain, fruit, flowers,
among the fastest horses of their livestock products, home canned
day. A few years after his arrival foods, grange exhibits, farm exhibits,
the Pennsylvania Legislature passed boys’ and girls’ chib exhibits, do
a law prohibiting racing thus com mestic and fancy articles produced
pelling owners to keep their horses In the farm home and pulling con
tests by horses and oxen.
for road purposes.
“Tlie amount paid in tlie domestic
About this time, the country road
growing better and road wagons and fancy articles department shall
being made lighter, trotting came not exceed the amount paid upon
lnt'< fashion and tlie wonderful trot vegetables, grain, fruits and flowers.
“Each Society must have at least
ting speed of this family was dis
covered,
It is estimated that im 100 separate exhibits or entries of
putation of this grand old gray add vegetables, fruits or dairy products,
ed several millions
of dollars in so Society may receive any portion
wealth, to this country. The cele of the State stipend unless it pays
brated Hambletonlan. the most fash at least $400 in premiums in tlie
ionable stallion of recent times classes heretofore mentioned.
“All cattle exhibited or allowed up
boasted of four separate strains of
this blood. Other stallions had an on the grounds must be tuberculin
influence in producing tlie trotting tested within one .rear previous to
horse hut all ’combined might not tlie exhibition.
“Sale of liquor, gambling, immoral
have succeeded had not Messenger
shows and games of chance are pro
been imported.
The first time a horse ever trot hibited and no Society which allows
ted in public for a stake was in such violations to occur may receive
1818, and that was a match against any share of the Stipend. In this re
time lor $ 1,000. The bet was that spect the new law js exactly like
Carnes of chance are held
no horse could be produced that the old.
would trot a mile in thro? minutes. to include lotteries, wheels, paddle
The horse named Was Boston Blue, games, string games, roll downs
■and von cleverly, gaining great re where more than one ball is rolled at
nown.
In those days most of the a time, pickouts, fish ponds and ring
races were at long distances, two. toss games, except where the num
three or four mile beats, arid endu. - ber of prize played for is in clear
ance was cultivated rather than view of the player, and ail other
speed. About 1830 trotting was thor games or devices where tlie value
oughly established as a popular of the prize depends in any way up
pastime. Plank roads were laid out on luck or chance.
“The law expressly provides that
and two forty on a plank road” be
came the familiar slang, applicable any Society in order to receive
alike to horse and man.
State aid must file witli the Com-

Build'
■—for the years to come, with an eye to firesafety, fuel economy and low upkeep. For the
walls of your home we recommend—

SHEETROCK
—the fireproof wallboard. It is an excellent in
sulator (fuel-saver); it never cracks, warps or
buckles; it makes a perfect base for any deco
ration (joints are concealed without need for
paneling). Cost is low. Easy to apply (saws
and nails like lumber). Telephone or call at—

W. H. GLOVER CO.
Contraciors
453 MAIN ST.

utable tv) a d'-cline of local travel,
Mr. Harris pointed out that no sepa
rate accounting of local travel and
tourist travel from other States
Would be made* until the end of the
season.
As evidence of the statement that
tourist traffic is somewhat ’spotty’’
at present, Mr. Harris quoted records

X

Present-day
smokers find
enjoyment
in Camels

ROCKLAND

missioner of Agriculture a full re indicating that the Bar Harbor Ex
port, upon blanks furnished by him, press, serving the Kineo, Water
ville* and Bar Harbor sections, shows
and not later than Dec. 31.”
an increase of 529 passengers for tlie
pi csent season to July 31 over that
MANY TOURISTS COME
period last year, an approximate*
But the Traffic is “Spotty” this gain of six percent, while the New
Season- -Slightly Less For Rock- York lo Korkin nd Express, on the
contrary, shows a decrease for the
land.
With the Maine tourist busiress same period of about three percent
for 1927 practically in mid-season, under Figures of last year.
However, Mr. Harris pointed out
reports of Maine Central Kailroa I
passenger traffic indicate that the that the summer influx of tourists
tourist influx is notable thus far is not yet on the wane as he said,
chiefly for its increase in some •sec “Last Saturday witnessed a heavy
tions of tlie State and decline in traffic* of vacationists in both direc
tions, with the incoming tide of tour
other sections.
ists far exceeding those leaving the*
Warning that it was impossible :•
Nine sleeping cars were
this date to give an accurate com State.
parison between tourist tralfi • over i.ecessary to bring tourists from
the Maine Central lines tills y*«r Canada last Saturday to the beach
ahd in previous years, traffic offi resorts over the Crawford Notch
cials admitted that passenger rev route, while tlie Bar Harbor Ex
enues for June. 1927, fail* d by $30.- press from Philadelphia, Washing
295 to equal those for June, 1925. ton and New York, on the same day,
This represents a loss of about nine required 22 sleeping cars to serve
percent, according to M. L. Harris, tlie inbound tourists for Kineo, Wa
general passenger agent of
tlie terville, Bar Harbor, ahd interme
diate points.
Ton sleeping cars
Maine Central.
Expressing belief that a large part were required on the Rockland Exof this decrease for Jtfne is attrib ,press and five to Kennebago.”

'Modern people spend more for the
joys of living than in any other age
ever known. But they demand the
utmost value for their money.

their sheerest

TEL. 14

THE people of this age spend millions
for the good things of life. And they
place Camel first among cigarettes.
Modern smokers make money, but
when they spend it they insist on
quality, and more people today buy
Camels than ever bought any other

world. Money cannot buy choicer to-

That’s why increasing millions in the
modern age single out this famous

Farm boys attended from 10 a. m.
lo 3 p. m. a recent four-weeks’ spe
cial course conducted by the agricul
tural instructor ’A Arcadia dWls.)
High School. (’lasses were conduct
ed in arithmetic, Erglish, farm shops,
feeds, and feeding; and an hour was
devoted to physical training.

THOMASTON

Every-Other-Pajr
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DANCED

BY

ELECTRICITY

THOMASTON RECITAL

GARDEN CLUB AWARDS

To Be Made At Moeting In Camden
Fred Waldo and friend. Mr. PonEminent Boston Musicians Opera House—Gov. Brewster Com
lonnva, who have 1 een guests of Mrs. House Nearly Century Old Shines In Modern Garb As Mr.
To Present Program Next ing.
Mary Wlaldo returned to Boston Sat
and Mrs. Packard Celebrate Sixtieth Wedding Day.
urday night.
So great is the interest this year
Monday Night.
Mrs. Carl Gray will give a Bible
in the contest for best kept gardens
Under the auspices of the Ladles in Camden, for which cash prizes
reading at the Baptist Church next
Sixty years of happy wedded leading hotel proprietors there, and Society, a delightful recital will be
Sunday morning.
havee-as Marin expresses it—"a real given In the auditorium of the will be awarded by Mr. and Mrs.
Miss Anne Gifford of Boston and life were rounded out yesterday by
Thomaston Congregational Church Edward Bok that the ceremony will
Nevart Matassian of New York Mr. and Mrs. Jason O. Packard of good time.''
Born to this collide were three sons Monday evening. Aug. 29 at 8.15 he held in the Opera House Friday,
were guests of Miss Harriet Burgess Rockville.
Affection for this widely —Daniel A„ who is a building con o'clock, featuring two eminent Bos
Friday night.
They proceeded to
Sept. 2. nt 7 p. m.
known couple was expressed through tractor in Montana; Claremont of ton musicians. Wellington Smith,
Echo latke Saturday.
Gov. Brewster will open the meet
the medium of a postcard shower, Hull. Mass., and Karl, who runs the baritone, and Carl Webster, 'cellist.
ing. giving a talk on "Maine Beau
Mrs. Herbert White of Boston who flowers and many other tokens. And home place.
Mr. Smith and Mr. Webster are es tiful" and Camden in particular, af
haa been gues-t of Miss 11. .1. Watts many neighbors called to offer their
The house occupied by the couple tablished concert artists in Newter which he will present Mr. and
is returning home today. Miss Mar congratulations in person.
was built in 1831 by Mr. Packard's England. and their appearance at
Mrs. Bok to the audience who will
garet Copeland will go with her.
grandfather,
Daniel
Packard,
who
this
time
is
only
possible
due
to
tinEssentially a farmer for many
award the prizes to the several w in
Schools will begin Tuesday, Sei^
fact
that
they
are
summering
at
never
foresaw
the
day
when
it
would
years Mr. Packard is nevertheless
ners.
6. Get a move on and brush up
familiar with the tang of the sea, be completely wired for electric Pleasant Point.
This year the number of prizes
school tugs.
Among Mr. Smith's outstanding has been Increased and at least 12
for in las younger days he made lights.
Repairs are being made upon the
engagements have been three per citizens of Camden will go to their
Crawford tenement building.
formances with the New .York Phil homes after the meeting with the
Miss Ella Copeland returned Sun
harmonic Society, two with the satisfaction of knowing that they
day from Gardiner.
Cleveland Symphony, and one with
have one of the best lawns In
E. C. Woodcock, who spent his
the Philadelphia Operatic Society
town, and incidentally with from
boyhood in Thomaston but who had
by
Massenet
He
singing '^Manon"
J100 to $250 ntorecash in their purses
not revisited here for 37 years has
voice,
marked
hj
has an excellent
than when they entered the hall.
returned to Marlboro. Mass., after
of
tone
and
fine
bciutlful quality
The secret committee which se
spending two weeks with Bowdoin
musicianship. He possesses a dra
lects the winners lias advised that in
bermond. Mr Woodcock was amazed
matic style and is an eloquent Inter
judging the competitors, the condi
at the chantfes along the waterfront
preter, always displaying distinct
tion of the- ground between the side
where the larg* shipyards and
taste and Intelligence In his work.
walk and tlve- gutter will enter into
wharves have quite disappeared. Tie
Mr. Webster occupies a vital poexpressed himself as having had a
j sitton among New England's 'cellists. their judgment.
good time and hoped to come again.
Among his many Important engage
SIMMONS FAMILY
Mrs. John Creighton, Miss Mar
ments has been an extensive concert
garet Ruggles and Miss Rita Smith
tour with Geraldine Farrar. He ap
The annual reunion of the Sim
were recent visitors in Portland.
peared in Rockland about two years
mons family will be held at the
George Marshall of Portland was
ago in a recital given by Manuel
Chapel. West Meadow, Rockland,
Bernard, pianist, when together with
in town Sunday.
Mr. Marshall is
Harris Shaw, organist, he acted as Wednesday. Sept. 7. If stormy, first
spending the season in a large hotel
Fish chowder will be
assisting artist. His work in this fair day.
at Dark Harbor.
recital is recalled with much pleas served. Take bowl and spoon. Pic
■Philip
Newbert
and
Walter
nic dinner. All of the name of Sim
Knight have returned from a week's
ure.
Undoubtedly Rockland music lov mons and any related thereto are
stay at Ocean Park.
They report
ers will take- advantage of this an cordially invited.
between 700 and 800 students attend
Robert Simmons, Secretary.
nouncement and be present for this
ing the New England Baptist School
101-103
musical treat.
of Methods.
I
Harris Shaw and friend Francis
Hagar of Boston arc in town.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Newcombe and
daughter of Whshington, D. C.. are
visiting Mrs. Newcombe, Knox street.
William C. Stone of the J. B.
Pearson factory made a business trip
to Boston last week.
Dr. Keller, wife and son of Harris
burg, Pa., are visiting Miss Helm
Mr. and Mrs. Jason O. Packard of Rockville Who Celebrated Sixtieth
Carr.
Wedding Anniversary.
Miss Addie Morse will go to Monhegan today for a short visit and
will then return to her home in many voyages to ports on the Atlan
The current was turned on yester
Philadelphia by way of Boothbay tic Coast and in the West Indies.
day for the anniversary exercises, and
Harbor.
He also haal a knock at carpenter colored lights of the same nature
Charles Lewis and family are ex ing and as foreman for a local firm dotted the lawn.
pected to arrive in town today.
of building contractors superintended
Sixty years ago Mr. and Mrs. Pack
Mrs. Alfred Levensaler and fam the construction of some of Knox
ard were married by Rev. John Ham
ily have returned to their home in County's finest residences.
ilton. Freewill Baptist clergyman.
Concord. N. H.
He left this vocation about 30 Last night marriage words were
Mrs. Eliza Carleton of Belmont, years ago and until his retirement
again spoken, this time by Judge
Mass., is expected today for a visit from active work a few years ago
Frank B. Miller, with a special, im
By LEW WHITE
to her mother, Mrs. Levensaler, Knox bent his energies to the cultivation
provised service. He complimented
street.
of the 80-acre farm which is one of the couple on their long and happy
Flayed on Kimball Organ, Recorded
Miss Harriet Rose is the guest of Knox County's beauty spots. Since j
domestic career, which is so much
at Roxy Theatre, New York
Mrs. John Creighton.
his retirement the farm has been at variance with the present loose
Percy Studley was pleasantly sur ably managed by his son Karl.
marriage
relations
with
their
fre

prised when his friend Carl Sands
Mr. Packard is a Mason and mem
of Dexter dropped in on him to spend ber of Penobscot View Grange, being quency of divorce and family trou
bles. "And.” said the judge, "1 speak
the weekend.
on the building committee of the lat
While a gang of boys were building ter organization when the new hall from the experience of one who daily
listens to a recital of domestic woes.”
a camp in Fred Redman s field on was erected.
He is a member of
Judge Miller concluded the service
Gleason street Saturday Frankie Ja the Free Baptist Church.
cobs accidently cut his leg with an
Electrically Recorded
Mrs. Packard prior to marriage by. reading a poem whose sentiments
impressed all present as particularly
axe.
The boys carried him to t
was Arethusa Studley. and is also a
Musical Photography
ipropriate.
nearby house of C. A. Creighto! native of Rockport.
She is a mem
The refreshments of punch, ice
where Mrs. Creighton rendered first'
the Grange, and a'follow
aid.
He was then taken in the arms Christian Science.
When bobbed cream and cake were augmented by
of the boys to a doctor’s office where hair came into vogue she was moved a delicious wedding cake—product of
“Russian Lullaby” — with violin
the wound was attended to.
to smile for she had worn her hair the culinary skill of Mi's. Susie Dean
chorus by Frcdric Fradkin. “One
Din
is
Mrs
Packard
was
presented
John Sinex of Philadelphia, a that way since thildhood and can
Summer Night"—with vocal chorus.
summer resident, who has been con almost lay claim to being the original with a twenty-dollar gold piece, an
fined to the house several months is bobbed hair girl,
3575—75c
She did not lake appropriate presentation speech be
now out again. Maine air is a health the style up as a fad. however, but ing made by Dr. Lloyd Richardson,
restorer.
because of a scalp ailment. Bobbed master of Penobscot View Grange.
Mrs. Eva Whitten recently enter hair cured her of it, also the desire
F. S. Philbrick furnished, violin
tained Mrs. Agnes Graham McCarthy to ever again wear long tresses.
music, with piano accompaniment by
of New York.
Facing the sunset of life this es Adelia F. Veazie.
Mr. Packard
Mrs. Frank Clark motored to Old teemed couple nevertheless find the danced with Mrs. Elizabeth Gregory
“Sixty Seconds Every Minute (I'm
Orchard Sunday with friends of enjoyment of youth, for they have and Mrs. Packard's 89 years van
Camden.
their health, a comfortable home, ished as If by magic when she danced
In Love With You)” . . . “The
An automobile owned and driven their hens and bees—and friends.
a dance of her girlhood days with
Whisper Song (When the Pussy
by Herbert Kirkpatrick containing
Now- and then they journey to her brother, Mr. Studley.
willow Whisners to the Catnip)”—
besides himself, two of his dance Atlantic City as guests cf one of the
There were about 75 guests.
sung by Chester Gaylord, “The
band and a truck driven by Maurice
Whispering Serenader.” 3562—75c
Sawyer were in collision Saturday
’cellist of rare ability.
Both ar
afternoon about 5 o'clock near the
GRANGE FIELD DAY
tists will he accompanied by Mis.
entrance to the Prison stable. Mr.
Smith.
It is hoped that a noted so
Kirkpatrick was driving down Main
prano and a reader may be added to Gov. Brewster In Crowd At
“You’re the One for Me” ... “Song
street and reached the place of colthe program.
Tickets are being
the
Happy
Warren
Gath

lision just as the truck swung across
of
the Wanderer”—sung by Freddie
sold and will be checked at Mc
the street to turn.
In seeking to
Rose, tenor.
3584—73c
ering.
Donald’s Drug Store Friday morn
avoid it the automobile was over
ing.
It was an ideal spot selected by the
turned: the top was torn off, a door
Mrs. Roland Hahn who has been committee for the Knox Pomona field
ripped off; and about every part
visiting her brothe- at Tenant’s Har day which was held in the Harvey
of the machine shaken up.
The
Ask to hear these on the
bor returned home Sunday.
Post grove, on the west -side of Seven
truck sustained some minor injuries.
Miss Nina Staunchfield of Boston Tree pond Saturday.
One visiting
Brunswick Panatro|»e
The parties in the accident escaped
is the guest of Miss Frances Hahn. this grove can easily understand why
uninjured, but how, is a mystery.
The Beta Alpha will hold its Au- cottage lots are in demand.
BeMrs. Mattie Campbell and daughter
gust picnic at the Ahern cottage in foeath the trees where the tables and
Mrs. O. H. Crie were called to Port
Cushing Wednesday if pleasant; if speakers stand are placed, the ground
land Friday by the death of their
not it will be held Thursday. Girls has a thick carpet of pine needles.
husband and father, who was killed
283 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND
having cars will be at the waiting
There were several boats at the dis
by a passenger train at Salem, Mass.,
Telephone 1080
room at 10 a. m.
Please take cups, posal of the Grangers and those who
that morning.
bowls and spoons.
were not using the swings, availed
John Upham, Jr., has gone to Mag
* * * *
themselves of the splendid opportu
nolia, Mass., where he will spend
On Thursday evening at 8 o’clock nity to gather the beautiful pond
his vacation as guest of his brother a concert will be given in Watt’s
lilies.
Fred Logan.
hall by Sylvia Mikkonen, violin, and
The Patrons were favored with the
Saturday Robert B. Miller, Red Olga Mikkonen, piano, with tiu&
only day of sunshine for the week.
Cross life saving field representa program:
There were about 300 present and
tive visited the Girl Scouts who were
Vlotti many being kept at home to com
Maestoso,* from Concerto No. 24
spending the week at the Creighton
Sylvia Mikkonen
The Boys’ Band of
Chopin plete haying.
farm and taught them swimming Prelude. G flat Major ................
l nopin Rockland furnished music for the
strokes and the Shaefer method of Ballade, F Major ........................
Olga Mikkonen
day, and only words of praise were
resuscitation.
It was a rare oppor V&Lae Triste .................................
Sibelius
tunity for the girls and one that they Anoranza. Spanish Dance Granados-Stoessel heard for them from everyone pres
The overseer of Knox Po
appreciated.
While the Scouts were Dancing Doll ......................................... I’oldlni ent.
Rosary ............................................................. Nelun mona,
Oscar Copeland. presided
at the farm a contest was held to see
Sylvia Mikkonen
how many plant specimens could be 1’apillon ..................................................... Grieg over the meeting and the Grangers
found; 1134 were brought in and Prelude in C sharp Minor .. Rachmaninoff were proud of him as he gave the
Invitation to the Dance ....................... Weber welcome.
Mrs. W. J. Thompson of
Grace Miller won with 285.
The Trout ............................... Schubert-Heller South China responded.
Mrs. Parker Page has returned to
Olga Mikkonen
THOMASTON and WARREN
At exactly the appointed hour Go\\
Portland after visiting Mrs. E. P. Humming Bird ......................................... Drdla
Farewell to CucuHain .......................................
Brewster drove into the grove, a
Starrett for a week.
Transcription by Kretaler after the always pleasant greeting
Succeeding Stanley Rs Cushing
Richard and Fred Bucklin of South Hungarian Dance, No.
Brahms
from him, he was introduced and for
Sylvia Mikkonen
MTarren have been visiting their
Beach nearly an hour, he spoke to one of
Morning (dories ........... Mrs. II.
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. H. H. Twelfth
Thomaston Tel. 212-3. Warren Tel. 14-13
Rhapsody ......................
Lisz; the most attentive audiences lie said
Newbert on High street for a few
ii-tt
he ever faced.
He discussed the
days.
Primary
law
and
Railroad
tax.
these
NORTH
WALDOBORO
Mrs. Jennie Corthell of Philadel
Plans’ are bMing made to give an . being subjects which the Grange is 1
phia is visiting friends in town.
He was given the closest
The Past Chancellors Association, entertainment and ice cream sale at studying.
\V. J. Thompson also
K. of P„ will have a meeting in the the Grange hall. Friday evening, for : attention.
discussed the above named questions
benefit of the Ladies Aid.
K. of P. hall Wednesday evening.
j from his viewpoint, Hon. Frederick
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Packard of
\V. Hinckley of Portland, spoke at
Needham. Mass., were in town Sun
ROBINSON FAMILY
| length on •‘Americanism” and he too
day. They are spending a few weeks
The annual reunion of the Robin
with relatives in this place and vi son family will be held in the South , complimented the friends for the or
der maintained.
cinity.
Warren Grange Hall, Thursday,
Neat, Permanent Driveways and Walks Present a
Although it was a basket lunch at
Burr Jones and family were among August 25th.
Sarah Caddy, See.
noon, a long table was spread and
those who were in town Sunday to
98*T101
loaded with all the good things the
Much Desired Asset To Every Home
greet Dr. Randall J. Condon who
| Grangers know so well how to prespoke at the Baptist Church on Edu
j>are. for the speakers and the boys I
cation.
CRUSHED STONE
of the band.
Hot coffee was served
Mrs. Nellie Starrctt is the guest of
to everybody, and the rich cream do
Mr. and Mrs. E. P. Starrctt for a few
nated by F. O. Jameson merited all
Is the Ideal Material, Economical and Lasting.
weak*.
the nice things said about it.
: : AT : :
It is seldom that this community
The boys gave a concert in the
Price: $2.25 per ton in city limits
has the opportunity to hear such fine
Pioneer Grange Pavilion early morning and one at the close of
artists as will appear at Watts hall
the dinner hour.
A collection was
next Monday evening, when Mr. and
taken to help buy uniforms for the
Mrs. Wellington Smith and Carl ,
Every Saturday Night
boys and Gov. Brewster started it
WTebster of New York, accompanied ,
• • • •
witli a bill of large denomination. The
by other talent from the summer col- ,
committee passed the boxes through
ony at Pleasant Point will give a
GOOD MUSIC
the crowd, and after paying the lead
concert under the auspices of the
CEMENT, 8AND AND BUILDING SUPPLIES
er. and two who were supplying in
AND A GOOD PLACE FOR A
Congregational Church.
Mr. Smith
the
hand,
the
Patrons
were
able
to
has a baritone voice of beautiful
TELEPHONE 428
ROCKLAND, MAINE
GOOD TIME
help the boy with nearly $25, which
quality and sings with understand
94-tf
was
given
with
three
hearty
cheers
TftTh-tf
ing oT the sympathy between the
I
for
the
boys
and
their
leader.
words and music.
Mn Webster is

An

(Organ Record
OUT TODAY
on Brunswick

V. F. STUDLEY CO.

SAWYER & SIMMONS
UNDERTAKERS

THE DRIVEWAY PROBLEM

DANCING

ROCKLAND & ROCKPORT LIME CORP.

V. F. Studley Co.
ROCKLAND, MAINE

283 MAIN STREET

.

REAL ESTATE

The beat farm I have had put up for sale—
Eight-room house, large barn; 70 acres large pine
lumber lot; 200 cords hardwood; cuts about 18
tone hay; 3'/2 acres all planted; the best of land;
all farming tools to work with; one truqk. All
J5.0C0. Must be sold at once, family leavign town.
On Atlantic Highway, near schools, church and
stores.

76 Homes; all size Lots; alto some acreage with
them
22 Cottages, almost any location

Business

Properties. Florist land and
Buildings
Very email down payments, the rest as rent.

Several

Several House and Cottage Lots in good location.
1 Special Farm with store, gravel pit, 100 acres

land with wood, 5 acres blueberries.

Low price,

82890.

1 Cottage, fine location, Crescent Beach, with
bathroom and fireplace. To bo sold at once, $140u.
In Waldoboro, near school and store; Farm, good
buildings; 85 acres land; plenty wood and hay;
6 cows, 3 horses, 3 hogs, all farming wagons and
sleds; all farming tools; gardens all planted. Must
be told at once; will take mortgage.
35 Farms, all sizes, almost any location.

Tell us what a«d where you want your home or cottage. If we haven t it we can
get it. List your property with us for quick sale. We will pay cash for any
property that is saleable.

WENTWORTH FAMILY
Summer Cottages and Board
The Wentworth reunion will be
FOR RENT —Farm house furnished. <•»*»•
held at Bert
Whitney's, Appleton nected to lake . pood bathinr. boating and fl*hAM SAN80M. Rockland,’ Malfte.
.Ridge Wednesday, Aug
31.
If Ing. WILLIAM
stormy the ftret pleasant day.
99-101
Inez Arrington, Sec.

KALLOCH FAMILY
The 58th annual reunion of the
Kalloch family will be held at Oak
land Park, Wednesday, Aug. 31
Arthur B. Kalloch.
99»103.
Secretary.
NORWOOD-CARROLL FAMILIES
The annual reunion of the Nor
wood-Carroll families will be held at
Sherman's Point, Camden, Wednes
day Aug. 24. Picnic lunch. Every
one take their own drinks. If stormy
first pleasant day.
99*101

Miscellaneous
MME. GOROON. iramuuedium and clair
voyant.
TEL. 60, Friendship St., opposite
Hotel, Waldoboro.
DU-103
KNOX COUNTY GENERAL HOSPITAL.
Rockland. Maine.
Accredited School of
Nursing offers a three year course to a
limited number of students
Applications
should be made to SUPERINTENDENT OF
\URKErt before Sept. 1. 19-27.
100 104
NOTICE—This Is to notify all iwrwon*
cohcemed that after date I will pay no bills
contracted by anyone in my name.
FRANK
A. KLI/OTT, Rockland. Aug. 20. 1927.
100*1012
NO MORE FLAT TIRES—If you put "Galaclte” in your tubes.
Will not rot but will
increase life of tube.
Demonstrated and for
sale by PRAY A YOUNG, 303 Liiuerock St.
Rockland.
00-101
AUTO TOPS Upholstering and repairing:
side curtains and rugs.
Vacuum cleaning.
Furniture and antiques repaired.
655 MAIN
99*104
ST.. Rockland
PROF. ELLISON-PSYCHIC-MEDIUM solve*
your problems. Tells you how to beTuccessful.
Gives advice on all affairs of life—love,
courtship, marriage, health, business. A proper
solution of your affai-s may be the turn
ing point in your life. Readings Mondays and
Tuesdays only, other times by appointment.
Honrs 11 a. ni. to 5 p. m. All affairs sacred
and confidential. $1.00 to ladles. 27 PARK
STREET. Rockland
99*101
MASON WORK OF ALL KINDS, day or
contract; cement blocks and posts In stock.
FRANK E. GRAY. 17 Bay View 8q , Rock
land. Tel. 194-J.
90-tf
FUR STORAGE AMD REPAIR—Protectlng
your fur coat in summer means prolonging
its goods for the next winter. Storage means
complete protection, Including burglary. We
have a greater Interest in your furs than
merely selling them to you. Your continuous
patronage depends on the service that you
get from the furs and ourselves after you
buy them. We are fully prepared for any
work on your furs that you may be planning.
Let us do it now so you won’t have to wait in
th* fall. FULLEK-COBB-DAVkS.
92-tf
LAWNMOWERS SHARPENED, overhauled
and put In first class condition, called for
and delivered. Call 791 for prompt service.
ROCKLAND HARDWARE CO.
93 tf

For Sale
FOR SALE—In country, small house. 3
finished rooms. 1 unfinished chamber, attic,
new paint, paper, good cellar, shed. Nearly
two acres.
Sells for *4 value for quick
sale, partly furnished.
Write HOUSE, care
this Office
101*103
FOR SALE—1925 Dodge Brothers Graham
truck with box body, first class condition
throughout, a bargain for quick sale.
Can
be seen at ROCKLAND GARAGE CO.
101 103
FOR SALE—Horse, black, weight 900 to
1000 sound ami clever. Good roader. MRS.
L. S. JONES. Lovejoy’s, Tliomaston.
101-103
FOR SALE—-A few antiques, some 100
yea-a old.
Call 34 HILL ST.
101*103
FOR SALE -1922 Ford touring ca-- <ood
condition, used summers only. Call 186 NORTH
MAIN STREET or Tel. 695AM.
101*103

FOR SALE--Rest a ura nt equipment, con
sisting of tables, chairs, dishes, cooking uten
sils. electric coffee uni, cash register, stoves,
refrigerators.
Everything necessary to start
LEADBETTER FAMILY
a first-class restaurant at greatly reduced
The 17th annual reunion of the
prices. .1. T. GAY. Waldoboro, Me
DU-103
Leadbetter family will be held on
FOR SALE—Oak din‘ng set in I other
Sept. 8 at Crockett’s hall, North Ha
pieces of house hold furniture. MILS. KUBY
PEABODY. 27 Main St.. Thomaston.
ven.
99-107
101*103
FOR SALE—Piano, chamber set, dining
LASSELL-SWEETLAND FAMILIES
table and chairs.
32 KNOX ST., ThontasThe 27th annual reunion of th*»
ton.
101*103
Lasse 11 and Sweetland families will
FOR BALE—<’ut flowers of all varieties,
In fine condition. Cut flesh any time for pur
he held Friday. Aug. 26. at the home
chaser.
10 CARROLL LANE.
101*103
of Hayden Fuller. Appleton. All rel
FOR SALE—Separator in good condition,
atives are invited to attend.
old bureau, sofa, and some antiques.
C.
97-102
Mrs. C. E. Luce, Sec.
B MERRIAM. Union.
/ 1"" tf
FOR SALE -One large house.
One new
ROBBINS FAMILY
milch cow. White Chester pigs, five weeks old.
GRAND
VIEW
FARM.
James
L.
McMavWS
The annual reunion of the Robbins’
State Auto Road. Warren.
Telephone 5-6.
family will be held Tuesday Aug. 23,
100-105
at Ahe home of Mr. and Mrs. W. J.
FOR SALE—22-toot cabin motor boat with
7% Mianus engine, eqiiipmefit and wind
Bryant In Union.
shield.
Price $150.
Boat Is worth twlc^
Mrs. May F. Robbins, Sec.
price asked.
F. A. BURKETT, 20 Lisle St.
100-101
99*104
FOR SALE—Dining suite. 9 pieces, good
THE KNIGHT FAMILY
condition.
Tel. 656-W. DANIELS’ JEWEL
RY STORE.
99*101
The thirteenth annual reunion of
FOR SALE—-.Willis Light Power Plant,
the Knight family will be held at the
cheap.
Will furnish power for 75 lights.
home of Mrs. Ray DolofT, Boothbay
H. L. HOSSA.
Tel. 9006 12 Friendship
Harbor, on Saturday, Aug. 27. 1927.
99*101
Tu95-98-101*■
FOR SALE 2 Double Drum Steam holsers
complete; 1 single drum steam holster with
out boiler
I. L. SNOW CO.
9« 103
FOR SALE Beautiful summer home, fine
To Let
buildings at Hosmer Pond. Camden. 3 miles
from village. Farm 130 acres amongst the
TO LET—Apartment, furnished or unfur mountains. Lovely scenery. Farm borders
nished. all modern improvements, steam heat. I on pond.
Bathing, boating, fishing
Fine
Lost and Found
electric lights, etc.
TEL. 24-M from 5 to i place for hotel, or gentleman's summer home.
6.30.
101-tf 1 R. F. D. BOX 98, Hosmer Pond road. Tel.
LOST—Coon kitten some w’hite with black
96*104
153-11 Camden. Me.
TO LET—Rooms In central location, abso
and gray markings.
Gone since Aug. 18.
FOR SALE Hot air furnace, almost new.
Please return to PAUL STEVENS. 106 I nion lutely clean, nicely furnished; terms mod
erate.
25
PARK
HTRRET
191*103
see
DR.
FOtXi.
96 tf
St.
TO LET—Garage with store and ste-k room
FOR SALE -Soft wood slabs, stove length,
LOST—Waith. I III wrist watch on electric car
Tuesday a. m. between Thomaston and Rock in front, fitted with gas tank and ready fur $8 per cord in Rockland; $7 in Thomaston
land.
M4HK ELIZABETH MONAGHAN. 26 business. On Atlantic Highway and Colum and $6 In Warren. Also first quality fitted
JAMIES DOHERTY, 14 Columbia ; hard wood or junks. L. C. PACKARD, WarGreen St., Thomaston.
101-tf bia Ate.
Are.________________________________ 101*103 I ren. Me._______________________________ 95-tf
lost—Glasses with tortoiseshell bows. Sat
TO LET—Furnished light housekeeping j FOR SALE —Motor bqat. 20 ft. long. 5
urday. Aug. 13. aomewhe e on street. Return
60 WILLOW STREET
101*193* h. p. Hartford engine. Suitable for towing,
to KNOX COUNTY MOTOR SALES
Tel. ooms.
333.
101*D
TO LET—Neatly furnished room In private fishing or pleasure boat, like new; bargain.
93*95-tf
family.
Call
after
five
p.
m.
MRS.
H B. H. LINCOLN, Washington. Me.
LOST—Thursday. rearl
beads.
three
E HIGGINS, 24 Crescent Street.
101*193
FOR SALE—Cottage at Lake Meguntlcook.
strands.
Reward if left at THIS OFFPCE.
L. A. THURSTON.
100*102
TO LET—Dohectv cottage at Ingrahfm Hill. ' also 2 cottage lots.
Tel. 1182-M.
92-tf
Hot and cold 'water, electric lights and Rockland.
telephone.
Reduced rates for remainder
FOR SALE—Beauty Parlor at Camden.
of seamm or by the wick.
TEL. 1167-.1.
Fine location. Operator going away. Write
Wanted
109-192 P. 0. BOX 223. Camden. Me.
89*101
WANTED—High school girl to do part work
TO LET—Furnished front room, centrally
FOR SALE—Three burner Glenwood gas
fir board and room.
MRS F. II. PINKER
located;
also
garage
at
25
MASONIC
ST.
range
at
a
bargain,
used
only
two
summers;
TON, 108 Union street, Rockland.______ 10O-tf
100 102 also large size Clarion wood heater, new.
WANTED—High school boy. aged 19 deTO LET—House in Donohue Cuort, prlcj RAYMOND L. ANDERSON, 406 Old County
si-es a place io work board while attend
$13, without water.
If you haven’t pail road.__________________________________ 88*tf
ing school.
Has had experience on dairy
FOR SALE —In Rockport on car line and
farms. In restaurants and candy store. KEN where you flow live please don’t applv.
FREDERICK U. WALTZ, 165 Broadway. Atlantic Highway, coiimiutahle distance from
NETH V. CAMPBELL
Tel. 122-2 Thom Tel.
392-M.
100 102
j
Rockland
or Camden, a 15 room, or three
aston.
101-103
LET- Two light housekeeping rooms at j apartment house, large lot of land, fruit and
WANTED—Girl to do genera! housework 34 TO
FULTON St.
Tel 733 M.
99-101 ] shade trees, excellent neighborhood. MRS
in New York, good home.
TEL. 958 V or
IB. A. WENTWORTH. Rockport. Tel. 83 11
TO LET—Five- room bungalow, electric I Camden.__________
• all 385 Br«»a(lw.»>.
______ l‘» 1-102
87-tf
lights
and
city
water.
L.
C.
AMES,
33
WANTED—Tender for power boat, «klff Glen »t
FOR SALE--Ladies* silk hosiery in all
Tel. 1098 J.
101*103
BOX
331.
Vinal
or dory.
State price,
shades, mailed promptly, send $1 for one
101*lt
TO LET—The cellar of the Havener block, pair; $1.85 for two pairs; full fashioned hose
haven. Maine.
the rear half of the A. & P. store. (regular $2) for $1.75; quality guaranteed.
WANTED -Young American man with and
HARRY CARR
92 tf RAWLEY’S HOSIERY SHOP, 12 High St..
small family to operate my farm which is
82*tf
TO LET—Store at 19 Tillson Ave. Apply | Rockland. Me.
stocked.
ERNEST C DAVIS, at FULLER
92-tf
(’OBB-DAVfS.
*
101-103 to GEORGE M. SIMMONS Tel. 4 W.
FOR SALE—Lumber and wood; 4 foot
board slabs $6.50; stove length $8; stave
WANTED—Automobile mechanic to po
short distance from city; steady work and NOTICE OF FIRST MEETING OF CREDITORS slabs $6.50; 15 bundles shims $1. L. A.
92-tf
good pay to reliable man.
Write ”T” care In the District Court of the United states, PACKARD, Thomaston, R. F. D.
The Courier-Gazette.
101* It
FOR SALE—300 pairs men’s Moccasin toe
for the District ef Maine in Bankruptcy.
In the matter of Harry L. B. Smith, Bank composition sole and heel work shoes, special
WANTED- A Boaton bull terrier pup or
$3.48. McLAIN’S SHOE STORE
92-tf
In Bankruptcy.
No. 16352
fox terrier pup, male, not less than six rupt.
To the Creditors of Harry L. B. Smith of
weeks old.
Apply H. F. MAiN’N, Knox
FOR SALE—Men's Storm Klug rubber
South
Thomaston,
in
the
County
of
Knox,
in
County Motor Sales Co.. Rockland.
100 102
boots, special $3.95.
McLAIN’S .SHOE
the District aforesaid, a Bankrupt.
STORE, next to Perry’s Market.
92-tf
WANTED—YeUow shag kitten.
MISS
Notice is hereby given tliat on the 13th
STRDCT at Fuller-Cobb-Da vis.
100 102 day
FOR SALE—Dry soft fitted slabs, $8; dry
of
August,
A.
D.
1927,
the
hard
wood,
also
lumber.
T.
J.
CARROLL.
L.
B.
Smith
was
duly
WANTED—Papering, painting, all kinds of said Harry
general repair work.
GEORGE E. CROSS. adjudicated Bankrupt; and that the First Tel. 263-21 Rockland. P. 0. Thomaston.
Thomaston. Tel. 136-3.
100-192 Meeting of his Creditors w-ijl he held at the
County Court House at Rockland, on Septem
FOR SALE—Player piano rolls, 250 of them,
WANTED--Full description and photo ber 14, 1927. at 2.39 o’clock In the after
graphs of any boats you wish tx» sell—no noon, at which time the said Creditors may high grade music, all regular $1 to $3 value.
mater how large or how small, commercial, attend, prove their claims, appoint a trustee, : 25c to 50c per roll while they last. V. F
pleasure or auxiliary.
We are receiving examine the Bankupt and transact such ' STUDLEY, INC.. Music Dept., 283 Main Nt.,
92-tt
numerous mquirtes every day tor such boats. other business as may properly come before ] Rockland.
Why not let us sell your boat? KNOX MA said meeting.
I FOR SALE—Eight room house at 129
RINE EXCHANGE YACHT AND SHIP
WILLIAM T. HALL.
‘‘Rankin St. with 10 acres of land and two
BROKERS. Camden. Me.
93-T&S-tf
Referee in Bankruptcy.
barns. EDWARD J. HELLIER. Tel. 43 M.
Bath. Maine, August 22. 192?.
191*lt
WANTED—Position as housekeeper by el
J
47*tf
derly lady in family cf one.
Write W. P .
FOR SALE - Six second hand pianos In
EXECUTOR
’
S
NOTICE
care The Courier-Gaze*to.
99-101
good condition.
V F. STUDLEY. INC..
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he Music Dept., Rockland. Maine.
92-tf
WANTED—Apartment of thliree or f jur has
been duly appointed executor of the
rooms, furnished or unfurnished, In good lo last will of David W. Welsh late of VinalTHE SKOWHEGAN INDEPENDENT REcation.
EASTERN REAL ESTATE CO.. 32 haven. In the County of Knox, deceased, PORTER is for sale at J. F. CARVER’S,
Union Street.
Tel. 818.
99-101 and given bonds as t.lie law directs. Bond Rockland.
132*tf
WANTED—T.-Vble girl In summer home. filed June 7, 1927. All persons having de
FARMS, COUNTRY HOMES. COT
BOX A. Port Clyde.___________________ 98-tf mands a gains! the estate of ,sa1d deceased and estates; up-to-date property, in tl
WANTED—Names of your summer guests are desired to present the same for settle den spot of Maine—Penobscot Bav.
and all indebted thereto are requested us what you want. ORRIN J. D1CKK
and notes of summer parties.
THE COU ment
to make payment immediately.
fast. Maine.
RIER GAZETTE
Telephone 770 or 771.
EDWARD K. GOULD, Executor.
_____________________________________ 92-tf
LADIES- Reliable •stock of hair gi
June 7. 1927.
101-T-107
the Rockland Hair Store, 236 Main St
WANTED-Cigar makersexperienced men
orders solicited. HELEN
RHODES
or women. Steady employment. J.W. A.
CHiAR CO., Rockland.
92-tf

In Everybody’s Column

Notice To Berry Pickers
I NOTICE TO BERRY PICKERS—Farny lir^
I rles bought, empty crates In exchange. New
crates for sale to early pickers. Will pay
I cash or ship for you on commission. Call
. or write It A W. FEBNEY at Deep Sea FishI cries Plant at Rockland. Me., for particulars.
! Tel. 290.
»
86-tf

FOR SALE
Seven Room Home. Barn and Six
Acres of Land at the Highlands;
35 Apple and Pear Trees.
PRICED AT $1850.00

Eggs and Chicks

EASY TERMS

BARREO PLYMOUTH ROCK pullets, four
and half months old, for sale.
They are
from a laying strain of hens with <a record
of 270 eggs per year.
Chicks were bought
from Pennsylvania Poultry Co.
OTTO
KARI, R. F D. 3, Box 13, Unica, Me.

V. F. STUDLEY CO.

99*104

ROCKLAND, ME.

100-tf

BURPEE
UNDERTAKERS
Since 1840 this firm has
faithfully served the fami
lies of Knox County.
Lady Attendant
Tel. Day 450; Night, 781-1
AMBULANCE SERVICE

BURPEE’S
ROCKLAND, ME.

Every-Other-Day
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SOCIETY

An audience that overflowed the
capacity
of
the
Congregational
church last evening gave, its unqual
ified approbation to "(ne program
prescntfl in the concert by the Pil
grim Vested Choir, which marked
the debut of Louise Bickford Sylves
ter. coloratura soprano. A detailed
review of the concert is reserved to
the Thursday issue of this paper.

lu addlliuu to personal uoum reeorauiv
pariures and arrivals, thia department espe
cially desires information of social hapjK-ulngs, parties, musicals, etc. Notes sent by
mall or telephone will be gladly received.
TELEPHONE .
770

Mrs. C.
Mass., is
mer visit
and Mrs.

F. JSweetland of Attleboro,
making her annual sum
in tlie city, a guest of Mr.
Walter J. Fernald.

Miss Leo^a Wellman of Portland,
who has been the* guest of her par
ents, Mr. and Mrs. G. A. Wellman,
New County road, has returned. A
trip to Skowhegan fair, and motor
trip through that section of the State
was one of the pleasing events Con
nected with her visit. She is in the
employ of the Associated Mutual In
surance Company.

I

Mrs. W. B. Nichols of Omaha,
Neb., who has been 'the guest of Mrs.
Cora F. Talbot, Talbot rfvenue, leaves
this afternoon on her return trip.
Mrs. Talbot and Miss Maude* Pratt
will accompany her as far as Port
land.

ELIZABETH ARDEN
has dent her personal representative,
who has had years of experience in the
Arden Salon in New York, to visit
our toilet preparations department on

Mrs. Sarah F. Carleton of Wal
tham, Mass., is the guest of Mrs. J.
H. Haines, Grove street.
Morris Ross of Philadelphia and
Elesnor Ewall of nXv York are vis
iting at William Small’s, Fulton
street.

THLRS„ FRIDAY, SAT.,
AUG. 25,26,27

Mrs. Nellie Wightman left Mon
day fox* Fruitland Park, Fla.

Ibis opportunity to consult an expert
and to receive ber personal advice on the cor
rect care and treatment of your skin. Private
consultations without charge.
Tata

Miss Ethel Howard who was the
guest last week of her aunts, the
Misses Young, has returned to her
home In Winslow.

Hon. Ashley St. Clair and daugh
ter.

Page Seven

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS

Min Fdi St. Clair, of Calais,

will arrive Tuesday evening for a
brief visit witli relatives, and will
attend the Payson-Foglcr Reunion
Wednesday.

101-102

Mrs. Harold Morrison Foster of
Rutherford. N. J., was hostess last'
night at an informal reception in j
honor of Ixiuise Bickford Sylvester
who had just made her brilliant dehut
as a coloratura soprano at the Con
gregational Church. The Bickford
home on Beech street was exquisitely
decorated for tho happy occasion.
The living room was a bower of
flowers, many of them a tribute from
friends. To these were added the
beautiful bouquets tendered Mrs.
Sylvester at the concert. Many tele
grams and messages of congratula
tion were received.
A buffet
supper of fruit salad, rolls, cake and
coffee was served in the candle’•ehted
dining-room
which
was
graced with calendulas and bachelor’s
outtons. Mrs. Fred R. Spear and
Mrs. Alan L. Bird poured, assisted by
Mrs. Lucie Spear, Mrs. Cihurchill
Wahle of New York, Miss Hope
Greenhalgh, Miss Jeannette Smith
and Miss Lucille Price of Bethlehem,
Pa.

Robert Nelson and mother.- are at
the Britto cottage at Megunticook
Lake for two weeks. Mr. Nelson is
employed by the Wireless Specialty
Co., in the engineering department
in Jamaica Plains.
The Chapin Class picnic planned
for today will take place at the home
of Mrs. E. F. Berry, Grove street.
Supper will be served at 6 o’clock.
Take dlshcu and silver.
Misses Gladys Alley and Dorothy
White have returned from Beals,
where they spent the weekend with
Miss Alley's grandmother.

Miss Pauline Beal has returned
Mrs. W. T. Cobb and her guest
from a Vonhegan visit and returns
Mrs. Charles A. West of Boston have to her nome at M.ttinicns Rock
returned from a trip through St.
Andrews and the Province's.
E. B. Moore of Boston is making

Mrs. Lena Merrill of Newtonville,
Mr. and Mrs. George E. Frenham,
Mass., is the guest of Mr. and Mrs.
son LeRoy and daughter Louise and
Elmer Davis, Fulton street, for about
Gustave Fritzgoff of Scranton. Pa.,
a week.
were dinner guests of Dr. and Mrs.
H. L. Richards at Wessaweskeag
Last week Mrs. Frank Ulmer en
The party
Mrs. Harriet Weston of Auburn is
tertained her sister, Mrs. Beatrice Inn Thursday evening.
Fugley. and
Stanley Hope of was returning from a motor trip to the guest of her sister, Mrs. Frank
L'imer, Gurdy street.
Charlestown. Mass.; also her aunt. Montreal, Quebec ard St. John
Mrs. Mary Sullivan of Cambridge,
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Day of North
Mass. They returned to their re
Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Bennett of Ev
boro, Mass., were visiting in Rock erett, Mass., have been the guests of
spective homes last Friday.
land Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. E. R. Brock, State
Mrs. A. W. Foss entertained at
street.
Mrs.
R.
I).
Saville
of
Ocean
street
tea Friday in honor of Miss Pauline
is spending the week in Bangor as
Chase.
The K . F. A. Club meets with Mrs.
the guest of her brother, V. E. I. J. Shuman. Pleasant street, Wed
Miss Ruth Lawrence of Haverhill. I’iston.
nesday afternoon.
Mass., who has been guest of Miss
Mrs. Annie Geddes of Flushing, N.
Hermia Toothaker the past week
Miss Hazel Nutt is having a week’s
returned to her home Sunday. She Y„ is a guest of Mrs. H. A. Choate, vacation from M. B. & C. O. Perry's
was accompanied by Miss Toothaker, Spruce street.
coal office. Mrs. Bernice Freeman is
who will visit her this week.
substituting.
An interesting exhibit of Russian
* Miss Pauline Chase of Brooklyn is dresses and importations was held
C. M . Harmon and
daughter
the guest until Wednesday of her last week by Mme. Olga Gniokhvas- Jeanne of Jackson Heights, Long
sister, Mrs. W. W.
Spear, Beech toff who Represents the Russian Ref Island, N. Y., and Miss Vera Har
street. Miss Chase* has been study ugee workshop. 57 Street New York. mon of Boston, who have been the
ing this summer imd°r Anderson The "Volga" dresses are the work guests of their parents. Mr. and Mrs.
Cross fit Foothbay Harbor. Mr. of Russian ladies living in exile. J. C. Harmon, returned home Satur
Cross, who foi' 30 years has been an They were shown at the “Brick day.
instructor in the Boston Museum of I louse." Lincolnville, which has been
Fine Arts, has been conducting managed for the past three* years by
Sir. and Mrs. F. Eaton Simmons
large classes this summer in his George Levonevsky of Boston. His returned to Lynn. Mass., Sunday.
nc*w art methods which are to he. specialty has been ancient and mod
adopted by Columbia University this ern chintzes. Some of the historical
Miss Adelaide Cross will be soioyear. Mr. Cross’ class has an in pieces arc very line and the house
I 1st at the entertainment at the St.
teresting exhibit in the Boothbay itself is very quaint. Mr. Levanev Peter’s church fair Thursday evensky will be there until Labor Day.
Board of Trade rooms.
i ing. Mrs. Esther B. Bird will cat
silhouettes in the afternoon and
I evening. Aftwnoon tea and supper
will be served.

«4 STRKND k
TODAY

“The Princess

of Hoboken”
A gorgeous production filled with wit and humor.

Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, Saturday

WILLIAM FOX

present

THE WORLD'S GRIAIBI MOTION PICTURE

WHAT PRICE

Mrs. A. K. Wheeler was called
to Boston Wednesday by the death
of her brother SI. Frank of Brock
line. Mr. Frank had been in the jewelr.v business in Boston more than 45
j years . His widow and the sister,
' Mrs. Wheeler survive him.

Lewis Thornton and daughters
Marion and Marjorie, Mrs. John
j Thornton . Mr. and
MYs.
Fred
Daubert and daughter of Juda,
Wisconsin, were in the city Sat
urday
on
their
way to
Mr.
Thornton's forlner home at North
Haven, where they will make a three
weeks visit.

i fortnight’s visit with his daughter,
Mrs. William P. Kelley, Talbot av
enue.

Howard Perry revisited Rockland
yesterday for the first time in 27
years. He was motoring to Canada
witli friends.
Mrs. Eva Bagley and son Charles,
and her little granddaughter, Bar
bara Ann Green, who have been
guests of Mr. and Mrs. H. H. McIn
tire.. left Saturday for tlieir home in
Wakefield, Mass.
The BPW Club will have a picnic
at the A. C. Jones cottage, Crescent
Beach, Wednesday evening. Memhes desiring further details, call
Miss Pearl Borgerson, Tel. 707 or
997-XI.

Miss Sarah W. Glover of Charlotte,
N. C., is the guest of her grand
mother, Mrs. E. K. Glover.

Francis Harrington who joined
Mrs. Harrington a week ago for Ills
vacation has gone to Hartford, Coftn.
on business. He will return in a few
days.

Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Yates and
sons, who have been spending the
summer at Owls Head, left Sunday
for New York.

LAURENCE STALLINGS

MAXWELL ANDERSON

RAOUL WALSH

Afternoon performance at 2; evenings at 7.45, except
Saturday when there will be two shows—at 6.1 5 and
8.30. Afternoons, 25c and 50c. Evenings 25c, 50c
and 75c.

OUR DOLLAR SALE IS THE BEST NEWS OF THE DAY
TO THOUSANDS OF SHOPPERS. THIS
STORE IS
THE PIONEER OF DOLLAR DAY SALES.
SEE OUR WINDOWS WHICH WILL BE LIGHTED EVERY EVENING.

Thursday, Friday, Saturday

Ripplette Bed Spreads,
80x90 ........... ... 1.00
Linen Lunch Cloths, blue,
pink, gold ............................
36 in. Challie, 6 yds, for......
8 yds. Best Quality 40 in
Sheeting ...............................
Rayon Bloomers, all colors ..
Rayon Gowns, all colors ......
100 Bed Spreads, full size,
Cotton Diaper, 10 yd. piece..
5 Pillow Cases..........................
2 Pillow Cases, embroidered
or fancy edge .....................

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
l .00
1.00
1.00

1.00

$ 1.50 Leatherette Suit Cases,
good lock, leather handles 1.00

.81x90 Sheets, good quality.. 1.00
5 Rolls Batting ....................... 1.00
Thermos Bottle ....................... 1.00
Underarm Bags ........... >........... 1.00
Ladies’ and Gents’ Umbrellas 1.00
Corsets, several styles, all sizes 1.00
Children’s 25c Ribbed Hose,
black or brown, 6 pairs.... LOO
Children’s Ribbed Hose, col
ors, beige, nude and tanbark, 4 pairs ....................... 1.00
Ladies’ Silk Hose, all colors, 1.00
$1.50 Giant Alarm Clocks 1.00
Ladies’ Muslin Night Gowns,
2 for ..... .....................................
Women's Union Suits, 2 for
Silk Scarfs, all colors ..............
Ladies' Summer Vests, band
top, all sizes, 4 for.............
Half Linen Unbleached Crash
10 yards ..............................
Ladies’ House Dresses, high
neck and long sleeves, ea.

1.00
1.00
1.00

1.00

Lace Trimmed Bureau Scarfs
Ladies’ Night Gowns, crepe
or muslin, regular and outsizes .........................................
Ladies’ Colored and White
Princess Slips, regular and
outsize ....?.............................
Ladies’ Crepe Bloomers, all
colors, regular and extra
...............
size, 2 for ......
Rayon Vests .............................

Bungalow Aprons, extra
sizes .......... . .......................

Mr. and Mrs. Frank A. Tirrell. Jr.,
entertained nine guests at a birth
day dinner in honor of Mr. Tirrell’s
father Thursday at the Community
Sweet Shop In South Hope.

Last Thursday, Miss Florence
•Pendleton. Cedar street, retched an
other milestone along life« way.
There were the usual gifts of flow
ers, candy, books, etc., cards and
letters from friends fr&m the* Atlan
tic tv the Pacific: also the inevitable
birthday cakes. Among th? friends
who called was Mis. Helen Pendle-’
j ton, whose 95 years sit gracefully
upon her, and whose singing was one
of the brightest and best features of
the occasion. At Miss Pendleton's
request, she sang that old time Wo
man’s Rights political song, which
goc** something like this—“Yes, well
vote, lmt not for Joe. not for Joseph,
No, no, no.’’ She sang it well and
with much spirit. ancTall three verses
too. It was a great delight to heir
her. Miss Pendleton was also highly
i entertained by the singing of some of
, jazz as well as other vocal music by ’
a young man who called to offer his
congratulations. Miss Pendleton iJ
always appreciative of every atten- j
tion bestowed upon her, and espec- I
ially enjoys callers in her Isolated
life.

EMPIRE
NOW PLAYING
BABE RUTH in
“BABE COMES HOME”

NET INCOME INCREASED

1.00

1.00

Hat Boxes, good for week
end cases, two sizes...........
Japanese Work Baskets, large
Shade Curtains, all colors,
2 for .......................... -.........
6 yds. All Linen Crash .........
Ladies' Silk Hose, 2 pairs......
Misses’ Silk Hose, 2 pairs ....
Children’s Dresses ................
Bleached Cotton Cloth, 8 yds.
Large American Flag, 4x6....

1 -00

1.00
1.00

.00

Rayon Step-ins .......................

1.00

Rayon Chemise .......................

1.00

8 yds. Good Percale ..............
32 in. Gingham, 5 yards ......
36 in. Long Cloth, 5 yds.........
$1.25 Baby Carriage Blankets, pink and blue ..............
3 lb. Bundle Patchwork
Pieces .....................................

LOO
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

1.00
1.00
LOO

A comparative statement of com
bined results of operating the Cen
tral Maine Power Co. for the 12
months ending July 31. 1927 shows
gross earnings of $5,374,370 cis
against $4,957,020 for the twelve
months ending July 31. 1926. This
Is an increase of $417,349.
Operating expenses, maintenance,
taxes and depreciation for the period
were $3,139,586 an increase of $362.09<». leaving a net income from oper•
of $2 234.783 as against $2,179.524 for the twelve months ending
July
31,
1926—an
increase of
$55,258.99.
After deducting interest and guar
anteed dividends on stock of subsid
iary companies there was a 'balance
for dividends and surplus of $1,194,624 as compared with $1,144,259 for
the 12 months ending July 31, 1926.
or an increase* of $50,364.

Mr. and Mrs. Carlton F. Snow most
i^lightfully entertained the members
of the Lad.es Auxiliary of WinslowHolbrook Post with their husbands,
children and invited friends at Treas
ure Point farm last Friday afternoon
and evening.
The coldness of the
day prevented an out of door lunch
hut the guests thoroughly enjoyed
the picnic slipper in the sun parlor
and spacious dining room.
A huge
open fire in the living room added
much cheer.
The menu consisted of
steamed clams, coffee and sand
wiches and cakes of various kinds
Three cheers were given Mr. and
Mrs. 'Snow for their delightful hospi
tality and much admiration expressed
over their charming colonial home,
which commands a wonderful view of
the St. Georges River, the surrounding
towns and Camden hills.

Traveling Bags

.................... 1.00

Bungalow Aprons ............ 1.00

2

Children’s Rompers, fine qual
ity .............................................. 1.00

Children’s Creepers, 2 for .... 1.00
Ladies’ Silk Hose, 3 pairs .... 1.00
Shelf Oilcloth, 10 yards......... 1.00
1 Gallon Vacuum Jugs ......... LOO

1.00

Ladies’ Fabric Gloves, fancy
........................ LOO
cuff .....................................

1.00

........................ 1.00
Kotex, 2 for .........................
Aluminum Tea Kettles ......... 1 X)0
.00
Lined Weekend Cases

Rayon Slips ........................ LOO

The Dorcas Club held a picnic yes
terday at the Lobster Pound in

36 in. Rayon, several colors,
3 yards for............................ 1.00

Lunch Kit, box and bottle, 1.00

1.00

Increases in Right Direction Shown
By Central Maine Reports.

Cretonnes, 4 yards for ......... 1.00

New Summer Dress Goods,
all fast colors,3 yards for.. 1.00

1.00

1.00

Dudley Wolfe is visiting in Boston.

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

Crepe Kimonos, all colors .... 1.00

White Marquisette Curtains, pair ........................ 1.00

Table Damask, all linen, 1 yd
Damask Table Cloths, hemstitched borders of blue,
rose or gold, 58x58, each ..
2 yds. Damask, colored border ...........................................
8 Bath Towels..........................
Large Size Turkish Towels,
4 for.........................................
2 Extra Large Turkish Towels ............................................

1.00
1.00

New Voile Dress Goods, 3
yards for ................ i............. 1.00

Plisse, in all colors, 4 yds....... LOO

An informal musical was held at
Mrs. Nellie M. White and Mrs. H.
Ruth Sanborn
A. Davies of Quincy, Mass., are tilt* home of Mrs.
guests of Mrs. Nellie M. Nash and Sunday evening following the con
cert at the Samoset. ’Jibe artists
Mrs. Elmer Marston and two chil Elizabeth S. Nash, Granite street.
present were , Kitty
McLaughlin,
dren of Portland are visiting at their
old home in the city.
Capt. and Mrs. C. L. Morris and well-known concert soprano of Nevi
family whose home* is in Irvington. York: Mis. Joyce Lehing, noted so
Mrs. Ruth
H. Fogarty and two N. .1., have taken an apartment at prano. who is summering at Cres
children, who have been living in 29 McLoud street and will be at cent Beach; Mrs. Ogarita Rose Rugg
of. Brooklyn, formerly of Rockland,
Plymouth, Mass:, the past two years, that address until about Sept. 10.
who is making a name witli her love
have returned to their home on
ly voice; Roland Tapley, first vio
Broadway.
H. A. Buffum is on a business trip
linist of the Boston Symphony and
to New Y’ork.
Harry D. Newcomb, noted baritone*
Mrs. G. F. Coy of Waltham. Mass.,
of
Boston.
Vnusual
impromptu
is in the city visiting her cousins,
Mrs. Phllena Pierce of AUston. groups were given including some
Mrs. H. H. Flint and Mrs. C. E. Rol
Mass., is the guest of her sister, Mrs. original compositions by Mrs. San
lins.
Frank Maxey.
born.

Mr. and Mrs. Ensign Otis, MijA!
Marian Webb and Nathan Farwell
were the guests Sunday of Charles
Smith at the Jones Inn. Newport.

VICTOR MCLAGLEN-EDMUND LOWE
DOLORES DEL RIO and a superb cast
Trwn the stage triumph fty

ROCKLAND, MAINE.

Mr. and Mrs. Fred Pillsbury and
sons of Boston have arrived at the
Pillsbury cottage. Owls Head, for
their annual vacation.

Mrs. John Gillis who lias been oc
cupying the Bicknell apartments on
Judge Harold'C. Haskell and fam
; Knox street has broken up house
keeping and will spend the summer ily of Bhookline are making their
with her mother, Mrs. Brown at usual summer visit in this vicinity.
j North Haven.
,
Orrin Perry, who has been staying
Mrs. Walter Fassett of Malden, at Crescent Beach, returned to New
Mass., who has been the guest of York Saturday. He was acconrpanMrs. Guy Douglass the past week ied as far as Boston, by his family,
returned home
Saturday
night, the members of which then returned
accompanied by Mrs. Douglass, who to the Beach.
will spend the remainder of her va
Thirty-two members and guests of
cation in Malden.
the Massachusetts Institute of Tech
' Dr. Freeman F. Brown and fam nology Club of Maine celebrated a
ily spent the weekend on Vinalhaven. field day in Rockland Sunday. The
day was spent at the .Country Club
A large picnic was held Sunday where golf and tennis were played.
at Liberty Lake by a group of A dinner followed at Crescent
■ Rockland people. Among out of town Beach. The visitors were from Port
guests were Mr. and Mrs. Edward land, Lewiston, Auburn and Augusta.
Lancaster of New Britain. Conn., and
Mr. and Mrs. Francis Harrington
and their gu’est Mrs. Dorothy Wiley
of Hartford.

I

E. B. HASTINGS & CO.

Mrs. Austin Smith is spending two
weeks at Northport.

SUPPER and DANCE

Mr ami Mrs. C llnton l< a lei* and sen
(Harold of Rockland, Mr. and Mrs.
Harold Kaler and childia n Alice ami
John of Camden spent the weekend
at Camp Owaissa, South Pond.

Grange Hall
South Thomaston

FRIDAY EVG., AUG. 26

Kirk’s Orchestra
Supper 5.30 to 7.30
Dancing 8.30 to 12.00

COME ON DOWN

101-102
NEXT WEEK
MON.-TUES.-WED.

Searsport.

PARK

Ha

NOW PLAYING
RICHARD DIX
in "MANPOWER”

PARAMOUNT NEWS

gc/ti

EDUCATIONAL COMEDY

WED.-THURS.

NEIIHAWITON
NOAH BEERV
MARY BMW
WYH-IAMPOWtU
NORMAN TttVOR
RALPH FORBES
j, HEIYBtRl BRINON

"THE CRIMSON FLASH” No. 3

WED.-THURS.

Dance

%

°fAunt Mary

WEDNESDAY NIGHT

HARRISON FORD and
FRANKLIN PANCBORN

At

ADOLPH ZU*O«
jESSt L LASfi^

DOkOTHY

GISH
'MADAME

'POMPADOUQ'
I

A comedy you will heartily enjoy.
----- And------

BOB

Crescent Beach Pavilion

CUSTER
IN

“GALLOPING
THUNDER”
FRI.-SAT.—Hoot Gibson in
“A Hero On Horseback”

Music By

Spanish Serenaders

“Beau Geste" takes the
medal for the year’s great
est melodrama. The pro
duction with a cast that
guarantees perfection !
EVG. 35c, 50c.

Mat. 25c, 35c

BUY—PUBLIX CHEX—SAVE

C.
ANTONIO MORENO*
. HERBERT WILCOX

Love acenea such as yolFU
never see again !
The ro
mance of a king's sweetheart
and her impoverished young
lover !
PARAMOUNT NEWS

EDUCATIONAL COMEDY

FRI.-SAT.—“Captain Salvation”
and “The Swell Head”
.
...i ■ .

—I,

BUY—PUBLIX CHEX—SAVE

Every-OtKer-Day "
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WOMEN GAN
WASHBURN’S
HOW DO MORE
WASHINGTON

STRAND THEATRE

I

“The Princess From Hoboken" to- ,
days feature, is more than creditably
portrayed by the pretty little scretsi
star Blanche Mahaffey, who is
dragged into the role of a famous
Russian Princess. From the time
she assumes her royal robes until
Written for The Courier-Gazette
i the final l'adeout, the little Irish girl
Because Lydia E. Pink*
’ from Hoboken is kept very busy in
By Ruth H. Whittemore
ham’s Vegetable Com
hiding her real identity unfll she
is unmasked by an evil and design
pound Keeps Them
ing decadent real Russian Prince,
By R. M. Washburn
. Well
HONORABLE MENTION
who penetrating her disguise, holds
the frightened former restaurant
Poor
Buster
now
must know how heroes fee!
waitress, in his power until his evil
Fifty years ago there were few
W
ho
do
a
noble
deed tor some great cause
designs
prove
to
be
his
undoing.
oceupationsforwomen. Some taught
A surgeon wandered through his
Heading the bill for the next four
And get but wounds and dirt and cooties for their pains,
.school, some did laboratory. His eyes lighted on a
housework, some glass jar. It contained a human days will he that great screen classic
And no citations, medals or applause.
found work to do brain. The suygeon was profoundly •What Price Glory." The nation's
foremost
screen
critics
have
A>een
at !* meandafew affected, for he remembered that it
For Buster now is hustled out.of doors;
took up nursing. was a brain taken temporarily from unanimous in their commendation of
Even his master pushes him away.
this
motion
picture
masterpiece,
de

Today there the head of one of his patients. He
Lonely he wanders all about the yard,
are very fewoccu- had forgotten to replace it. He claring that it surpasses the cele
pations not open realized that the duty was now his brated p'.av in every particular de
Realizing plainly this is not his day.
to women. Today to call upon the* patient and explain. spite the greatnesf of the stage at
He
cannot understand it. Life is hard.
traction.
It
,
is
proclaimed
by
all
they work in It was four-thirty. He went to his
great factories house. The wife of the patient was those, in authority as the greatest
W hat self-respecting watch-dog would not chevy
with hundreds of alone. The surgeon asked, carefully: motion picture of the year. It Is not
other women and
A halitosis kitty that came creeping
Where is George?” "He will be in a war picture. War is Its back
girls. There are it five.' the wife replied. ‘‘How is his ground. It is no more a war play
W here in the tent, in dead of night,
also women architects, lawyers, den health,” continued the surgeon, more than a love comedy laid in a sylvan
His young, defenceless master lay a-sleeping?
tists, executives, and legislators. arefully. “Be ter. lately,” she an setting would be called a rural play.
But all too often a woman wins her swered. The surgeon went out to Its authors took war as the canvas
economic independence at the cost
on which to sketch their story; war
lean over the gate and wait.
of her health.
as the great influence on men and
• * * *
Mrs. Elizabeth Chamberlain who
women that would bring out pathos,
Soon George approached.* To the comedy and human appeal as no
works in the Unionall factory mak
VOYAGING AROUND THE WORLD
ing overalls writes that she got surprise and reJief of the surgeon, other crisis in the affairs of nations
“wonderful results” from taking ae looked remarkably well for a man could bring. Above all else there is
Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Com minus a brain. He swung a cane. A cornedy. Probably no picture ever
pound. Mrs. Chamberlain lives at rose adorned his coat. The surgeon made along the edge of a great world Some of thq Things Seen By Miss Hilda George On Her [
600 Monmouth St., Trenton. N. J. plunged in. in medias res. "George,” tragedy ever had so much comedy
Trip With the Floating University.
)
She recommends the Vegetable Com ho said, “I have horrid news. Your
"What Price Glory”on the screen
pound to her friends In the factory brain is in a jar in my laboratory.’ is peopled with real and human
and will gladly answer any letters George looked at him with pity and characters that will at once win fa
she gets from women askingaboutlt. then said: “Be of good cheer. For vor. They are not Just types. They
[Ninth Paper]
loss-sticks were burning before Chi
Are you on the Sunlit Road to i time 1 was troubled. Then 1 re are the genuine thing in front of the
nese inscriptions—great porcelain j
Singapore
Strait*
Settlement
Better Health?
ceived a government appointment, camera, which makes no mistake.
vases were all about.
-since which day 1 have* suffered no "What Price Glory” is not only a
I must get Singapore written up
Then v.e landed by the vile smell
inconvenience.” This little story is great and absorbing picture, with and all I can about Java for Christ ing liver, chuck fill! of sampans upon I
told, not in any spirit of lese ma- thrills and heart throbs and a world mas comes before we reach Colombo which many wrecthed people live
jeste but simply to shade down that of comedy, but it is crowded with and we have so much to study about and die.
The stieet on tlie water
abnormal awe of the people for their incidents that will bring a chuckle India.
front was fascinating—many food I
public servants to its reasonable and a thrill long after the moment
Singapore is one grand mixture of vendors, little bamboo shelters for]
place.
races—the ruling Whiles—chiefly the the people to eat under, great oxyou see it.
There will be but one evening per British—the merchant Chinese and teams lumbering by. sweating coolies I
It is high time that some of the formance (commencing at 7.45) ex the underdogs—tlie Malays. Hindoos with tremendous loads and women
friends of the President, and they cept on Saturday night when there a"d other Indians and even Japan and children on second story bal- |
may easily be located, set out to cor will be performances at 6.15 and 8.30 ese—although the latter are usually' conies looking down on it all.
In |
| rect
C. a common interpretation of his —adv.
above the common labor class. Oh. the midst of this we suddenly saw a
1 recent statement which is a distinct
the Malays and Indians were the rudely constructed bamboo stage
substitutes if you
' reflection
refl
on his sincerity of expres
most picturesque things 1 ever saw. built out at the very water's edge
PARK
THEATRE
sion. He can not and so will not acfamous
Their
brightly
printed
sarongs and high up over peoples' heads.
Richard Dix in "Man Power' will (skirts) their very dark bodies, their Here, to the clang and shriek of
ept. even a unanimous nomination
be
shown
today.
Quaker
by his party, even if offered. Wheth
fezzes (they are mostly Mohamme Chinese music, in marvelous get"Madame Pompadour" fourth of dans!) men in long, silky hair ups, a troupe of bo)’ actors were
er it can be unanimous, is beyond
the
British
National
Pictures
to
he
:he purpose of the present. All are
topped with bright turbans, men with holding forth to the crowd. K— had
igreed that the President said in released in the United States by Par tjie beautiful sad brooding eyes, her camera and we are praying
amount,
will
head
the
program
Wed
substance: I shall not be a candidressed in magenta colored scarfs— that her snaps will be successful
late for the nomination. In this nesday and Thursday. As in the deep magenta against a black glisten She and I are noted for getting local
preceding
three
—
’
'Nell
Gwyn,"
"Lon

?onnection it is vital to note, that
ing body! That's not much of a sen color in each port!
he does not limit his statement to don." and "Tip-Toco”—scintillating tence, but how give anything more
But the heat! Ar.d then a tropical
Dorothy
Gish
is
the
star.
Antonio
the nomination.
Hence it includes
than mere words! A great many men shower and the beat and we were
’he election and That he will not be Moreno plays the featured romantic and wemen wore Javanese prints or on our way to Batavia.
i candidate for that. Should he ac role.—adv.
batiks as skirts with pineapple cloth
We crossed the equator on that
cept the nomination, he would be a
shorts or waists, ana the women with trip and duly celebrated it.
The
•andidate for ejection and so would
EMPIRE THEATRE
pieces of vivid chiffon on their heads, crew and many of the boys who had
be running for that office which he
The feature picture at the Empire gold ornaments, arm'.ets, bracelets, not been across before were initiated
HE point to remember when buy has chosen not to do. Then the same
anklets or Jewels clipped into their by King Neptune's subjects. Court
ing breakfast oats is that only storm would break out as followed today is Babe Ruth in "Babe Comes
Home.”
noses and ears.
Some of certain was held forward between the two
Quaker Oats have the rich Quaker
Roosevelt’s statement, that he would
With the- production of "The Rcju- castes had crimson marks between swimming pools.
Neptune was a
flavor that you want.
not be a candidate for a third term.
enation of Aunt Mary." Metropoli their eyes.
scream and his Court, too.
The
•
*
•
•
One package of oats without that
tan has to its credit four successful
• • • •
crew impersonated and had the time
flavor may spoil your breakfasts for a
Incidentally, the President is too slave plays transferred to the cellu
Each person brought
We had a splendid ride provided of their lives.
[ much of a sportsman to sit on the loid.
week.
"The Rejuvenation of Aunt
up before the King had to be given
by
the
cruise,
around
the
city,
out
l bleachers and watch a field of candi Mary." which ran for more than 30
some nasty medicine and then
The price you pay is the same.
ears on the stage, features May through some near jungles, through shave, the shaving soap being some
Thus “trying" a substitute is a folly. dates scramble for this prize and
rubber
plantations
ai
d
coco
inut
Robson in the title role and Harri
awful black greasy stuff thickly ap
Quaker flavor is the result of some | then come into the vineyard at
m. and cop one whole penny for son Ford, Phyllis Haver and Frank groves, across the Straits and into plied. followed by plenty of flour.
50 years milling experience. No other
Jahore.
We
saw
tlie
Sultan's
|>alin eight hour day. The next re- lin Pangborn.
It will be shown
oats has it. Quaker milling, too, re
ace and our first mosque—striking Thereupon the vicltm was dumped
[ vision of the Scriptures should cut Wednesday and Thursday.
tains much of the “bulk” of oats. And
We visited bodily into the swimming pool.
jut this parable. It has caused much
“For Wives Only" and “Getting in its vast simplicity.
that makes laxatives less often needed. trouble in labor circles. Mr. Coolidge
a
rubber
factory
which
was
very in Usually the victims were awaiting
Gertie’s Gaiter" which starred Marie
teresting,
though
of
the
most
abomi newcomers and made sure that they
Get Quick Quaker, which cooks in | »s out and should be respectfully so
revost, also were notable stag* pro
They nearly
nable
smell
imaginable!
It
was a were well ducked.
2% to 5 minutes, or regular Quakei j Interpreted, however much the sit- ductions, and "The Heart Thief,"
drowned one man—he was sick for
marvelous
ride.
I
joined
Miss
Wood's
| nation is to be regretted. Any other featuring Joseph Schildkraut and
Oats as you have always known.
two days afterward.
It was one of
interpretation spells sleep and an Lya de Putti, is another play dene- party (three elderly ladiesj for din the chief stewards and the only one
Your grocer has both kinds.
nferior nomination
by the party, for the screen from "The Highway ner at or.e of the most beautiful they were really rough with. Fierce
“Charley's hotels and then wa spent the night at looking pirates ransacked the ship
j which should from now on face the man" hy La Jos Biro.
| situation as it is and spend its en Aunt." "The Nervous Wreck' and another.
It was heaps of fun,
It was not very quiet, so we spent for victims.
ergies. rather, on
the question of 'Up in Mabel's Room," are three great
In the morn but frightfully hot.
he most fit nominee.
stage plays preserved for posterity only one night there.
Next came Batavia, Java.
ing we hired a car with an English
• * * *
in films.
speaking driver and took a delight
In
addition
there
is
Bob
Custer
in
A report came to me, not long
ful dtive around the island.
He
KEEP ’EM IN SCHOOL
‘Galloping Thunder."—adv.
dnee. that a movement will be in
showed us little bamboo Mafay fish
<tituted in Massachusetts to send to
ing villages along stunning beaches,
he next Republican National Con
palm encircled: ' Hindu settlements Boys and Girls Who Leave
I vention a delegation pledged to the While some folks say that a garage
nestle in coconut groves; Chinese vil
is
an
asset
to
one
who
has
reconciled
“Just Flounder Around,”
Hon. William E. Borah for President
|’ have authenticated this report and his spirit to public office, Mr. Allen lages keeping up thriving business
along the Juncture of splendid high
is
still
quite
fortunate
in
his
occu

Reports Show.
ind that it is accurate* and that this
ways.
Then there were Chinese
| movement will be instituted by the pation. for he is in a position to re
The wastefulness of child labor,
President of the RooseveJt Club, sole the shoes of those many m-n millionaire's homes, Eurasian quar
GUARDIAN MEMORIALS I who
who are quick to run about in ids ters of great beauty. European mil even where it is under public regula
is
proceeding
in
his
individual
Everlasting Deaiily
lionaire's homes, everywhere luxur
| capacity. I am in a position to de cause. Mr. Allen may properly noy
iRrgWrrej Trglf Ul't)
iant tropical growth.
iWe
saw tion. is shown by recent reports
.ermine this fact. This is the be* ask himself when is he to succeed
to the Governorship. It is the cus lone Tamils from India collecting gathered by the Woman's Home
| ginning of the Presidential Cam
tom in Massachusetts to reelect its rubber in great forests of rubber Companion in Pittsburgh. There as
paign. for it is t'he first movement
Governor, once. In other words, he trees.
Ar.d here and there the shy
W. E. Doman & Son
| for anyone in the* country. It is
elsewhere boys and girls between the
significant that this should be in is entitled to two terms of two years faced women in bright sarongs ages of 14 and 16 can go to work by
each.
The
Governor
is
now
on
ills
(printed
skirts)
with
naked
babies
East Union, Ma.
Massachusetts and for Mr. Borah
second ttvm. He would naturally slung astride their hips.
It was all obtaining employment certificates.
tnd, whatever its outcome, it is an
retire in January 1929.
more thrilling than we ever believed The records show that three-fourths
ndlcation
of
his
strength
in
other
Dealer* in—
it would be—real tropics.
| parts of the country. There is no
of them leave school forever at 14.
On the other hand, the Massachu
evidence
that
this
movement
has
the
Nearly half of them have not got
Alao Scotch, Quincy, Weeterly
setts organization may press Mr.
'enowledge, consent or cooperation of
It was hot as haacs by noontime, beyond the sixtli grade in gram
Coolidge
to
be
a
candidate
for
a
third
Mr. Borah, which is not remarkable
and Maine Gray Granite*, Ver
mar school.
term. If it .does this, it can hardly and we were glad to get to the hotel
|:n days when all possibilities are in
Almost all of them got into "routo rest.
The beds are all canopied
decline
to
support
tho
Governor
tar
-lulging in those coy gesture’s now
mont Marblea.
The bathtubs! ’*ne or blind-alley Jobs" which do
another term, if he fancies it. This in mosquito netting.
I popular among those threatened
might tax the patience of Mr. Allen. are great crockery jars which you not prepare them for any specific
I with political preferment. The plat
fill with water.
Then you dip up adult W'ork. the astute magazine obSatiafaction Guaranteed
] form on which the campaign will be Nevertheless he would hardly show large receptacles full and pour it seiver finds. They keep changing
his
teeth.
Not
only
are
these
sweet

nade in Massachusetts is: The peo
from one job to another and they
ly dulled hut Mr. Allen has seen two over you. The floor is stone and has
| ,ile against the politicians.
an outlet for the water. About four lose so much time between jobs that
Lieutenant-Governors
politically
aufiTrfark.every grave’
♦ ♦ ♦ ♦
they are idle from 30 to 45 percent of
topsied by undue haste. He is not o’clock B— ar.d K— came and we
The most popular mistaken politi likely to replicate. To one of those, hired another car, top down, drove the time
Thus the stale argument that It is
•al pastime, perhaps today, is
then Governor McCall made that around the island seme more and
I contend, either that Calvin Coolidge epochal remark: Rather sail tlie seas stopped on top of a beautiful hill often better to quit school and “gc*t
I the versatile intimate of th& pluto forever with God than to attempt to over-looking the harbor and bay and an early start in life” falls to the
I erat and the plain will be the Re make port without him. I can not ships at sunset time.
After that we ground. With few’ exceptions, these
l publican nominee in 1928, or that li quote this, literally, for up here in drove through the crowded sections boys and girls do not get started.
will not be. There is Mr. Henry the woods m.v library is cpnfined to of the city—a market in full session They simply flounder around.
“Send your sons and daughters
Ford, who is clear that Mr. Coolidg a dictionary, Worcester of course, a along a wide boulevard, all sorts of
has closed t’he door to Presidential telephone directory and a mileage vendors, all nationalities, chiefly hack to school this fall,” is the ob
| possibilities.
It is significant to book. Frank, you have- an army of Chinese though.
We passed a Chi server’s verdict. “And keep up the
! those who cling keenly to the amen admirers. No man except Coolidge nese theatre and decided to go to it long fight for child labor legislation
I ties of life, that though Mr. Ford has come along with your freedom after dinner.
People thought we that will prevent heedless parents
•ontinues to hang on to the sap from controversy. Cream like you were crazy to go there.
We were and employers from depriving other
bucket presented to him by Mr. Cool will sit a long while, sweetly. And the only Europeans there, of course. boys and girls of the education that
| idge, he has not wired him to be* you have a good name because of It was a much higher class theater this country offers free to its future
come a candidate, but he proceeded its high place on tlie alphabetical than we had seen in China.
First- citizens.”
Progressive education is tending
Ito forget him and to turn to Herbert ballot.
class seats were beautifully carved
Hoover. Mr. Fold either should hav
and seemed to be cf very nice wood. in the direction of making school
Delicious 1 hree Crow
wired Mr. Coolidge, prepaid, that
In between every two seats was a tasks so fascinating that they are no
TO INCREASE STOCK
the country demanded his stay i
Vanilla makes food more
The longer tasks, hut projects which the
The Public Utilities Commission little table for refreshments.
ha Maison Blanche, or he should rendered a decision authorizing the stage setting was a little less crude children are eager to carry through
palatable.
I have returned
the bucket, also Central Maine Power Company to than w’hat we saw at Kowloon; to completion.
•barges prepaid.
increase the amount of its capital and the costumes looked very costly.
• * » ♦
THE EVENING AND THE MORNING
stock from $20,000,000 to $25,000,000. The acting was less sensational—in
Nevertheless, the portrait of M
The increase will consist of 250.000 fact, it consisted chiefly of dialogues
[For The Courier-Gazette]
Ford will hang on the walls of the shares each of the par value of $100 and duets interspersed with what 1
“Lullaby baby,’’ the mother sings.
little Fords far more creditably
As file evening shadows fall.
and divided Into 50,000 shares of suppose was very fine dancing, but
an ancestor, because of his years of common stock and 200.000 shares of seemed to us mere grotesque atti When to her arms the tired uhl'd
(Veeps to the Sandman’s call:
tinkering wit'll the Ford car, than preferred stock. The company paid tudes.
It was rather monotonous,
baby” the mother croons,
though he had reached preeminenc the state a fee of $3,750 because of and oh, their hands were so awk “Lullaby
A song that never dies,
as a teacher of political deportment. the increase in the capital stock.
Call 170
Remembered always when rites and runes
ward!
Have been proven shams and lies.
The unhappy situation has allevia
We went back to the boat for the The tired man remembers
People’s Laundry
ing features, that is to the Ford fam
Enjoy golden InTurs otf restful, re night.
The
song that never dies,
Believe
me.
the
nights
on
17 Limerock Street
ily. Further 1 rejoice, that Mr. For
While the Sandman pressed his fingers
Wa do all kinda of Laundry is regaining his pristine physical freshing sleep. Each summer night board in port are terrible—so noisy
On
the
baby’s tired eyes.
Work.
Family Waahing a condition. For. if the Scriptures are may he culm, peaceful, undisturbed with late comers and gay parties. But the light of morning wakened
Everyone
may
have
them.
Just
by
To
another
happy day,
I
’
m
usually
a
wreck.
K
—
and
I
went
Specialty. Wet Wash. Rough sound in their proposition that it is
Tha: little boy. so long ago,
■'s. Dry.
Finiah Flat Work exceedingly difficult for a rich man using Fly-Tox. Spraying the sleep into town again—bought a Malacca
To laughter and to play.
ing rooms. Killing the mosquitoes cane for Donald, some hooks on In
Shirta, Collar*.
to get into tlie kingdom of Heaven,
Everyone knows mosquitoes are di dia, etc., and wandered about native “Lullaby” softly the angel of sleep
Mr. Ford, by this test, will suffer
As the evening shadows fall
sease carriers. They must tie killed quarters.
We looked into a mosque.
from
a
hot-box
at
the
gate,
if
any

as to rest we silently creep,
Telephone Connection
Health authoritlea advocate Ihy -Tox We discovered a marvelous Chinese Sings,
To the sound of that Angel’s call.
one does.
It is Ihe scientific insecticide de temple or school all covered over Coo! fingers p essed on the tired eves,
• • ♦ •
Gilchrest
Tenderly too. I know.
Mr. Frank Gilman Allen of Nor veloped at Mellon Institute of Indus with the stunningest and must in As weary at last with life’s long day
Monumental Workr wood,
Summer street, Beacon Hill trial Research by Rex Fellowship, tricate figures of tmy pieces of porTo the valley of sleep we go.
and Marblehead Neck, all of Massa Simple instructions on each bottle celain—all over the roofs and on tops Rut the beautiful morning will waken us
Main Street
To
another happier day.
Also beautifully
chusetts, is in a very interesting po (blue label) for killing ALL house-! of ixartitions.
A bright and shining morning.
Thomaston, Maine
sition
Mr. Alien is Lieutenant- hold insects. Insist on FJy-Tox. It' carved beams and some large poiWhen the night has passed away.
ARTISTIC MEMORIAL*
Nana Huntley.
Governor. He U in the* leather line. ie safe, stainless, fragrant, sure.—adv. celain panels of birds and animals.
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Politely

tnU. FACTORY UUIMINTl 4-DOOt MOAN (MOT A COAM)

Tlie Lowest Rice
at which a Sedan

was EVER sold
Dodge Brothers

Built to give trouble-free, economical service
over a long period of time.

flavor

Telephone Directory

And this is only half the story! Here’s a car that
will look like new and travel like new long after
most cars have passed into old age.

The answer is quality—Dodge Brothers quality!
Quality materials and construction unequalled by
many cars hundreds of dollars higher in price.

seek the

Quick Quaker

2a

One horse-power to every sixty-five pounds
of chassis weight.

Refuse

T

A mile-a-minute performer—the fastest Four
America!

Longest springbase of any car under $1000.

Smart new bodies—beautiful lines. A brilliant
performer at the lowest price for which a Sedan
was ever sold by Dodge Brothers!

DYER’S GARAGE. INC.
54 PARK STREET

ROCKLAND, ME.

Dodge BrothersJnc.
A SMALL CHURCH

“ THE FRIENDLY MAIDS”

Cap'n Cottle Pays ’Em a Visit In East Belfast To Have House of Wor
ship Only 20x30 feet.
Their Boston Studio.

men have had “bees" for working on
the church.
The little building Is to be known
as tlie Union District Sunday School
chapel, with Mrs. C. C. Ford as
president of the society. The build
ing will be used for the Sunday
School for tho most part, as the
schoolhouse has been utilized for this
purpose he.-etpfore.
Money, lumber
and lalior have been cheerfully given
hy the people of the community, and
work will progress just as fast as
funds can he procured.

Onr- of the smallest churches In the
Editor of The Ceurier-Gazette:—
I took a trip to Somerville, Maas., country is now in process of con
to see the folks, early in July and as struction in what is known as the
some of the days were warm it was Union district, just above Mason's
cooler to stay in the house and tune Mills In East iieiiast. The whole
In on the radio than it was to go out. building is only 20x30 feet, and it
So early in the morning I’d get the has been called the “smallest church
"Tower Health Exercises,” "The in the world." Tills, (however, is not
Roaring Lyons,” and then at 9.30 so for there is a tiny one which holds
the "Friendly Maids."
MILLIONS OF TREES
only three people, hut the communi
They seemed such a jolly crowd, ty which is building this one Is very
and so willing to please their un small, so only a small church is re
Seventy-three million trees were
seen audience with requested selec quired.
planted during the past year. Fortytions that one day when it cooled off
It is being erected on a lot given two States are trying to make up
a little I decided to visit the studio hy the heirs of tho late John ('. Ford, for their wastes of forests, and
of IWEEI at 39 Boylston street, in and is now nearing completion, work among those that have made th®
Boston.
Just take the elevator to on the Inside finish now going on. best showing are Pennsylvania,
the fourth floor, down the corridor All of the money and work have been which has planted 27,916,029 new
and there you are, right in the stu donated hy the people of the little trees; New York with 22.000,000 and
dio. Everybody welcome.
community.
Alonzo Dickerson Is Michigan
with
10,000,000.
Tha
The concert was going full swing, doing the carpenter work and the State appropriation in Pennsylvania
studio nearly full and new comers women have given dinners when the was $1,203,485.
arriving every minute.
Your ideas of a broadcasting studio
receive quite>a shock when you see
the studio.
The “mike” doesn’t
look very impressive. Some of your
readers I know listen in mornings
to tli is program, and may like brief
description of* the studio arrange
ment.
The "mike” is on the farther side
of the studio from the entrance,
seats being arranged around three
sides of the room, and Carlton H.
Dickerman the announcer sits near
It.
He doesn’t really sit much, for
he Is hopping around like corn In a
popper, looking out fur guests, going
1928
away
to the "mike" and announcing, going
over to the desk and writing up the
traffic
an arrow from a
log of the doings, etc.
He is a
busy man.
Sometimes he sings,
after much coaxing.
Marge, the young lady who leads
the orchestra, plays the violin, calls
Watch
Buicks next time
off and laughs, stands in front of the
mike.
Lillian, who plays the double
you drive downtown. See how
bass and the saxophone, Elizabeth
tlie 'cello, Ethel the flute are grouped
easily
step
in a circle around her, a few feet
away, and Mildred who plays piano
when
changes. And
part of the day and .picks blueberries
the other part is over in the corner
note how
other cars
Something doing every minute, and
I haven't had such a good time since
the slip in
I had the measles when I was
boy during a hot spell in June.
The Friendly Maids with their mu
traffic.
sic and laughter are certainly bright
ening the corners In many a New
cannot
you
England household and orlnging
sunshine to many a shut-in. Long
meaning of performance”
may they continue to broadcast their
forenoon program.
a
Capt. Isaac Cottle.
Home Harbor, Maine.

,\\\,\\

like an arrow from a how
Buick for
like
bow!

gets

in

the

they
out in front
the signal
they give
the friendly rivalry

of

You
say
know the
full
“
until you’ve driven
Buick
for 1928.

UNITY MAN WOULD FLY

BUICK MOTOR COMPANY, FLINT, MICH.
A Maine man wants to fly with
Commander Richard Byrd on his trip
to the South Pole. The name of tho
young man is Fred tl Whitehouse
and he is a resident of Unity, Waldo
County..
Mr. Whitehouse wrote
Gov. Brewster in regard to tho mat
ter and the Governor replied, saying
that if applications are being re
ceived, he would be glad to give any
information in his possession. Gov.
Brewster wrote Commander Byrd
stating that Maine is of course proud
of Its record of exploration, and
would he very gratified at having a
representative on his Southern trip.

Sympathy is like blond hair;
lot of it isn’t th® real thing

Dirhita •/ Gtatral Mtltn Ctrgtrilita

BUICKA 1928
LEWISTON BUICK CO.
51 Park Street
LEWISTON
WATERVILLE
BRUNSWICK

(

Rockland
BRANCHES AT
PORTLAND
FARMINGTON
ROCKLAND

Tel. 23
AUGUSTA
BATH
DOVER-FOXCRO

WHEN BETTER AUTOMOBILE8 ARE BUILT,
BUICK WILL BUILD THEM

